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SECTION  I 
GENERALITIES  ON  THE  ACTIVITY  OF  THE  MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION 
INTRODUCTION 
The  year  1972,  covered  by  this  report,  was  the  last  for  the  Community  of  the  Six 
and  for  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission,  was  marked  by  the  imminent  advent  of  three 
countries  in particular  the  United  Kingdom  which  brings  an  important  coal  production  to  the 
Community. 
This  year  was  the most  difficult for  the  coal-mining of  the  Community  of  the  Six. 
The  table below  contains  some  key  information. 
Production  (m.  tons) 
Percentage  change  for  1971 
Underground  workers  on  books  average 
1972  (thousands) 
Percentage  change  since  1971 
Output  per  manshift  (kilos) 
Percentage  change  since  1971 
Number  of  working m1nes  in  1972 
Number  of  working mines  closed  in  1972 
Capacity  abandoned  ln  1972 
Undistributed  stock  end  1972  (m,  tons) 
Percentage  change  since  1971 
Stocks  of  hard  coke  at  coking plants 
(m.  tons) 
Percentage  change  since  1971 
Mechanization  of  total  production  (%) 
Coal :getting  1970 
1971 
1972 
Powered  roof  support  1970 
1971 
1972 
D  B  F 
108.4  10.5  29.8 
-7.2  -4.2  -~.9 
125.5  22.9  53.5 
-7.2  -4.4  -10.8 
4250  2620  2709 
+5.3  -0. 1  +3.2 
61  20  43 
6  2  5 
4.5  0.2  2.0 
0.8  0.4  4.8 
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1)  10  79?  000  days  lost  through industrial action  (22.4  m.  tons) 
N  Cty.  U.K. 
2. 9  151. 9  119. ~
1 ) 
-23.4  -7. 9  -18.8 
4.9  207.3  209.5 
-17.7  -8.2  -3.9 
3240  3659  3381 
-3.2  +4. I  !o 
4  129  286 
- 13  6 
- 6.7 
0.6  12.9  11. I 
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Sources  National  Mine  administrations  and  Statistical Office  of  the  Community 8 
While  production  and  numbers  employed  continued  to  fall,  by  about  8%  compared 
with  the  previous  year,  and  13  mines  with  a  capacity of  6.7  m.  tons  have  been  closed,  out-
put  per manshift  has  continued  to rise - by  about  4. I  % or  double  the  rate  for  the  pre-
vious  year.  This  was  due  to mechanization which  is  no  doubt  nearing  maximum  and  the  use 
of  powered  supports  which  increased  by  50  % in  two  years. 
In  the  United  Kingdom,  the  situation was  marked  by  industrial conflict which  re-
sulted  in  the  loss  of  10  757  000  working  days  and  22.4  m.  tons  of  coal.  Under  normal  con-
ditions  production  in  the  United  Kingsom  would  have  been  about  141.9  m.  tons- approximate-
ly  that  of  the  Community.  The  number  of mines  is higher  than  on  the  continent  but mechani-
zation  and  the  use  of  powered  supports  are  as  far  if not  further  developed. 
The  figures  for  accidents  in  the  coal  mines  of  the  six Community  countries  in 
1972,  can be  broken  down  as  follows 
I.  Accidents  involving  4  to  20  days'  absence  from  work  : 
40  376  in a  total  of  369.4  million man-hours,  i.e.  109.31  per million hours  (m.h.).  In 
1971,  there  had  been  47  203  injured  - I 13.96  per m.h. 
2.  Accidents  involving  21  to  56  days'  absence 
18  531-50.17  per  m.h.  In  1971:  21  116-50.98 per  m.h. 
3.  Accidents  involving more  than  56  days'  absence 
5  763- 15.60  per m.h.  In  1971  :  6  250- 15.09  per  m.h. 
4.  Fatal  accidents  : 
147  killed  (of  whom  6  died  in  the  same  accident),  i.e.  0.399  per  m.h.  In  1971  182 
killed  (of  whom  20  in  3  multiple accidents),  i.e.  0.440  per  n.h. 
5.  Total  number  of  victims  (injured,  with at  least  4  days  off work,  or  killed) 
64  817,  i.e.  175.5  per m.h.  In  1971  :  74  651,  which  is  180.2  per m.h. 
These  figures  and  the  distribution of  victims  by  type  of  accident,  locality  and 
seat  of  injuries  are  set  out  in detail  and  discussed  in Section  V. 9 
GENERAL  ACTIVITIES  OF  THE  MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION 
The  Mines  Safety and  Health  Commission  continued  its study  of  the  collective ac-
cidents  which  occurred  in  1971,  and  in particular  the  outburst  of  coal  and  gas  (6  fatali-
ties at Cynheidre,  Wales),  and  the  outburst  of  coal  and  C02  (8  fatalities  at  the  Dauphine 
collieries,  France;  and  a  rock-burst  (6  fatalities  at  the  Ewald  mine  in Herten,  Germany). 
It began  a  study  of  the  one  collective accident  which  occurred  in  1972  - an  outburst  of 
coal  and  firedamp  on  7  November  1972  at Pit No  25  of Monceau-Fontaine,  Belgium)  which killed 
6  workers.  An  account  of  these  accidents  is  given  in Chapter  G.  The  phenomenon  of  outbursts, 
lvhich  is  becoming  less  frequent  in France  and  Belgium  as  mines  which  were  liable  to  out-
bursts  are  being  closed  down,  has  nevertheless  increased  in  importance  for  the  Community. 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  paid  particular attention  to  outbursts  - and  to  the 
related  problem of  rock bursts,  which  are  becoming  more  frequent  in Germany- and  certain 
decisions  were  taken,  in  the  hope  that  practical conclusions will  be  reached  as  soon  as 
possible. 
During  the year,  covered  by  the Report,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission 
was  able  to  make  two  recommendations  and  two  reports.  These  were: 
- in  the  Mines  Fires  sector,  a  recommendation  amending  the  Mines 
Safety  and  Health  Commission's  recommendation  of  20  April  1960 
on  extinguishing  shaft fires  by  water  spraying; 
- in  the  Electricity sector, a  report  of  the  Committee's  opinion 
and  conclusions  on  overvoltage  due  to  lightning,  and  a  report  on 
further  developments  in  the  use  of electrical  equipment  produced 
against  firedamps  for  nominal  voltages  over  1100  volts. 
This  last was  followed  by  conclusions  and  recommendations. 
- in  the  Rescue  sector,  the 8th  Report  of the  Working  Party  on 
Rescue  Arrangements,  Mine  Fires  and  Underground  Combustion, 
covering  rescue  arrangements  in  1969  and  1970. 
At  its meeting  on  I I  July  1972,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  adopted 
the  9th Annual  Report. 
This  Report  was  submitted  to  the  Member  States  for  action;  a  general  outline  of 
the  proposals  made  to  date  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission,  and  their  implemen-
tation  by  governments,  appeared  in  the  9th Report,  it is  not  repeated  in  this  lOth  Report, 
but will be  in  the  1 lth. 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  has  devoted  particular attention  to  two 
major  problems  : 
(a)  The  standardization of  electricity  regulations  in  the  coal  mines 
of Community  countries;  and  more  particularly  the  mutual  recog-
nition  by  governments  of  certificates of approval  for  underground 
use  of  electrical  equipment,  in  the  hope  that this will  inter 
alia  encourage  the  testing of  automatic  equipment  for  use  in 
mines.  Indeed,  increased  automation  and  tele control  can  be  an 
important  factor  for  the  profitability of  collieries  and  for 
health  and  safety. 10 
(b)  The  extension  of its competence  to  mines  other than  coal  mines, 
and  to  other extraction  industries. 
At  each  of  the meetings  held  during  the  year,  the Restricted Committe  and  the 
Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  studied  this matter  and  discussed  the  usefulness  and 
advisability  of  the  extension,  and  the  problems  it would  present. 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  is well  aware  that  there  is  a  special, 
more  serious  level  of risk  in  the  extraction industries  than  in other  industrial  sectors, 
and  that many  specific safety  problems  are  common  to  all  the  extractive industries.  They 
realize  too  that many  specific  safety problems  studied  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Com-
mission  concern  all extractive  industries  and  that if  the  competence  of  the  Mines  Safety 
and  Health Commission  were  extended,  it would  benefit  them  as  well  as  coal  mines,  which  in 
turn would  gain  from  drawing  on  recent  experience  in certain iron ore  and  potaser mines. 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  has  also established  that,  with  one  ex-
ception,  these  industries  are all  answerable  to  a  single administrative body  at  national 
level.  It has  accordingly  concluded  that it would  be  useful  if its nemit  was  extended  to 
all extractive  industries  and  has  considered  how  this  ought  to  be  done. 
The  extent  of  this  move  may  be  gauged  from  the  number  of  persons  employed  in coal 
mines,  which  amounts  to  some  690  000  (including  the  United  Kingdom)  - the  number  of  persons 
employed  underground  on  whom  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission's  interest has  been 
centred  so  far  is  about  430  000,  including  technicians,  (220  000  in  the  EEC  and  214  000  in 
the  United  Kingdom). 
Extractive  industries  (1)  other  than  coal  employ  238  000  people  in  18  200  under-
takings  in  the  EEC  and  the  United  Kingdom  (this does  not  include  Denmark  and  Ireland). 
The  difficulties presented  by  extending  the  nemit  would  be  overcome  if it were 
done  in  two  stages  :  first,  if  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission's  act1v1ties were 
extended  to  cover  all  underground  mining  and  then,  after  a  short period  not  exceeding  two 
years,  extended  to  all  extractive industries. 
5.  In  spite of  the difficult situation facing  the  Secretariat,  arrangements  were  made  for 
the  three  new  Working  Parties  set  up  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  in  1971 
(partly  in response  to  the wishes  of  the  European Parliament)  to  meet  for  the first  time  in 
1972.  These  are  the  Working  Parties  on  "Hechanization",  "Roof  Control  and  Support"  and  "Ven-
tilation and  Firedamp".  At  these meetings  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission's  terms  of 
reference were  studied  and  priorities established  for  the  work  to  be  done,  so  that  they 
could  achieve  the  necessary results  in the  shortest possible  time.  The  Working  Parties de-
cided  on  the  course  they  should  take  to  arrive  at  recommendations,  and  selected  the  neces-
sary  documents. 
In  the  field  of  dissemination  of  information,  the  Secretariat  of  the  Mines  Safety 
and  Health  Commission  organized  a  conference  for  trade  union  representatives  from  Communi-
ty  countries  and  the  United  Kingdom  at  Gardanne  (France);  it was  held  on  26-28  September 
1972.  The  theme  of  the  conference was  the  effect  on  human  behaviour  of  automation  and  me-
chanization  in collieries;  it was  attended  by  approx.  100  trade  union delegates.  A visit  to 
a  face  using  automatic  powered  supports  showed  how  automation  of  this  kind  could  contribute 
not  only  to  the  profitability of  mining but  also  to  safety  and  health,  and  to  making  work 
less  arduous. 
The  Secretariat also helped  to  organize  a  conference  held  1n  Luxembourg  for  mem-
bers  of  I.G.  Bergbau. 
(1)  excluding the  oil  and natural  gas 11 
Lastly,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission,  together  with  the  members  of 
seven  Working  Parties,  attended  the  conferences  organized  by  the  Commission  on  sutomation 
in collieries  (May  1972)  and  on  technical  measures  of  dust  suppression  in mines  (October 
197 2). 
On  the  other  hand,  due  to  lack  of  staff in  the  Secretariat, it was  not  possible 
to  act  on  the  sect ion  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission's  nemi t  concerning  ·,:he 
nedical  aspects  of  health whjch  covers  conditions  of  work  such  as  noise,  vibration,  heat 
and  light. 
Work  has  continued  on  the  preparation of  the  Community's  safety  campaigns  orga-
nised  under  the  aegis  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  and  studied  by  its Working 
Party  on  "Psychological  and  Sociological  Factors  affecting Safety".  Four  preparatory 
meetings  were  devoted  to  this  work.  Financial  support  for  these  campaigns  from  the  European 
Communities  amounts  to  a  maximum  of  500  000  BF  per  coalfield.  The  provision made  in  the 
budget  has  proved  inadequate  because  of  the  number  of  requests  made;  the  Mines  Safety  and 
Health  Commission  has  devoted  the  unspent part  of  its operational  budget at  the  end  of  the 
year  to  this  subject. 
In  1972,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  held  two  meetings  preceded  by  3 
meetings  of  the Restricted  Committee. 
The  Working  Parties  and  Committees  of  Experts  attached  to  them met  41  times. 
The  Secretariat also  organized  a  conference  for  trade  union  delegates  from  the 
Community  and  the  United  Kingsom,  and  participated  in another  conference  for  trade  union-
ists.  This  brought  the  total  number  of meetings  to  48. 12 
SECTION  II 
ACTIVITY  OF  THE  WORKING  PARTIES 
CHAPTER  A  "RESCUE  ARRANGEMENTS,  MINE  FIRES  AND  UNDERGROUND  COMBUSTION" 
The  working  party held  one  restricted meeting  on  10  March  1972  in Luxembourg  and 
two  plenary meetings  in Dortmund  on  26  and  27  October  1972;  the  sub-committee  of  experts 
on  the "Stabilisation of  ventilation"  met  four  times  and  the  sub-committee  on  fire-resist-
ant  fluids  nine  times.  In  all this  working  party held  sixteen meetings. 
(a)  It was  able  to  complete 
I.  The  eighth report  of  the working  party  for  the  organisation of  rescue  arrangements 
for  1969/1970. 
This  report  is mentioned  by way  of  a  reminder.  It is  the  bi-annual  report  compiled 
under  nemit  A2  of  the working Party'sterms  of  reference  which  are  printed  in annex 
III.  This  report  was  not  approved  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  until 
25. 1.1972.  A  commentary  was  devoted  to  it in  the  ninth report  to  which  it was  at-
tached  as  annex  VII. 
2.  Necessary  amendments  to  the Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission's  recommendation  of 
20 April  1960  regarding  the  use  of water  spraying  to  fight  fires  in shafts. 
These  amendments  were  prepared  by  a  group  of  experts  following  spraying  trials  in 
Belgian mines  about  to  be  abandoned.  They  were  approved  by  the Working  Party  on  10 
March  1972  and  adopted  by  the Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  on  II  July  1972. 
They  are  shown  in annex  VI. 
The  amendments  relate  to  the values  given by  the  monograms  showing  the  aeromotor 
force  created  by  the  spraying water.  Furthermore,  additions  were  made  to  the  recom-
mendation  as  regards  the positioning of  the  spray  installations at  the  shaft  sta-
tions  of  every main  shaft  and  the  siting of  air  control  doors  at  a  suitable  point 
in  the  main  air  intake  roadways. 
(b)  In  addition,  the  working  party stated  work  on  the  new  results  given by  the  Mines  Safe-
ty  and  Health Commission  on  26  March  1971.  The.se  particular results  are  shown  in  annex 
III  under  B2;  a  group  of  experts  was  set  up  under  nemit  (d)  - fires  in  long  plant. 
Work  in progress  continued  under  the  working party's  old  terms  of  reference,  particu-
larly in  the  sub-committees  on  "Fire-resistant fluids"  (B2f)  and  "Stabilisation of  ven-
tilation in the  event  of  a  fire"  (D). 
These  activities may  be  summed  up  as  follows 
I.  Work  was  started  on  : 
Exchange  of  experience  and  knowledge  acquired  in  the  early detection  of  combustion, 
heatings  and  fires  in mines. 
On  the  basis  of  a  memorandum  (doc.  2286/71)  on  the  use  of  measuring  instruments 
for  CO  monitoring  in  the  Ruhr  coalfield,  the  working  party  held  a  first  exchange 
of  views  in order  to  make  comparisons  and  select  the  most  suitable methods  and 
apparatus.  For  the  German,  French,  Belgian  and  United  Kingdom  coalfields,  it ex-
amined  the  characteristics of  CO  detectors  and  recorders  with  ranges  of  0-300  ppm, 
0-100  ppm  and  0~10 ppm  and  with  accuracies  down  to  1-2  ppm  which being with  them 
the  weaknesses  associated  with  high  sensitivity. 
It also  acquainted  itself with  the  principle of  the  British  system of  continuous 
and  automatic monitoring by  nests  of  tubes,  with  the  "Twists-wire-five"  method 
using  a  thermo-sensitive wire  detector  and  an  electronic  control  mechanism which 
has  been  tried  out  in  the  German  and  French  testing stations. 13 
The  exchange  of  views  will  continue  when  documentation  on  these  systems  is  re-
ceived. 
Exchanging  of  experience  and  practical knowledge  of  CO  filter  self-rescuers. 
The  working  party familiarised  itself with British experience  which  began  on  the 
national  scale  in  1967.  From  the beginning  of  1972,  all miners  should  carry self-
rescuers with  an  endurance  of  at  least  one  hour;  the  latest models  are  fitted 
with  a  cooler. 
This  question will  be  taken  up  again  in  1973,  when  a  British film used  to  instruct 
miners  in  the  use  of  the  apparatus  and  German  and  British accounts  are  available 
showing  the  circumstances  in which  self-rescuers were  worn  underground  and  parti-
cularly  how  far  they  saved  human  lives. 
- Exchanging  of experience and practical knowledge on  the closure  of abandoned workings. 
The  construction  of  plaster  stoppings  has  already  been  examined  by  the  Mines  Safe-
ty  and  Health  Con~ission :  in  1964  it approved  directives  of  the  Essen-Kray  Haupt-
stelle for  the  construction of  dry  plaster  stoppings  and  in  1970  it approved  in-
structions  from  the Hauptstelle  der  Saarbergwerke  for  the  hydro-mechanical  method 
of  constructing plaster  stoppings. 
The  working  party  began  a  comparison  of  statutory regulations  on  the  closing of 
abandoned  workings  in order  to  ascertain possible  new  requirements  with  methods 
of  closure  and  the materials  to  be  used.  It  took  note  of  the directives  of  the 
Landesoberbergamt  Nordrhein-Westfalen  dated  27  April  1971  (doc.  49/72)  :  a  very 
marked  decrease  in  the  number  of  fires  caused  by  spontaneous  combustion  is attri-
buted  in  the  Ruhr  and  Saarland  to  the  implementation  of  these  closure  rules,  the 
first of  which  were  issued  in  1964. 
In  1973,  the  working  party will  continue  to  examine  the  regulations of  other  coun-
tries. 
- Fires  in  long  plant. 
11Plant
11  is  understood  principally  to  mean  belt  conveyors,  but  also  covers  air 
ducts,  guide  rails  and  flexible  pipes. 
Particular  importance  was  given  to  this  nemit  following  an  examination by  the 
working  party  of  the  re-opening  of  a  fire-damaged  district  in  the  Gneisenau  mine 
at  Dortmund  where  a  conveyor  belt  had  propagated  the  fire  over  a  long distance. 
The  belt satisfied fire  safety  standards  complying  with  the  international  ISO 
standards  (1962).  Other  underground  fires  and  experimental  fires  on  the  scale  1/1 
in  the  Dortmund  experimental  mine  have  confirmed  that  these  standards  are  not 
suitable for  conditions  underground.  The  working  party  decided  to  compare  current 
flammability  standards  in  the  countries  of  the  Community  and  the  United  Kingdom 
and  to  define  new  and  common  flammability  criteria adapted  to  conditions  under-
ground.  It nominated  a  committee  of  experts  to  deal  with  this. 
The  working  party visited Dortmund  and  was  present at  the  Tremonia  experimental 
mine  for  tests which  the  group  of  experts  has  expressed  a  desire  to  watch: 
- on  the  scale  1/1,  in  the  8m2  cross-section experimental  roadway  on  a  S.B.R. 
rubber belt  (with  chlorine  incorporated),  40  m long,  placed  2  m below  the  road-
way  roof,  a  fire  of  360  kg.  of  wood,  an  air  speed  of  1.2  m/sec.  The  belt burned 
along  its entire  length  at  a  relatively  low  speed; 
- on  a  small-scale model,  a  belt  1.20  m long using  a  propane  flame. 
The  working  party  then  examined  the  approval  tests  conducted  in  each  country  and 
the  relevant  thinking  or  philosophy  of  each  country.  No  belt of  organic material 
can  be  completely  fireproof,  but  tests  should  be  carried  out with  certain objec-
tives  in mind  so  as  to  guarantee  a  degree  of  fire resistance. 14 
In  the  Netherlands,  Belgium  and  the  United  Kingdom,  a  drum  friction  test,  scale 
1/1  is  intended  to  prevent  as  far  as  possible  the  conveyor  belt  from  itself being 
a  source  of  fire. 
In  Belgium  and  the  Netherlands,  a  flammability  test  is also  conducted  on  a  semi-
industrial  scale. 
Laboratory  flammability  tests  of  the  ISO  type  exist  in France  and  Germany,  where 
they  are  the  only  statutory  ones;  in  the  United  Kingdom,  this  test  is  used  to 
complement  the  friction  test. 
The  working  party  also  took  note  of  detailed  statistics on all  fires  since  1960 
in which  a  conveyor  belt was  involved  and  which  give details of  the  behaviour  of 
these belts. 
It was  finally decided  that  a  common  approach  and  common  testing standards  should 
be  agreed  and  that  each  of  the  national  institutes  should  conduct  tests  on  belts 
from  each  of  the  countrjes,  in order  to  select  the  most  appropriate  testing method. 
2.  Continuing work  in  progress. 
- Fire-resistant fluids. 
In  1972  the  group  of  experts  met  nine  times. 
As  regards  the  "Thermal  Decomposition"  toxicology  test  in which  animals  are  ex-
posed  for  3  hours  to  aerosols  of  anhydrous  fluid  (D)  projected  on  to  a  hot  sur-
face  at  700°,  considerable  discrepancies  appeared  as  between  the  results  in Ger-
many  and  in France.  The  experts visited  the  CERCHAR  laboratories at  Verneuil  and 
the  Pharmacological  Institute at  the  University  of  Hamburg  and  compared  testing 
equipment  and  methods  in order  to  investigate  these  discrepancies,  found  mainly 
in  the  size  and  concentration of  the  aerosols  produced,  since  no  decomposition 
product  was  identified  in  significant quantities  under  these  conditions.  They  at-
tempted  to  standardise  testing conditions  completely  and  will  carry  out  comparative 
tests  in  1973  to  chack  that  the  same  product  gives  the  same  results. 
This  test  seems  to  be  too  strict since, 
- the  questionnaire  survey  completed  in  1971  has  shown  that  although fire-resis-
tant  fluids  are  being used  more  and  more  widely  in mines  there  is  no  problem  of 
acute  toxicity when  elementary  health precautions  are  respected; 
- trials  at Tremonia  Dortmund  have  shown  that  the  exposure  time  of  3  hours  does 
not  correspond  to  real  conditions  for  emptying  couplings. 
The  testing conditions will  therefore  be  revised. 
The  experts'  attention was  called  to  the  question of  chronic  toxicity by  a  de-
cision by  manufacturers  of  highly  chlorinated diphenyl  products  to  cease manufacturing 
these  products  for  reasons  of  environmental  protection.  The  only  anhydrous  fluids  which 
meet  the  flammability  criterion in  the  Fourth Report  are  precisely  these highly  chlorina-
ted  diphenyls.  Experiments  were  requested  and  carried  out  in  the  main  roadway  at  Tremonia-
Dortmund  to  determine,  during  emptying  of  a  coupling  to  ascertain  the  maximum  concentra-
tion of  aerosols  and  the  average  concentration at varying distances  which  a  miner  would 
probably  inhale.  When  the  average  frequency  of  these  emptying operations  was  taken  into 
account,  it was  apparent  that  there was  no  need  to  fear  acute  toxicity.  As  regards  chronic 
toxicity,  the  impression  gained  was  favourable  but  the  results  of  similar  experiments  con-
ducted  at  CERCHAR  are  awaited. 
A chronic  toxicity  test was  conducted  by  one  of  the  experts  at  the  pharmacology 
laboratories  at  the  University  of  Hamburg.  This  consisted  in analysing  the  residues  of  the 
product  in the  organism  to  measure  its accumulation  and  ability  to  decompose.  The  experts 
acknowledged  that  this  is  a  step  forward  in determining  chronic  toxicity but  are  not  agreed 
on  whether  the  criterion of  decomposability  is  the  only  one  to  be  taken  into  consideration. 
Tests will be  made  at  CERCHAR  to  develop  an  experimental  method  with  a  view  to  determining 
the  effects  on  the  respiratory  organs  of  aerosols  containing organic  chlorides,  in  con-
junction with  inhaled dusts. 15 
British experts  took  part  for  the  first  time  in  the work  of  the  group  of  experts 
and  briefed  the  group  on  the  tests  used  in Britain and  the  ideas  on  which  they were  based. 
The  British  tests  tally with  those  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  as 
regards  technology  and  health but  have  different objectives  as  regards  flammability  :  the 
British are  less  strict as  far  as  ignition capacity  and  propagation  of  the  flame  are  con-
cerned  and  accept  the  possibility  of  the  fluid  igniting,  arguing  that all  organic material 
\vill  burn if subjected  to  a  sufficiently  intense  source  of  heat,  but  check  to  see  that  the 
fluid will  not  make  an  existing fire worse  and  above  all  that  the  fumes  should  not  be  toxic 
and  opaque. 
80%  of  fluids  used  in  the  United  Kingdom  are water-in-oil  emulsions,  10%  are 
phosphate  esters  used  in 8  000  couplers  (3  500  couplers  operate  on water)  and  1%  are  gly-
col  aqueous  solutions.  The  most  widely  used  fluids  have  been  tested  in  the  German,  Belgian 
and  French  laboratories;  they  do  not  meet  the  flammability  criterion set  out  in  the  Fourth 
Report. 
The  health criteria have  also  been  examined. 
In  over  10  years,  use  of  fluids  which  met  the  flammability  and  health criteria 
of  the  NCB,  no  fire  underground  has  been  attributable  to  them  and  miners  have  not  suffered 
from  poisoning. 
The  British and  ECSC  points  of  view  on  the  objectives  to be  pursued  will  have  to 
be  reconciled  in  the  next  few  years  if agreement  is  to  be  reached  on  the  approval  of  pro-
ducts. 
- Stabilisation of ventilation in  the  event  of  a  fire. 
The  group  of  experts  met  four  times. 
It  concluded  its  examination  of  the question of  stabilising ventilation  in  the 
event  of  a  fire  in  a  descensionally ventilated  airway  but  decided  to  restruc-
ture  the  scientific part  and  the  conclusions  of  its report  by  re-drafting  the 
conclusions  on  ascensional  ventilation  and  adding  those  on  descensional venti-
lation.  It was  also decided  to  append  to  the  coLclusions  a  concise  table  of 
the  technical  measures  to  be  applied  in  the  case  of  fire  in  ascensional  and 
descensional  airways  in order  to  facilitate  their  use  in  the  mine.  The  group 
of  experts were  informed  of  and  studied  a  research project  undertaken  in Italy, 
which  took  account  of  the  study  on  the  stabilisation of ventilation  in  the 
event  of  fire  in an  ascensional  airway  approved  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health 
Commission  in  1968.  The  research was  done  in  the  Niccioleta pyrite mine  owned 
by  Montecatini  Edison  A.G.  on  fluctuations  in ventilation  caused  by  the  action 
of  aero-motive  forces  or  resistance  due  not  to  the  presence  of  an  underground 
fire but  to  the  movement  of  stopping of  locomotives  in certain roadways,  as 
well  as  natural  ventilation and  fluctuations  in secondary ventilation.  The 
group  of  experts  awaits  the  results  of  similar  studies  in  other metal  ore 
mines  and  hopes  to  draw  general  conclusions  which will be  valid  for  the  entire 
mining  industry,  an  action which  fits  in well with preparations  to  extend  the 
competence  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  to  the  other mining  indu-
stries. 
Finally,  the  committee  of  experts,  under  nemit  D1,  extent of  instability of 
diagonal  ventilation roadways,  took  note  of  a  study  by  one  of  the  experts  in  the 
group  on  ''structure  of  the  ventilation network,  theory  of  stability''.  This 
study  is  based  on  the  theory  of  graphs  and,  unlike  familiar  procedures,  makes 
it possible  to  identify all  diagonally ventilated  roadways  either manually  or 
by  computer,  as  appropriate,  and  makes  it possible  to  understand  the  structure 
of  the  network. 
Once  these  unstable branches  are  detected  it is necessary,  by  means  of  quanti-
tative research,  to  find  the  diagonals  in which  considerable  changes  in  the air 
flow  rate  or  even  reversals  of  the air  flow  may  occur.  Study  of  these  questions 
was  begun  at  the  end  of  1972. 16 
CHAPTER  B  "WINDING  ROPES  AND  SHAFT  GUIDES" 
The  working  party held  two  restricted meetings  and  two  plenary meetings  1n 
Doncaster  Sheffield  on  14  and  15  March  1972  and  Bretby  on  19  and  20  September  1972. 
These  meetings  included  : 
- a  visit  to  the  ropeworks  of  British Ropes  Limited  in Doncaster  where  it watched  the 
socketing with hot  white  metal  and  the  pre-stretching of  suspension bridge  cables  and 
shaft winding  and  balance  repes. 
- a  visit  to  the  Safety  in Mines  Research  Establishment  in Sheffield  and  Buxton,  and  in 
particular  to  an  industrial  scale  testing rig,  unique  of  its kind,  for  the  impact  testing 
of  ropes  and  cables  and  which  records  force  and  energy  absorption  during  impact. 
At  the  installations of  the  Mining  Research  and  Development  Establishment  of 
the  National  Coal  Board  at  Bretby,  the working  party was  shown  safety devices  for  winding 
and  rope  haulage  such  as  detaching  hooks,  cage  speed  recorders,  slack  rope  detectors,  au-
tomatic  control  of  rope  haulage  which  is  stopped  if  the  rope  is  overloaded,  moving  too 
fast  or  slipping,  on  the  friction wheel  and  rope  slip detector  for  friction winders. 
These  comparisons  between winding  and  haulage  technique  and  protective devices 
will  be  processed  in  1973. 17 
CHAPTER  C  "ELECTRIFICATION" 
The  working  party held  three  restricted meetings  and  four  plenary meetings, 
one  of  these  being held  in  the  Houilleres  de  Provence  at  Gardanne. 
(a)  It completed  its "Report  on  the  use  of  electrical  equipment  protected  against  firedamp 
for  nominal  voltages  over  I  100  Volts  - Conclusions  and  recommendation". 
This  report,  called  for  by  nemit  No  6  (annex  III),  was  completed  in  1972  but 
was  not  approved  by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  until  6  February  1973.  Neverthe-
less  it 1s  annexed  to  this  report  (annex  VIII)  for  quicker  dissemination. 
The  working  party  was  instructed  from  the  outset  to  follow  developments  in  the 
matter  of  eliminating oil  from  electrical  equipment  used  underground  in mines,  which  prompt-
ed  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission's  resolution of  9  December  1958  and  then its re-
port  of  16  October  1964  concerning  equipment  of  over  I  100  volts,  in which  it was  found 
that  total  elimination of  oil  was  not  yet  possible  in all  equipment,  particularly in  con-
tactors  operating  at  over  I  100  volts  in  gassy  mines. 
The  report  notes  that  from  1964  to  1971  oil-filled circuit breakers  and  con-
tactors  increasingly  gave  way  in  the  Community  countries  and  the United  Kingdom  to  air  and 
even  vacuum  contactors,  and  that  progress  is  satisfactory. 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  recommends  Member  States  to  follow  this 
policy  of  cutting down  the  use  of oil  in electrical  equipment  and  of  limiting new  purchases 
to  equipment  not  using oil or,  alternatively,  using  a  very  small  volume  of oil. 
(b)  Work  in progress  : 
I.  The  tvorking  party also  began  work  under  nemi t  No  7  (annex  I I I) .  "To  fallow  the  de-
velopment  of  techniques  designed  to  eliminate  entirely  the  production  of  sparks  on 
electrical  contact  lines  (battery motors  excluded)  and  in particular  to  take  note 
of  the  new  technique  of  traction by  linear motors". 
The  working  party visited  the Houillere  de  Gardanne  on  22  and  23  June  1972  to  ob-
serve  the  first  application of  linear motors  to  haulage  in mines  (pan  trains). 
Having  ascertained  that it is very  probable  if not  absolutely certain that  no  elec-
trical  sparks  were  formed  in  this  mode  of  transport,  which  does  not  present  fire 
hazard,  the  working  party  has  begun  to  draft  a  report  to  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health 
Commission  to  make  known  and  encourage  this method  of  traction. 
2.  The  Working  Party  continued  preparing,  but  could  not  complete,  its report  on  the 
manufacture  of  high-tension  cables  (up  to  6  000  volts)  used  underground,  and  pro-
tective  equipment  (nemit  4,  annex  III). 
3.  The  Working  Party  has  been  given  a  nemit by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  on 
the  standardisation of  electrification regulations  in Community  coalmines.  As  shown 
on  page  3,  the mutual  recognition of  approval certificates would  greatly assist 
trade  in  equipment  for  mechanization  and  automation within  the  Community.  This 
should  complement  mechanization,  being  a  factor  not  only  in profitability but  also 
in  safety  and  health,  as  the  working  party  observed  at  the  time  of  its June visit 
to  the  Charbonnages  de  Provence,  to  a  face  with  automated  powered  supports. 18 
CHAPTER  D  "FLAMMABLE  DUST
11 
The  Working  Party was  only  able  to  hold  one  meeting.  It  took  note  of  two  draft  re-
ports,  one  on  '\.rater  through barriers  for  protection against  dust  explosions  underground
11 
and  the  other  on  "directives  on  the  application of  pastes,  powders  and  saline flakes  to 
neutralise dust
11
•  As  these  processes  are  only  used  to  any  extent  in  Germany  and  the  Nether-
lands,  other  delegations  were  asked  to  provide details  of  the  situation in  their  own  coun-
tries. 
CHAPTER  E  "JOINT  ACCIDENT  STATISTICS
11 
The  Working  Party's  terms  of  reference were  re-drafted  (see  annex  III)  and  a  number 
of  experts  asked  to  provide material  so  that  appropriate  statistical methods  could  be  ar-
rived  at  for  evaluating differences  in accident  rates,  time,  and  from  one  country  to  an-
other. 
The  Working  Party  was  not  able  to  meet. 
CHAPTER  F 
11HEALTH" 
As  pointed  out  on  page  23  of  the  Ninth Report,  a  group  of  experts  prepared  a  draft 
specification  in  1971  of  requirements  to  be  imposed  on  the  manufacturers  of  winning  and 
heading machines,  which  would  provide  from  the  design  stage,  the  means  of  limiting  the 
amount  of dust  produced  by  these  machines.  To  date  there  are  no  existing regulations  govern-
ing  this. 
It was  not  possible  to  organise  a  meeting  in  1972  to  approve  this  specification  or 
to  embark  on  the  numerous  tasks  of  this Working  Party  under  its new  terms  of  reference 
(annex  III),  despite  their priority. 19 
CHAPTER  G  "SOCIOLOGICAL  AND  PSYCHOLOGICAL  FACTORS  AFFECTING  SAFETY" 
Community  Safety  Campaigns 
The  Working  Party  met  on  5  October  1972  at  the  Centre  de  Coordination des  cen-
trales  de  sauvetage  de  la Campine  in Hasselt,  to  exchange  recent  experience  in  this  field. 
The  Working  Party  took  note  of  a  pilot  safety  campaign  conducted  in  the  Campine  coalfield 
on  continuous  transport  systems,  on  the basis  of  the  seminars  for  managing  nnd  supervisory 
staff which  the  Centre  de  Coordination had  been  organising  for  four  years  to  provide  them 
with  safety  training.  As  the  experiment  proved  conclusive,  the  Charbonnages  de  Campine 
proposed  to  launch  a  campaign  on  rock  falls  when  drawing  roadways  and  cutting stable holes. 
The  other  delegations  outlined  their  experience  and  it was  ascertained  that 
\vhile  methods  differed,  the  philosophy based  on  technical  considerations  and  motivation of 
the  staff were  the  same. 
The  Charbonnages  de  Campine  have  applied  for  financial  assistance  for  their 
safety  campaign  :  200  000  Belgian  francs  were  provided  in  1972  and  300  000 will  be  paid 
in  1973. 
The  preparation  of  a  safety  campaign  on  continuous  transport  in  the  Ruhr  coal-
field  was  completed  with  the  help  of  representatives  from  the Aachen  and  Saar  coalfields 
who  also  applied  in  1972  for  financial  assistance  to  take  part  in  the  campaign.  This  will 
be  provided  in  the  1973  budget  which  earmarks  a  sum  of  1  500  000  Belgian  francs  for  the 
purpose. 
The  Charbonnages  de  France will  conduct  a  campaign  on  the  handling  of materials 
a  subject  considered  to  be  of  greatest urgency  because  of  the  frequency  of  accidents.  As-
sistance will  be  given  in  1973  and  1974,  as  the  subject of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health 
Commission  permits. 
At  a  meeting  on  9  November,  the  Working  Party  received  reports  from  delegations 
as  regards  the  recruitment  of  foreign  labour  and  its  terms  of  appointment,  reception, 
housing,  food,  vocational  training,  language  courses  and  the  solutions  devised  for  parti-
cular  problems.  This  information  and  in particular  its safety  and  health  aspects,  was  as-
sembled  by  the  Secretariat  in  a  summary  report  which  was  examined  by  the  Working  Party. 
This  draft  report will  be  developed  by  the  various  delegations  in order  to 
arrive  at  a  view  on  ways  in which  the  conditions  under  which  foreign  labour  is  employed 
can  be  further  improved. 
The  Working  Party  also  re-examined  the  question  of  accident  statistics,  dis-
tinguishing between  foreign  and  native  lahour  in  order  to  determine  the  relative extent 
of  accidents  suffered  by  foreigners.  The  Harking  Party  considers  that  the  incidence  of  ac-
cidents  suffered  by  foreigners  and  natives  should  be  compared  in  truly  comparable  condi-
tions  :  length  of  time  spent  in  the  job,  place  and  type  of  work,  age.  Most  countries  can-
not  provide  such  data,  more  particularly  as  foreign  recruitment  has  been  cut back  or  even 
stopped  altogether.  However,  a  start has  been  made  in  the  Ruhr  and  Aachen  coalfields  on 
gathering elements  of  statistics  of  this  kind  which will  cover  a  period  of  one  year.  These 
statistics \vill  be  processed  as  soon  as  they  are  available. 20 
CHAPTER  H  "VENTILATION  AND  FIREDAMP" 
The  Working  Party  held  two  plenary meetings  and  a  sub-group  on  outbursts met 
once. 
The  new  Working  Party  took  note  of  its  new  terms  of  reference  (annex  III)  and 
discussed  the  best way  of  getting its activities under  way. 
The  terms  of  reference  call  for  priority  to  be  given  to  the  examination  of 
procedures  for  a  possible rise,  either  local  or  general,  in  the  maximum  permissible  fire-
damp  level  in ventilation air streams  from  1  to  1.5  or  2%  of  measures  necessary  in  that 
event  to  ensure  at  least  equivalent  safety.  A first  exchange  of  views  yielded  the  following 
conclusions: 
(I)  Maximum  firedamp  levels  generally  fixed  by  the  various  countries'  regulations  are  no 
longer  realistic  in current mining  conditions,  since  the  increase  to  over  2  000  tons 
production per district creates  levels  which  are  higher; 
(2)  Modern  technology  makes  it possible  to  reduce  these  levels,  in particular  by  firedamp 
drainage  and  by  deep  hole water  infusion before  the  coal  is worked.  This  infusion  ex-
pels  a  certain amount  of  the  firedamp  before  the  face  is  started but  more  importantly, 
by  wetting  the  coal,  it delays  desorption  of  the  firedamp  long  enough  to  prevent  its 
release during winning.  These  methods  are  two  of  the  most  important,  but  there  are 
also others. 
(3)  There  are  also  remotely  operated  firedamp  recorders  which  indicate  not  only  the  level 
of  firedamp  in  normal  conditions  but  also  anomalies  in  the  release of  firedamp  which 
earlier manual  controls  generally failed  to  detect.  The  introduction of  a  remotely 
operated  firedamp  monitoring  centre  thus  enables  most  abnormal  levels  to  be  controlled 
because  they  are  systematically detected  and  their  causes  systematically  studied; 
(4)  For  a  number  of  years  now  mining  authoritieR  have  granted  exemptions  in certain specific 
cases  to  permit  the  level  of  firedamp  of  I  to  2%  to  be  exceeded  under  special  circum-
stances.  These  exemptions  are permitted  under  conditions  which  statistically provide 
a  greater degree  of  safety  in  such  faces  th8n  in  normal  faces.  These  measures  general-
ly  include  the  use  of  recorders  to  measure  the  firedamp  level  in airstreams  where  it 
has  been  found  to  be  highest  and  special  surveillance,  the  requirements  for  which  are 
described  in detail. 
The  Working  Party  proposes  to  lay  down  the  general  conditions  in which  in-
creases  in certain maximum  levels  of  CH4,  at  present  laid down  in  regulations,  might  be 
exceeded  whilst at  the  same  time  maintaining  a  level  of  safety  at  least equivalent  to  that 
resulting from  the  implementation  of  current  regulations  and  the  requirements  for  appli-
cation of  these  general  conditions. 
To  this  end  it has  collected  the  legal  texts  of  the  various  countries  on  the 
permissible  level  of  firedamp  in air  flows,  within  the  context  of  the  general  ventilation 
regulations.  It also  completed  a  questionnaire  survey  on  the  circumstances  in which  exemp-
tions  were  granted  in  the  last  5  years  from  the  regulations  governing  the  maximum  CH4 
level,  the  terms  of  these  exemptions  and  the  experience  acquired  from  their  application. 
The  Working  Party  has  processed  this documentation  and  drawn  up  the  broad  out-
lines  of  the  report  which  it will  present  to  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  during 
1972. 
As  part of  this  new  Working  Party's  activities,  a  meeting  was  held  in Luxem-
bourg  of  French,  Belgium,  German  and  British specialists  on  the  problem of  sudden  out-
bursts  of  firedamp.  The  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  had  expressed  a  wish  for  this 
subject  to  be  considered  en  25  January  1972,  following  examination  of  a  sudden  outburst  of 
firedamp  in  the  Cynheidre  colliery  in  Wales.  This  phenomenon  is attracting  increased  at-
tention  in  the  Community.  During  the  meeting,  the British delegates  were  briefed  on  the 21 
results  of  research  undertaken with Community  assistance  in Belgium  and  France,  and  on  the 
practice  of  preventive  reserves.  The  British delegates  in  turn  gave details  of measures 
taken  in  their  own  country.  Considerable divergences  were  found  in  the  conception  of  these 
measures  and  will  be  studied  by  these  specialists. 22 
CHAPTER  I  tIME cHAN I ZAT I ON'' 
The  new  Working  Party  began work  on  18  October  1972.  It  took  note  of  its  terms 
of  reference,  which  are  deliberately wide  and  which  state priorities  in order  that  deci-
sions  be  obtained  rapidly  for  those  sectors where  the  most  hazards  exist.  It is  not  easy 
to  decide  on  the  basis  of  statistics, which  sector  is  the  most  dangerous,  because  a  number 
of  factors  are  at  work,  only  one  of  which  is  record2d  in  the  statistics.  Moreover,  the  ac-
cident  rates  are  given  in relation  to  the  total  number  of  hours  worked  whereas  conclusions 
can  only  be  drawn  if  these  rates  relate  to  the  number  of  hours  worked  per  sector. 
In  most  coalfields,  with  the  exception  of  the  Campine,  it appears  that  priori-
ty  should  be  given  to  the  study  of  machines  on  the  face  under  their  normal  operating  con-
ditions,  i.e.  including  stopping  and  starting.  It  also  appears  that  the  construction  of  the 
equipment  should  aim at maximum  reliability  in  order  to  prevent  breakdowns  which  are  an 
important  source  of  accidents.  To  prevent  accidents,  workmen  must  be  trained  to  act  pro-
perly  when  breakdowns  occur. 
The  Working  Party  decided: 
- to  collect  and  compare  regulations  and  instructions  on  mechanization; 
- to  begin  a  study  of  mechanization  in winning  areas,  choosing  its  topics  on  the  basis  of 
typical  accidents  occurring  in  the  various  countries  over  the  last  few  years;  these  ac-
cidents will  be  chosen  by  delegations  according  to  their  frequency  and  the  potential 
lessons  to  be  drawn  from  them; 
to  compile,  after  examining,  these  topics,  a  specification  to  be  used  by  mine  owners  1n 
their  dealing with  manufacturers. 23 
CHAPTER  J  "ROOF  CONTROL" 
The  new  Working  Party met  on  30  June  1972  to begin work.  It  took  note  of  the 
terms  of  reference  given  to  it by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  (annex  III)  and 
of  the  background.  In  1969  the  statistics of  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  showed 
that  40%  of  fatalities  and  29%  of  serious  accidents  were  due  to  falls  of  roof.  Most  of 
these  accidents  were  isolated  and  individual,  but  a  large  number  of  group  accidents  also 
occurred  in recent  years  as  a  result of  bumps  :  since  1967,  41  German  workers  have  been 
killed  by  6  rock bursts  and  in France  2  roof  falls  caused  the  death  of  10  miners  in  1969. 
The  following  activities were  agreed  on  : 
studies  already  completed,  particularly  in France,  and  statistics, particularly German 
and  British statistics  on  the  main  causes  of  falls  would  be  interpreted; 
- in parallel with  this  study,  a  small  group  of  rock  mechanics  experts will  collect  studies 
on  stress  accumulations  in the  rock  mass  and  will  endeavour  to  draw  practical  lessons 
from  them; 
- a  comparison will  be  made  of  existing regulations; 
- practical  measures  for  face  and  roadway  support  will be  studied  after  processing of  a 
questionnaire  to  be  compiled  by  the  Secretariat. 
CHAPTER  K  "EFFECTS  OF  WORKING  TIME  ON  SAFETY  AT  WORK" 
This  Working  Party  has  not  met  since  the beginning of  the  year. 
In  adopting  this report,  the Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  wished  to  re-
sume  its work  and  to  study  the  effect  on  safety  of  the  work  timetable;  if necessary,  it 
would  propose  a  change  in  the  timetable. 24 
SECTION  III 
STUDY  OF  COLLECTIVE  ACCIDENTS 
During  1972,  only  one  collective accident  was  notified  to  the  Mines  Safety  and 
Health  Commission.  This  was 
- Accident  at  Pit  No  25  of  the Monceau-Fontaine  collieries,  in Couillet  (Bel-
gium)  -outburst  of  firedamp- 7  November  1972  (6  killed). 
Financial  aid  amounting  to  Bfr.  210  000  was  given  to  the  families  of  the  vic-
tims,  who  left  three  widows  and  16  orphans. 
A  preliminary  statement  of  this  accident  was  given  by  the  Belgian Delegation 
at  the  meeting  of  the  Select  Committee  on  30  November  1972.  It happened  in  the  intake  air-
way  of  the  5  Paumes  working,  on  face  12  rising,  at  a  depth  of  960  metres. 
This  mine  is  classed  in  the  3rd  category  for  firedamp  (liable  to  outbursts) 
but  the  area where  the  accident  took  place  was  not  considered  at all  dangerous,  as  there 
had  been  no  incidents  there  during earlier winning  in  the  section which  has  been worked 
since  1961,  particularly  above  the  face,  in  1969  and  1970,  when  it extended  under  a  leasing 
agreement  into  the  Bourbier  concession which  is  classed  in  the  2nd  cateEory  for  firedamp 
(not  liable  to  outbursts). 
The  200m- long  face  was  worked  conventionally  by  ploughing,  using  an  ar-
moured  conveyor  and  cantilevered metal  beams.  The  ventilation stream was  slightly descen-
tional  at  the  face.  The  normal  thickness  of  the  seam  was  1.6  m with  an  irregularity near 
the  intake  airway;  in  places  the  thickness  was  up  to  2.7  m. 
The  intake  airway  (also  used  for  removing material)  was  advanced  to  7  m be-
yond  the  face;  the  drivage  had  been  preceded  by  3  bore  holes  for  exploration  release  some 
4  m long,  the  face  was  advancing at  a  rate  of  1.5  m per  day.  The  overseer  of  the  working 
had  visited  the  bottom of  the  face  a  few  minutes  before  the  accident  took  place  and  had 
noticed  nothing  unusual. 
The  coal  dislodged  by  the  outburst  buried  the  five  men  who  were  working  on  the 
drift  and  one  face  worker.  The  ventilation barely  escaped  interruption;  the  airflow was 
20  m3/sec  because  of  the  firedamp  in  the  working. 
The  outburst  dislodged  80  metric  tons  of  coal  and  approximately  8  300  m3  of 
firedamp.  The  preventive measures  taken by  the  Mines  Inspectorate after  the  accident  con-
sisted of  increasing  the  length  of  the  bore  holes  and  relaxation holes  to  15  m and  extending 
the drift further  ahead  of  the  face,  to  prevent  the  entry  to  the  face  being blocked  in  the 
case  of  an  outburst,  and  to  take  the  head  of  this drift beyond  the  overpressure  zone  in 
front  of  the  working  face. 
In  discussion,  the  alternate merits  and  disadvantages  of  the  offensive  method 
(using  shotfiring  to  provoke  outbursts)  and  the defensive  method  (using  long  relaxation 
holes)  were  reviewed;  general  conclusions  were  formed  once  members  had  been  informed  of 
the  findings  relating  to  the  outburst  at  the  Dauphine  collieries. 
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The  ~lines  3afety  and  Health  Commission also  discussed  the  provisional  or  final 
reports  on  two  other  outbursts  and  one  rock-burst  which  took  place  in  1971.  These  were: 
- Accident  at Cynheidre  mine  - Peutremaw  (Wales)  - outburst  of  firedamp  -
6  April  1971  - 6  fatalities  and  69  affected  in varying degrees  by  gas 
A report  of  this  accident was  presented by  the  British  government  delegation 
at  the meeting  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  on  25  January  1972.  7he  outburst 
took  place  in a  coal  heading which  had  just been  started  up,  at  a  depth  of  620  m,  in  a 
seam  which  is  now  found  to  be  disturbed  at  the  place  of  the  outburst. 
The  accident  occurred  24  hours  after valley firing,  using delay  action deto-
nators  and  normal  explosive;  there  was  no  advance  warning  of  the  outburst.  The  alarm  sys-
tem,  including  loud  speakers,  functioned  correctly  and  the  evacuation of  miners  was  car-
ried  out  according  to  instructions. 
Outbursts  in  West  Wales  have  been  frequent  since  the  beginning of  the  century; 
there  have  been  67  in Cynheidre  mine  since  1962,  though  none  caused  any  fatalities.  A 
joint Consultative  Comrr1ittee  has  been  in existence  since  1945;  in its most  recent  code  of 
precautions  which  date  from  1959,  it recommends  inducer  firing  to  provoke  outbursts  where 
imminent  outbursts  are  suspected.  Using  this method,  it has  been  possible  to  provoke  3/4 
of  the  outbursts  that  have  occurred. 
It would  probably  have  been possible  to  provoke  this  outburst  in  the  same  way 
had  a  more  violent  inducer  sound  been used. 
The  report  of  the Divisional  Inspector  of  Mines  and  Quarries  recommended  that 
the Consultative  Committee  should  review  its methods  of  inducer  shotfiring. 
British  and  Continental  points  of  view  have  been  compared.  It would  appear 
that,  in Britain,  knowledge  of  the  susceptibility of  seams  to  sudden  outbursts  is based  on 
practical  experience  the  main  factors  being deep  or  irregular deposits  of  very  soft coal; 
the  imminence  of  an  outburst  may  be  estimated  by  the  degree  of  resistance  of  soft  coal  and 
its gas  content. 
On  the  continent where  outbursts  have  been  very  frequent  in  the  Borinage  and 
Centre  coalfields  in Belgium  and  in  the Centre-Midi  coalfields  in France;  here  the  offensive 
method  of  prevention,  using  inducer  shotfiring,  has  been  used  since  the beginning of  the 
century.  Using  Community  aid,  theoretical  and  applied  research projects  have  been  con-
ducted  there  and  in  the  Netherlands,  to  study  the  characteristics  of  seams  liable  to  out-
bursts,  measuring 6p,  v1  (speed  of  gas  desorption)  and  certain warning  signs,  e.g.  the 
amount  of  gas  released,  and  seismography  after  inducer  shotfiring.  However,  no  test has 
yet  been  devised  which  can  accurately detect  the  imminence  of  an  outburst.  A defensive 
method  usi~g long  relaxation holes  has  also  been  developed. 
After  this discussion,  members  decided  to  organise  a  restricted meeting  of 
British delegates  with Belgian,  French  and  German  experts  (this  took  place  on  10  October 
1972;  see  Section H - Ventilation  and  Firedamp)  and  to  ask  the  Working  Party  on  Ventila-
tion  and  Firedamp  to  study  the  report  of  this  accident. 
- Accident  at  Ewald  I-7  collierv at  the  Ruhrkohle  AG.  at Herten  - rock burst -
14  December  1971  - 6  fatalities 
A provisional  report  of  this  accident  was  presented  on  25  January  1972  by  the 
German  government  delegation.  The  rock  burst  (Gebirgschlug),  dislodging coal  into  the  free 
space,  occurred  in  a  rise drift of  a  flat  seam  2  metres  thick,  at  a  depth  of  950  m.  The 
circumstances  of  this  accident  have  already  been described  in  the  9th  Report  (page  22). 
This  also  gives  the  presumed  causes  - the  presence  in  the  roof  of  a  bed  of  sandstone  some 
20  m thick  and  the  accumulation  of  stresses  caused  by  the  ribside  of  a  working  in  the  same 
seam  and  stresses  from  workings  in other  seams  25  and  69  m above  this. 26 
The  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  instructed  the  new  Working  Party  on 
"Roof  Control"  to  invite  several  specialists  on  rock  and  soil mechanics  to  meet,  to  collate 
the  results  of  studies  on  stress  accumulation  and  to  draw  practical  lessons  from  them.  (See 
chapter I- Roof  Control). 
-Accident  at  the  Dauphine  collieries- outburst  of  coal  and  C02- 4  May  1971  -
8  dead 
At  the Restricted  Committee's  meeting  on  30  November  1972,  the  French  govern-
ment  delegation presented  the  conclusions  of  the  inquiry  carried out  by  the  Service  des 
Mines. 
The  circumstances  of  this  accident  have  already  been  described  on  page  21  of 
the  9th  Report.  The  outburst  dislodged  650  metric  tons  of  coal  and  I  300  m3  of  C02.  It 
happened  shortly after  the  cutting of  a  thick,  steep  seam which  was  being worked  with 
bunker-withdrawal.  The  seam  had  already  been  opened  up  by  9  roRdways,  using  a  conventional 
method  which  had  been  approved  by  the  chief mining  engineer  :  heading  in  the  rock,  pre-
ceded  by  exploratory boreholes  to  determine  the  position of  the  seam;  a  separating wall  of 
rock  of  adequate  strength,  the  seam  finally  exposed  by  a  special  shotfiring method,  com-
prising one  round  to  bring  down  the  rock wall  and  an  inducer  round  in  the  seam.  After 
opening  up  the  seam,  the  coal  lS  got  either by  free  shotfiring,  or  by  inducer  shotfiring, 
depending  on  whether  the  seam  lS  or  is  not  classified  as  dangerous  by  the  special  research 
department  (Service  d'Etudes)  of  the  Dauphine  collieries.  During  the  9  earlier cuttings, 
six outbursts  had  followed  shotfiring,  five  during  exposure  of  the  seam  and  one  when  win-
ning  the  seam. 
The  fatal  outburst  occurred  4  days  after  the  seam  had  been  opened  (without  any 
outbursts  or  noticeable  seismic  disturbance)  and  three  hours  after  the  first  shotfiring, 
a  free  round  to  bring down  the  coal  (using half-second  delay detonators);  this  was  done 
with  the  approval  of  the  Service  d'Etudes,  which  had  decided  that  the  working  was  not 
dangerous. 
The  Mines  Inspectorate  recommended  that  there  should  be  certain  improvements 
to  the  information provided  for  the  Service d'Etudes- which  is  unable  to  make  use  of  ob-
jective criteria  such  as  6p  and  VJ,  as  these  are  not  valid  for  outbursts  of  C02.  If  there 
is  any  doubt  whatsoever,  the  Service d'Etudes  should  index  the  working  as  dangerous. 
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At  the  same  meeting,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  reviewed  the  con-
clusions  it had  formed  on  outbursts  and  rock  bursts  reported  in  Germany,  as  both  these  phe-
nomena  have  certain features  in  common. 
The  phenomenon  of  outbursts  used  to  seem  less  important,  because  the  Borinage 
and  Centre  coal  fields  in Belgium and  the Netherlands  had  been  closed  down,  and  the  Dau-
phine  and  Cevennes  collieries  in France would  be  closed  down  in  the  near  future.  However, 
the  problem  of  outbursts  had  once  again  come  to  the  fore,  because  of  the  outburst which 
had  occurred  at Couillet,  in  an  area  which  was  not  considered  to  be  liable  to  outbursts, 
those which  had  occurred  at  Cynheidre,  and  the  appearance  of  this  phenomenon  at  Ibbenburen 
in  the  Ruhr. 
It had  been  decided  that  the  study  of  these  t'vo  phenomena  - outbursts  and  rock 
bursts  - should  be  entrusted  to  the  Working  Parties  on  "Ventilation and  Firedamp"  and 
"Roof  Control";  the  latter should  study mechanical  interreactions  between  the  two  pheno-
mena. 
This  should  not  be  a  study  in  depth,  but  rather  a  collation of  the  knowledge 
available both  in  the  Community  and  in  the  countries  of  the  Eastern Bloc;  here,  the  synthe-
sis  of  research  into both  these  fields  would  be  entrusted  to  a  small  group. 27 
In  February  1973,  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  decided  that it would 
not  wait  for  the  result of  these  exchanges  of  experience,  but would  send  a  small  delegation 
to visit  the  locations  of  recent  outbursts  and  to  hold  discussions  with  the  engineers  con-
cerned;  a  visit would  be  made,  in  the  next  few  months,  to  the  mines  of  Monceau-Fontaine 
(No  25)  in Belgium,  Ibbenburen in  Germany,  Cynheidre  in  Great  Britain and  Cevennes  in 
France. 
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SECTION  IV 
OFFICIAL  REGULATIONS  DRAWN  UP  IN  1971  AND  1972 
In  1971  and  1972,  the  various  Community  countries  issued  the  following  offi-
cial regulations  with regard  to  safety  and  health  in  coalmines.  It should  be  noted  that, 
in  some  countries,  these  regulations  also  apply  to  surface  mines  and  quarries. 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
I.  Rhineland-Westphalia 
I 971 
I.  Demolition works 
2.  Training plan  for  ambulance  men 
3.  Firedamp  seeping  from  a  filled  in  shaft 
4.  Safety distances  between filled  in  shafts  and  proposed  buildings 
5.  Application  of  coal  infusion processes  (guidelines) 
6.  Falls  of  rock  and  coal;  New  edition of "Investigation of  inci-
dents  caused  by  falls  of  rock,  collapsing coal  and  packing,  falls 
in cross  headings  and  galleries  and  rock-bursts" 
7.  Storage  of  dangerous  industrial waste 
8.  Information  for  the  press  on  measures  to  reduce  environmental 
pollution  in mining  areas 
9.  Removal  of  harmful  waste;  here:  storage  in  deep  mineworkings 
10.  Raising  CH4  limits  downstream  from winning  operations 
11.  The  employment  of  foreign  labour;  model  accident  report 
12.  Work  on  gas  pipes  in  coking plants;  non-sparking  tools 
13.  Protection of  the vicinity when  storing coal  and  coke  at 
collieries. 
I.  A  Mining  regulation  on  electrical installations 
2.  A 2.  6.  Rock  dust  (Test  regulations) 
3.  A 2.  7.  Arc-welding  and  cutting  (welded  cables  for  return 
current) 
4.  A 2.  7.  Welding 
5.  A 2.  9.  Notes  on  implementing  the  mining  regulation  on 
electrical plant 
6.  A 2.  9.  Electric  and  compressed  air driver  fans  (Combi  fans) 
7.  A 2. 10.  Intermediate  gear  for  main-rope  haulage  and  winding 
equipment 
8.  A 2. I I.  Overhead  monorails  with mechanical  drive  (Regulations) 
9.  A  2. 11.  Overhead  monorail  transport  in  galleries 
10.  A  2. 15.  Closing  and  sealing  underground  workings  in coal  mines 
(Regulations) 
1 I.  A 2. 16.  Approval  of  non-rigid  supports  (Restructions  for 
testing) 
15. I 0. 
14.  9. 
27.  8. 
9.  2. 
29. 1 1. 
17.  8. 
23.  9. 
15.  7. 
27.  7. 
21.  4. 
4.  8. 
2.  2. 
9.  2. 
24.  2. 
4.  3. 
19.  3. 
22.  3. 
13.  8. 
16.  8. 
17.  8. 
21.  9. 
19. I 0. 
9. 12. 
86  s. 
24  s. 
2  s. 
2  s. 
45  s. 
2  s. 
2  s. 
27  s. 
5  s. 
28  s. 
11  s. 29 
12.  A 2.21  Conveyor  belts  in  lignite  (brown  coal)  mining 
(Restructions  for  installation) 
13.  A 2.16  Use  of  light metal  supports  and  steel/light metal 
supports 
14.  A 2.22  Pressure  vessels  (Regulations) 
15.  A 2.30  Mines  survey  practice  (accuracy  of  underground 
surveys) 
16.  A 3.  8  Hydraulic  fluids  (approval  of  mineral oil  and  syn-
thetic brake  fluid  for  use  under  pressure) 
17.  A 3.  8 
18.  A  3. 16 
19.  A 4.  3 
20.  A  7 
21.  A  7 
22.  A  7 
23.  A  7 
1972 
idem. 
Approval  of  steel  sections  (rail  sections) 
Plan  for  tra1n1ng  newcomers  to  the  mining  industry 
over  the  age  of  18  for  underground  work  in coal  mines 
Retrospective  conferment  of  degrees  on  German 
mining  college  graduates 
Coking  plants  (Approval  procedure  in accordance  with 
§§  16  and  25  paragraph  I  of  the  Industrial  Regulation) 
Regulations  concerning  the  training of  mining  students 
with  training  and  employment  syllabus 
Regulations  concerning  the  training of mine  survey 
students  with  training  and  employment  syllabus 
I.  Light  metal  alloys  for  roof  supports 
2.  Compiling official reports  in  accordance  with  the  re-
gulations  relating  to  the  investigation of  accidents, 
injuries  and  other  incidents  and  detection  by  officials 
of  punishable  offences  (from  1/3/1968);  "Immigrant 
workers" 
3.  Procurement  of  credits  from  ERP  special  funds  (Regula-
tions  for  granting credits) 
4.  Training of  mine  management  technical  staff in  the  use 
of  recirculatory  oxygen  respirators 
5.  Overhead  monorails  with  trolleys driven hydraulically 
by  Diesel  motors  (Diesel  trolleys) 
6.  Regulations  of  Landesoberbergamt  Nordrhein Westfalen  on 
shutting off,  opening  and  reconnecting pipes  and  appa-
ratus  for  combustible  gases 
7.  Protection  on  surface  :  regulations  regarding  the  safe-
ty  precautions  to  be  taken  against  dangers  arising from 
abandoned  mine  workings 
8.  Fire extinguishing equipment  on  diesel  locomotives  under-
ground;  fire  extinguishing  equipment  carried  by diesel 
locomotives  and  diesel  driven monorail  trolleys  with 
hydraulic  gears  in  coal  mines 
1.  A 2.  4  Coal  infusion processes  (Regulations  for  their  appli-
cation) 
2.  A 2.  4  Regulations  on  protection  from  noise  (formerly  regula-
tions  on  measures  to  protect  workers  from  deafening 
noise  in work  places  subject  to  control  by  mines 
inspectors) 
19.  4.  4  s. 
16.  7.  s. 
17.  3.  28  s. 
24.  5.  I  s. 
19.  7.  2  s. 
21.  6.  2  s. 
29.  4.  3  s. 
30.  6.  10  s. 
2. 11.  6  s. 
6. 10.  2  s. 
21.  4.  17  s. 
21.  4.  17  s. 
4.  2. 
16.  3. 
14.  4. 
9.  5. 
23.  6. 
6.  7. 
8.  8. 
30.  8. 
1.  9. 
28.  6. 3.  A  2.  4 
4.  A 2.  6 
5.  A 2.  7 
30 
Protective measures  against  noise  (from  jack hammers) 
Use  of breathing apparatus 
Pipes  and  apparatus  for  combustible  gases  (shutting 
off,  opening  and  reconnecting  - regulations) 
Fire  precautions  in  lignite  (brown  coal)  mining 
(guidelines) 
6.  A 2.  9  Electrical  installations  (extension  of  secondary  cir-
cuits  of  inductive  voltage  transformers  in electric 
circuits with  ratings  of  over  1  000  V in coal  mines 
7.  A 2. 13  Shotfiring  (guidelines  on  precautions  against  in-
jurious effects  of  explosive  afterdamp) 
8.  A 2. 18  Ventilating air  pressure  regulations.  Instructions  for 
detecting  a  fall  in  atmospheric  pressure  in  coal  mines) 
9.  A 2.20  Excavators,  overburden  removal  machines  and  auxiliary 
equipment  (regulations  for  the  construction and  use  of 
brakes  and  overload  safety devices  in relation  to  slowing 
areas) 
10.  A 2.26  Precautions  against  dangers  ar1s1ng  from  abandoned  mine 
workings  (Safety regulations) 
I 1.  A 2.27  Water  purification  (removal  of  calcium  sludge  contain-
ing  cyaniden  from  coking plants) 
12.  A  4.  3  Plan  for  training ventilation  inspectors 
13.  A  6  Winding  machinery  (new  edition of  the  winding  regulation) 
14.  A  7  Participation of  the  works  committees  (regulations  on 
the  role  of  mine  supervisors) 
IS.  A  7  Organization and  methods  (Instructions  for  implemen-
tation) 
22.  3. 
6. 12. 
6.  7. 




9.  2. 
30.  3. 
15.  6. 
6. 12. 
19.  9. 
22.  8. 
20.  3. 
II.  Saar 
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1972 
1.  Provisional  guidelines  issued  by  the  Mines  Inspection  for  the  Lander  of  Saar  and 
Rheinland-Pfalz  on  measures  for  protecting personnel  from  noise at  the  place  of 
work  liable  to  impair  the  hearing  in workings  in their  area  (Guidelines  on  Noise 
at  the  Place  of  Work)  on  14  August  1972. 
2.  Supplementary  guidelines  issued  by  tre Mines  Inspection  for  the  Lander  of  Saar  and 
Rheinland-Pfalz  on  the  transport  of  persons  in mechanised  cars  running  on  rails 
attached  to  the  floor,  on  14  August  1972. 
BELGIUH 
I.  Law  of  16  March  1971  concerning  work  amending  article 54  of  the  Mining  Laws  (cf. 
p.  II  of  Mines  Code  in your  possession- issued  30.6.1971). 
2.  Royal  Decree  of  25  March  1971  amending  the  Royal  Decree  of  29  April  1958  relating 
to  organisation  for  safety,  health  and  improvement  of  places  of  work  connected  with 
mines,  workings  and  underground  quarries  (amendments  :  art.  I I  p.  45  of  the  Mines 
Code- art.  50  and  51  p.  53,  art.  59  p.  54,  art.  72  p.  57/1,  art.  94  p.  59- issued 
30  June  1971). 31 
3.  Royal  Decree  of  24  August  1971  amending  the Regent's  Decree  of  25  September  1947 
giving  general  regulations  on  hygiene  and  health measures  for  workers  in mines, 
workings  and  underground  quarries,  amended  by  the  Royal  Decree  of  16  April  1965 
(amendments  :  art.  33-34-35-36-37-38-40-44-48-49-52-56-62-63a-63b-63c-64-64a-64d-
64h- pages  288  et  seq.  -issued 30  June  1971  and  31  December  1971). 
4.  Royal  Decree  of  21  December  197i  amending  the  section  on  industrial medical  offi-
cers  attached  to  industrial medical  services  in  the  Regent's  Decree  of  25  Septem-
ber  1947  giving general  regulations  on  hygiene  and  health measures  for  workers  in 
mines,  workings  and  underground  quarries  (amendments  to  art.  40,  44,  44a,  44b  -
pages  293  et  seq.  and  issued  31  December  1971). 
1972 
1.  Ministerial  Decree  of  25  October  1971  laying  down  conditions  and  procedures  for  ap-
proving  laboratories  and  departments  responsible  for  samplings,  analyses  and  checks 
required  by  the  industrial medical  departments,  amended  by  the  Royal  Decree  of  17 
February  1972  (pages  303-304  of  the  Mines  Code- issued  30  June  1972). 
2.  Royal  Decree  of  17th April  1972  forbidding  workers  under  the  age  of  21  to  do  certain 
jobs  underground  (pages  203- 2  and  3  of  the  Mines  Code- issued  30  June  1972). 
3.  Royal  Decree  of  10  July  1972  concerning  rescue  work  in  coal  mines  (Excerpt  from  the 
"Moniteur  Belge"  of  21  July  1972  attached). 
197 I 
1-19  July  1971 
(DM-HZ  No  95) 
2-25  November 
(DM-HZ  No  96) 
3-25  November 
(DM-HZ  No  97) 
4-22  December 
(DM-H  No  393) 
5-6  April  1971 
(DM-HZ  No  I 0 I) 
1972 
6-6 April  1972 
(DM-HZ  No  102) 





3-10  August  1972 
(DM-HZ  No  I 03) 
FRANCE 
Decree  amending  article  14  of  the Decree  of  30  October  1961  relating 
to  electrical  equipment,  safety  lamps  and  flameproof  liquid-fuelled 
locomotives  (screws  on  flameproof  apparatus). 
Decree  relating  to  the  use  of  the  earth  as  part  of  certain electrical 
circuits  (waiver  to  article  28  §  I)  of  General  Regulation of  4  May 
1951). 
Decree  concerning  the  use  of  cables without  lead  sheathing  in fuel 
mines  (waiver  to  article  36  §  2  and  276  (2nd  paragraph)  of  general 
regulation of  4  May  1951). 
Circular  concerning water  main barriers. 
Decree  authorizing  the  use  of  charges  exceeding  2  000  g  per  shot  hole 
in certain  rock  faces  in  fuel  mines  (waiver  to  article  14  of decree  of 
I 6  May  1  9 63) . 
Decree  concerning  shot-firing with  reduced  stemming  in fuel  mines 
(waiver  to article 224  (§2)  of  General  Regulation of  4  May  1951). 
Decree  containing desciplinary  and  supervisory measures  concerning 
tracings  and  winning  in mines  and  quarries. 
Decree  amending  decree  of  30  October  1961  relating  to  electrical equip-
ment,  safety  lamps  and  flameproof  liquid-fuelled  locomotives  (inductan-
ces). 4-19  September  1972 
(DM-H  No  907) 
5-12  December  1972 
(72-1157) 
6-15  December  1972 
7-22  December  1972 
(DM-HNo  1102) 
8-29  December  1972 
(DM-H  No  1109) 
32 
Instruction amending  instruction of  30  November  1956  concerning medi-
cal  preventative measures  against  silicosis in mines,  workings  and 
quarries  (silica measurements). 
Decree  amending  articles  181,  182  and  303  of  general  regulation of 
4  May  1951  (permitted  firedamp  levels). 
Decree  concerning  plans  and  registers  to  be  drawn  up  and  kept  up-to-
date  in mines  and  quarries. 
Instruction  implementing decree  No  72-645  of  4  July  1972  containing 
disciplinary  and  supervisory measures  concerning  tracings  and  winning 
in  mines  and  quarries. 
Circular  concerning  the  ra1s1ng  of  permitted  firedamp  levels  (imple-
mentation  of  decree  No  72-1157  of  12  December  1972). 33 
SECTION  V 
JOINT  ACCIDENT  STATISTICS 
The  purpose  of  this  section is  to  provide  some  comment  on  the  figures  for  under-
ground  accidents  in mines,  as  summarised  in  the  introduction.  Firstly,  we  should  point out 
that  the  statistics refer only  to  coalfields  in  the  Community  of  Six,  as  United  Kingdom 
accident  figures  are  not based  on  Community  criteria. 
As  in  previous  years,  the  following  tables  refer  to  fatal  accidents  and  to  "se-
rious"  casualties  (i.e.  those  causing more  than  56  days'absence)  and,  for  the  Community  of 
Six,  give  figures  for  accidents  causing  4  or more  days'  incapacity  (Tables  la,  lb,  2a  and 
2b).  This  last  return was  made  on  a  trial basis  for  1971,  and  on  a  complete basis  in  1972. 
It gives  the  distribution of  underground  accident victims  according  to  the  technical  cause 
of  the  injury  (12  categories)  :  for  each  coalfield  falls  of  ground,  haulage  and  transport, 
etc.,  the  site of  the  accident  (4  categories),  and  the  period  of  incapacity  :  4  to  20  days, 
21  to  56  days,  over  56  days,  and  killed.  Table  la  gives  these  data  in absolute  figures  and 
Table  lb  in  rates  of  frequency  per million hours.  Tables  2a  and  2b  give,  in absolute fi-
gures  and  frequency  rates  (per million hours)  respectively,  the distribution of  accident 
victims  according  to  the  seat  of  the  injuries,  their nature  and  the  period  of  incapacity, 
in  this  case  divided  into  two  categories  :  over  56  days  and  killed.  Details  of  these  tables, 
for  each  coalfield,  are  given  in Appendix  I. 
X 
X  X 
Any  analysis  of  the  chronological  development  of  these  accidents  should  be  read 
with  the  same  reservations  as  previously;  the  rates  should  not  be  comP.ared  in  terms  of 
their actual  magnitude,  but  a  certain margin  or  confidence  interval  should  be  allowed.  As 
mentioned  in Chapter  E,  the  Statistics Working  Party has  not  yet  been  able  to  resume  work 
on  the  mathematical  and  statistical study which  it was  instructed  to  prepare  in order  to 
assess  the  significance  of  the  variations  observed. 
As  mentioned  in  the  introduction,  and  shown  in  Table  D below,  production by  the 
Community  of  Six  fell  in 1971- 1972  by  7.9%  (from  164.9 m/t  to  151.9 m/t).  The  number  of 
hours  worked  decreased  by  10.7%  (from  414  to  369m),  while  productivity  underground  in-
creased  by  4.1%  (from  3  514  to  3  659  kg/manshift). 
The  number  of  fatalities  dropped  from  182  to  147,  and  the  number  of  serious 
casualities  (over  56  days'  incapacity)  fell  from  6  249  to  5  763. 
In  some  countries,  these  absolute  figures  are  related  to millions  of  tonnes 
produced.  By  way  of  comparison,  these  rates  per million  tonnes  moved  from  1.104  in  1971 
to  1.033  in  1972  for  fatalities,  and  from  37.89  to  37.91  for  serious  casualities.  This 
trend  is  in  line with  the  increase  in yield  and  Table  D shows  the  trend  since  1958  :  3.052 
for  fatalities,  or  a  drop  of  61  % in  1972,  and  67.68  for  serious  casualities,  or  a  drop 
of  66  %,  whereas  productivity underground  rose by  123  % over  the  same  period. 
X 
X  X 
An  examination  of  the  number  of  accident victims  per million hours  worked 
(Tables  A,  B,  D,  lb  and  2b)  shows  a  drop  in  the  rates  for  the  following  categories  : 
incapacity of  4  to  20  days,  21  to  56  days,  fatalities  and  total figures;  an  increase 
occurred  in  the  rate  of  casualities  causing  over  56  days'  incapacity. 34 
Let  us  exam1ne  these variations. 
The  frequency  rate  of  fatal  accidents  per million hours  was  0.399  as  opposed  to 
0.440,  a  drop  of  10  %.  However,  the  influence  of  collective accidents  (Table  C)  should  be 
taken  into  account  :  there  were  6  fatalities  in  1972  and  20  in  1971.  If these  collective 
accidents  are  not  taken  into  account  when  examining  variations  in safety  levels,  the  rates 
are  0.382  for  1972  and  0.391  for  1971,  that  is,  a  drop  of  2.3  %.  In view of  the  relatively 
low  number  of  fatalities,  from  the  statistical point  of  view,  and  the  large  margin of 
confidence  interval which  should  be  allowed  (at  95%  :  approx.  +  12  %),  we  cannot  really 
conclude  that  this  is  a  significant  drop,  and  the  frequency  rat~ of  fatalities  can  there-
fore  be  considered  as  decreasing or  at  least  levelling out  after  the  constant  and  signi-
ficant  decline  observed  since  1958. 
The  frequency  rate  for  serious  casualties  (over  56  days)  moved  from  15.09  to 
15.60,  representing  an  increase  of  3.4  %which,  once  the  margin  has  been  allowed  is  not 
highly  significant;  after rising until  1969,  the  rate  of  serious  accidents  can  now  be 
considered  as  levelling off  since  that  time. 
The  rates  of  other  accidents  can  only  be  compared  over  a  period  of  two  years, 
which  means  that  any  interpretation of  these  figures  should  be  subject  to  certain reser-
vations.  The  number  of  casualties  causing  incapacity  of  31  to  56  days  fell  from  21  116  to 
18  531  and  the  rate per million hours  fell  from  50.98  to  50.17  :  this  represents  a  drop 
of  1.59  %,  but  its significance  is  uncertain.  The  number  of  casualties  causing  4  to  20 
days  absence  fell  from  47  203  to  40  376  and  the  rate  per million hours  fell  from  113.96 
to  109.31,  a  drop  of  4  % which  is  definitely significant.  However,  it should  be  remember 
that  the  Statistics  Working  Party  expressed  certain reservations  shared  by  the  Mines  Safety 
and  Health  Commission  (page  20  of  the  9th Report),  on  the  subject  of  accidents  causing 
less  than  21  days  incapacity,  as  the  frequency  may  be  greatly  influenced  by  factors  outside 
the  field  of  safety  and  accident  prevention.  Finally,  the  total  number  of  accident  victims, 
whichwas strongly  influenced  by  the  total  number  of  casualties  causing between  4  and  20 
days  absence,  dropped  from  74  651  to  64  817,  and  the  frequency  rate  fell  from  180.2  to 
175.5,  a  decrease  of  2.6  %. 
With  certain reservations,  given below,  on  the  subject  of  safety  levels,  this 
shows  that  the  frequency  rate  for  all accidents,  as  well  as  the  rate  of  fatal  accidents, 
went  down  in  1971  - 1972. 
X 
X  X 
Let  us  exmine  the  distribution of  casualties  by  technical  causes.  For  causes 
I  to  V,  this  is  shown  by  the  following  percentages  : 
4  to  20  21  to  56  56  days  Fatalities  Total 
days  days 
%  %  %  %  % 
I  Falls  of  Ground  32.6  26.4  26.2  23.1  30.3 
II  Haulage  and  Transport  5.2  7.2  12.4  35.4  6.4 
III Falls  by  Accident  Victim  20.0  24.5  22.2  10.9  21.4 
IV  Machinery,  Tools  15.7  14.1  11.2  4.8  14.8 
v  Falling objects  21.6  23.8  23.2  9.5  22.2 
Total  I  to  V  95.1  96.0  95.2  83.7  95.1 35 
Categories  I  to  V account  for  95%  of  casualties  and  83.7%  of  fatalities;  These 
figures  are  comparable with  last year's.  The  total  number  of  accident  victims  in categories 
I  to  V can  be  broken  down  into  three  roughly  equal  parts  :  falls  of  ground  (30  %)  ,  haulage 
and  transport  and  falls  by  accident  victims  (27.8  %),  and  machinery  and  falling  objects 
(37  %).  Accidents  caused  by  haulage  and  transport,  though  forming  a  relatively  small  part 
of  the  whole  (6.4  % of  accident  victims)  are  often fatal  (35.4  % of fatalities)  whereas 
accidents  caused  by  machinery  and  falling objects,  which  account  for  37  % of  accident 
victims,  are  less  frequently  fatal  (14.3%  of  fatalities). 
These  comments  bear  out  the  remarks  made  in previous  years,  which  led  the  Mines 
Safety  and  Health  Commission  to  set  up  two  new  Working  Parties  two  years  ago  (the  "Roof 
Control  and  supports"  Working  Party  to  deal with  cause  I,  and  the  "Mechanisation"  Working 
Party  to  cover  causes  II,  IV  and  V),  and  to  give  financial  and  technical  supports  to  Commun-
ity  safety  campaigns  which,  in  Germany,  had  continuous  haulage  and  transport  as  their 
theme. 
An  analysis  of  the  data  given  in Tables  2a  and  2b  on  the  seat  and  nature  of  in-
juries will be  completed  some  time  this  year.  However,  it may  be  noted  from  Table  2b  that, 
for  the  total  number  of  accident  victims,  injuries  to  the  hands  caused  most  casualties  : 
36  %,  followed  by  injuries  to  the  lower  limbs  (VI)  :  14.8  %,  feet  (III)  :  12.3  %,  upper 
limbs  (IV)  :  10.8  %,  trunk  (III)  and  head  (I)  :  8.5  %,  eyeg- (II)  :  3.8  %,  and  multiple 
locations  (VIII)  :  3.4  %.  In  the  case  of  fatal  accidents,  injuries  to  the  head  and  neck 
formed  the  largest  group,  (35.5  %)  followed  by multiple  locations  (29  %),  the  trunk  (22.5  %)  , 
not  specified  (7.5  %),  lower  limbs  (3.5  %)  and  upper  limbs  (2  %). 
For  serious  casualties,  the  order was  :  hands  (34  %),  lower  limbs  (21.5  %)  ,  feet 
(17.2  %),  lower  limbs  (9.2  %),  trunk  (8.2  %),  the  head  (4.9  %)  and  multiple  locations 
(3.8  %)  • 
X 
X  X 
Examining  the  nature  of  the  injuries  (for fatalities  and  serious  casualties), 
we  find  that  the  order  is  :  , 
-for fatalities  :  fractures  (51.5  %)  ,  concussion  and  internal  injuries  (15  %),  wounds 
- for  serious  casualties 
and  contusions  (10.8  %),  multiple  injuries  (9.5  %), 
intoxication and  asphyxiation  (7.5  %) 
fractures  (51.5  %),  wounds  and  contusions  (35  %)  , 
concussion  and  internal  injuries  (1  %). 
This  information  is  to  be  used  in accident  prevention,  to  help  with  selecting, 
developing  and  applying measures  for  individual  protection. 
X 
X  X 
To  sum  up,  it is noted  that  the  numbers  and  frequency  rates  of  accidents  causing 
incapacity  of  4  days  or  over went  down  in  1973,  as  did  the  number  and  frequency  rate  of 
fatal  accidents.  The  new  data available  from  the  enlarged statistics would  appear  to  justify 
the- setting up  of  the  new  Working  Parties  on  "Strata Control"  and  "Mechanisation"  and  the 
choice  of  "continuous  haulage  and  transport"  as  a  theme  for  Community  safety  campaigns. 
We  will  continue  to  make  use  of this  new  statistical information. Germany 
C A U S  E 
(1958-1962)  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962  1958  1959 
1)  Falls of  ground  4,843  4,779  4,886  4,797  4,682  5,911  4,294 
2)  Haulage  and  transport  2,550  2,569  2,445  2,458  2,501  4,132  2,979 
3)  Movement  of  personnel  2,497  2,463  2,348  2,512  2,608  1,354  0,998 
4)  Machinery,  handling of  tools  and  0,767  0,914  0,920  0,867  1,046  2,804  2,085 
supports 
5)  Falling objects  2,537  2, 719  2,738  2,945  3,077  0,414  0,371 
6)  Explosives  0,015  0,011  0,010  0,009  0,008  0,027  0,007 
7)  Explosions  of  firedamp  or  0,011  0,016  - 0,002  0,123  - -
coal dust 
8)  Sudden  outbursts  of  firedamp,  - - - - - 0,011  - suffocation by natural  gases 
9)  Underground  combustion and  fires  - - 0,003  0,002  - - -
10)  Inrushes  of water  0,004  - - - - - -
II) Electricity  0,010  0,014  0,012  0,014  0,006  0,011  -
12)  Other  causes  0,487  0,522  0,457  0,503  0,488  0,260  0,255 
TOTAL  13,721  14,007  13,819  14,109  14,539  14,924  10,989 
(1963-1967)  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963  1964 
I)  Falls of  ground  4,663  4,894  4,732  4,721  4,524  4,432  4,417 
2)  Haulage  and  transport  2,433  2,385  2,411  2,067  1,913  3,565  3,419 
3)  Movement  of personnel  2,646  2,744  3,032  2,852  2,974  1,066  0,961 
4)  Machinery,  handling of  tools  and 
supports  1,213  1,242  1,234  1,244  1,124  2,414  2,310 
5)  Falling objects  3,038  3,242  3,344  3,272  3,642  0,547  0,397 
6)  Explosives  0,006  0,006  0,005  0,005  0,017  0,019  0,018 
7)  Explosions  of  firedamp  of 
coal  dust  0,010  - 0,014  0,013  - - 0,009 
8)  Sudden outbursts  of  firedamp, 
suffocation by  natural  gases  - - 0,005  - 0,003  - -
9)  Underground  combustion and  fires  - - - - - - -
10)  Inrushes  of water  0,004  - - - - - -
11)  Electricity  0,012  0,009  0,002  0,010  0,006  0,009  -
12)  Other  causes  0,473  0,477  0,354  0,414  0,396  0,198  0,268 
TOTAL  14,499  14,999  15,133  14,598 14,599  12,250  11,799 
(1968-1972)  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968  1969 
I) Falls  of ground  4,618  4,736  4,321  4,354  4,20  3,676  5,075 
2)  Haulage and  transport  1,994  2,195  2,007  1,724  1,81  3.220  3,169 
3)  Movement  of personnel  3,300  3,399  3,370  3,246  3,48  1,122  1,186 
4)  Machinery,  handling of tools  and  1,396  1,291  1,382  1,597  1,38  1,903  2,353 
supports 
5)  Falling objects  3,  773  4,036  4,166  3,313  3,49  0,358  1,244 
6)  Explosives  0,011  0,007  0,008  - - 0,049  -
7)  Explosions  of  firedamp  or  0,004  0,004  - 0,012  - - 0,019 
coal  dust 
8)  Sudden outbursts  of  firedamp,  - - - - - - -
suffocation by natural  gases 
9)  Underground  combustion  0,004  - - - - - -
10)  Inrushes  of water  - - - - - - -
Jl)  E  lee trici  ty  0,011  0,026  0,012  0,008  0,01  0,016  0,019 
12)  Other  causes  0,429  0,402  0,532  0,632  0,96  0,228  0,175 
TOTAL  15,540  16,096  15,798 14,886  15,31  10,572  13,240 
* Including Provence  as  from  1970. 
A.  Comparative  Table  of 
numbers  of persons  incapacitated by  underground  accidents 
for eight weeks  or longer 
years  1958-1972 
per  •ooo,ooo  man-hours 
Belgium  France * 
1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  ! 1961  1962  1958 
: 
4,324  4,071  4,439  5,027  4,665  4,  774  4,416  4,222  1,355 
2,709  2,  770  3,331  1,980  1,695  1,920  2,106  2,196  1,335 
1,008  1,062  1,136  1,505  1,118  2,873  2,334  2,458  0,668 
2,386  2,097  2,461  0,914  1,022  1,621  2,5231  2,991  1,169 
0,354  0,301  0,445  1,890  2,187  1,893  2,292  2,073  1,169 
0,032  0,018  - 0,043  0,051  0,031  0,017  0,051  0,167 
- - - 0,047  0,088  - - 0,004  -
- - - 0,004  - - -
I 
- -
- - - - - - - - -
- - 0,010  - - - - - -
0,016  0,018  0,010  0,014  - 0,004  0,029  0,004  -
0,260  0,301  0,351  2,956  2,768  0,793  0,362  0,240  0,334 
11,089  10,638 12,161  14,380  13,594  13,909  14,079  14,239  6,197 
1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963 
3,574  3,568  3,850  4,177  4,308  3,941  3,9271  3,634  0,366 
2,866  3,269  2,960  2,364  2,278  2,153  1,858  1,918  1,465 
0,771  0,936  0,903  2,368  2,383  2,087  2,239  2,174  0,732 
2,126  2,146  2,265  3,096  3,042  2,272  2,639  2,773  1.465 
0,292  0,349  0,459  2,278  2,074  1,839  1,785  2,114  3,296 
- 0,013  0,056  0,009  0,013  0,037  0,010  0,011  0,366 
0,031  - - - - - 0,029  - -
- 0,013  - - - - - 0,005  -
0,021  - - - - - - - -
- - - - 0,018  - 0,005  - -
0,010  0,015  - 0,014  0,009  0,014  - 0,005  -
0,333  0,362  0,278  0,354  0,227  0,174  0,200  0,185  -
10,024  10,669  10,771  14,660  14,347  12,517  12,692 12,819  7,690 
1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968 
4,673  3,989  4,6  4,162  4,044  3,761  3,721  3,79  0,812 
3,018  3,365  2,8  1,946  1,556  1,666  1,959  1,89  0,812 
1,144  1,496  1,3  2,815  3,226  3,372  3,667  4,51  0,812 
1,801  2,469  1,7  3,016  3,070  3,332  2,373  2,63  7,304 
1,242  1,870  1,5  2,386  2,537  2,515  4,566  4,96  6,493 
- 0,02:  0,03  - 0,050  0,016  - 0,02  -
- - - - - 0,087  - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- 0,025  - 0,006  - 0,032  - 0,01  -
- - - 0,006  0,014  0,024  0,009  0,01  -
0,195  0,324  0,2  0,233  0,291  0,294  0,314  0,43  0,812 
12,097  13,563  12,13  14,570  14,788 15,099  16,609  18,24  17,043 
Italy  Netherlands  Cotmnunity 
1959  1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962 
1,378  1,808  - 0,792  1,326  1,464  1,305  1,829  2,238  4,846  4,490  4,571  4,434  4,387 
0,984  1,205  0,676  1,847  1,511  1,562  1,898  1,924  2,590  2,602  2,347  2,310  2,371  2,521 
0,394  1,005  1,578  1,056  0,324  0,386  0,187  0,514  0,580  2,003  1,823  2,185  2,185  2,282 
0,984  0,603  0,902  1,584  0,617  0,402  0,780  0,915  1,015  1,098  1,064  1,264  1,423  1,  712 
1,698  1,808  2,029  2,375  0,401  0,515  0,492  0,819  0,642  1,962  2,161  2,105  2,353  2,375 
- - 0,225  - - - - - - 0,023  0,020  0,017  0,012  0,018 
- - - - - - - - - 0,017  0,030  0,010  0,001  0,071 
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - 0,002  0,001  -
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  - - - 0,001 
- - - - - - - - 0,021  0,010  0,008  0,010  0,018  0,007 
0,591  0,603  0,451  - 0,262  0,161  0,390  0,210  0,497  0,985  1,012  0,513  0,428  0,404 
6,299  7,032  5,861  7,654  4,441  4,490  5,051  6,212  7,583  13,551  12,954  12,986  13,227  13,781 
1964  1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967 
0,893  5,572  6,360  5,580  1,742  2,017  1,923  1,688  2,466  4,337  4,509  4,215  4,186  4,060 
1,787  - 0,707  0,797  1,826  1,9.52  2,808  2,621  1,866  2,520  2,346  2,416  2,173  2,037 
1,787  - 0,707  1,594  0,630  0,472  0, 774  0,605  0,766  2,261  2,326  2,364  2,320  2,354 
3,127  7,164  7,067  13,552  1,050  1,094  1,282  2,066  0,833  1,818  1,848  1,  773  1,815  1, 790 
3,574  0,796  - 6,377  0,630  0,923  0,862  0,958  0,866  2,406  2,442  2,415  2,362  2,638 
- - - - - 0,021  - - - 0,010  0,011  0,013  0,007  0,019 
- - - - - - - - - 0,006  0,001  0,011  0,016  -
- - - - - - - - - - - 0,002  0,001  0,003 
- - - - - - - - - - - 0,002  - -
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  0,003  - 0,001  -
- - - - - 0,021  - - - 0,012  0,008  0,006  0,007  0,005 
- 1,592  3,360  3,189  0,147  0,129  0,088  0,353  0,700  0,390  0,364  0,289  0,354  0,337 
11,168  15,124  18,201  31,089  6,025  6,629  7,737  8, 291  7,497  13,781  13,861  13,506  13,242 13,.246 
1969  1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972 
3,656  - 5,958  2,20  2,450  2,737  2,634  2,528  2,06  4,261  4,492  4,135  4,109  4,08 
- - 3,404  - 2,407  2,562  2,634  1,820  2,19  2,139  2,118  2,016  1,953  1,93 
1,462  - 1,702  - 1,160  1,165  0,905  0,404  1,03  2,795  3,023  3,084  3,117  3,47 
8,043  6,896  2,553  - 1,031  1,689  1,894  3,033  1,81  1,945  1,865  2,011  1,876  1,75 
3,656  - 1,702  - 1,590  1,106  0,659  1,213  1,55  2,858  3,185  3,308  3,506  3,62 
- - - - - - - - - 0,015  0,019  0,011  0,002  0,008 
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  0,004  0,025  0,007  -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  - - - -
- - - - - - - - - 0,002  - 0,009  0,002  0,003 
- - - - - - - - - 0,010  0,021  0,014  0,007  0,008 
- 5,172  0,851  - 0,301  0,116  0,165  0,202  0,52  0,341  0,333  0,434  0,509  0,73 
16,817  12,068 16,170  2,20  8,939  9,375  8,891  9,201  9,15  14,370  15,160  15,04-7  15,088  15,60 C A U S  E  Germany 
( 1958-1962)  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962  1958 
1)  Falls  of  ground  0,268  0,290  0,263  0,216  0,280  0,223 
2)  Haulage  and  transport  0,179  0,169  0,182  0,196  0,149  0,101 
3)  Movement  of  personnel  0,094  0,097  0,070  0,086  0,059  0,011 
4)  Machinery,  handling of  tools  and  0,010  0,027  0,012  0,027  0,037  0,005 
supports 
5)  Falling objects  0,065  0,041  0,039  0,065  0,094  0,016 
6)  Objectives  0,009  0,003  0,003  - 0,004  0,011 
7)  Explosives  of  firedamp  or  0,011  0,012  - - 0,660  -
coal dust 
8)  Sudden  outbursts  of  firedamp,  0,005  0,003  0,002  0,004  0,002  0,016 
suffocation by natural  gases 
9)  Underground  combustion and  fires  - 0,003  - 0,002  - -
10)  Inrushes  of water  - 0,003  0,002  - - 0,011 
11)  Electricity  0,022  0,008  0,002  0,005  0,010  0,021 
12)  Other  causes  0,025  0,025  0,036  0,049  0,049  0,005 
TOTAL  0,687  0,680  0,611  0,651  1,344  0,420 
(1963-1967)  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963 
l) Falls of  ground  0,260  0,200  0,184  0,197  0,206  0,264 
2)  Haulage  and  transport  0,178  0,300  0,191  0,175  0,150  0,245 
3)  Movement  of  personnel  0,089  0,071  0,070  0,094  0,076  0,057 
4)  Machinery,  handling of  tools  and  0,019  0,028  0,025  0,030  0,020  - supports 
5)  Falling objects  0,072  0,054  0,058  0,048  0,063  0,019 
6)  Explosives  - 0,002  - - - -
7)  Explosives  of  firedamp  or  0,002  0,002  0,019  0,056  - - coal  dust 
8)  Sudden outbursts  of  firedamp,  - - 0,002  0,002  0,007  - suffocation by  natural  gases 
9)  Underground  combustion and  fires  0,006  0,009  0,005  - - -
10)  Inrushes  of water  0,004  - - - - 0,019 
11)  Electricity  0,002  0,004  0,005  - 0,003  0,009 
12)  Other  causes  0,025  0,017  0,023  0,027  o.o11  0,028 
TOTAL  0,657  0,587  0,582  0,629  0,542  0,641 
( 1968-1972)  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968 
I)  Falls of  ground  0,148  0,192  0,113  0,147  0,10  0,179 
2)  Haulage  and  transport  0,126  0,143  0,128  0,103  0,16  0,114 
3)  Movement  of  personnel  0,079  0,056  0,058  0,032  0,06  0,033 
4)  Machinery,  handling of  tools  and  0,014 
supports 
0,034  0,031  0,032  0,03  0,065 
5)  Falling objects  0,051  0,049  0,035  0,047  0,06  0,016 
6)  Explosives  0,004  - - - - 0,016 
7)  Explosives  of  firedamp  or  0,061  - - 0,008  - -
coal  dust 
8)  Sudden  outbursts  of  firedamp,  - 0,004  - 0,008  0,004  -
suffocation by  natural  gases 
9)  Underground  combustion  and  fires  - - - - - -
10)  Inrushes of water  - - 0,012  - - -
J])  Electricity  0,004  0,004  0,004  - 0,004  0,033 
12)  Other  causes  0,022  0,022  0,027  0,083  0,04  -
TOTAL  0,509  0,504  0,408  0,460  0,46  0,456 











































B.  Underground  accidents  resulting in  death within eight weeks 
years  1958-1972 
per  '000,000  man-hours 
Belgium  France*  Italy 
1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960 
0,299  0,266  0,246  0,235  0,192  0,186  0,219  0,167  0,167  - 0,201 
0,157  0,168  0,142  0,115  0,085  0,082  I  0,122  0,017  - 0,197  -
0,008  0,035  0,010  0,007  0,018  0,027  0,008  0,043  - - -
0,016  0,027  0,047  0,018  0,040  0,016  0,008  0,030  - - -
0,008  - 0,010  0,025  0,007  0,004  0,017  0,030  - 0,197  -
- - - - 0,026  - - - 0,501  - -
0,016  - - 0,115  0,121  - - 0,004  - - -
I  - - 0,047  0,043  0,026  0,019  0,004  - 0,1671  - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- 0,044  0,047  - - - 0,004  - - - -
0,024  - - - 0,011  0,012  - 0,009  - - -
0,008  0,009  0,019  0,036  0,029  0,008  - 0,009  - - -
0,536  0,549  0,568  0,594  0,555  0,354  0,382  0,369  0,835  0,394  0,201 
1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965 
o.2J9  0,324  0,264  0,120  0,127  0,164  0,214  0,159  0,366  - -
0,166  0,187  0,180  0,121  0,141  0,052  0,126  0,088  - - -
0,011  0,025  - 0,009  o.oo9  0,042  0,024  0,016  - - -
0,052  0,025  0,028  0,009  0,036  0,009  0,015  0,016  - - -
- - - 0,009  0,018  0,019  0,015  0,011  - - -
- - - 0,005  0,005  0,009  0,005  0,005  - - -
0,011  - - - - 0,155  - - - - -
0,041  0,013  - 0,019  0,009  - 0,005  0,027  - - -
0,011  - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - 0,005  - 0,005  - - -
0,011  - 0,014  0,024  - - o.o1o  - - - -
- 0,013  o.o42  0,014  0,014  - 0,005  0,005  - - -
0,542  o.587  0,528  0,330  0,359  0,455  0,419  0,332  0,366  - -
1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970 
0,268  0,100  0,08  0,177  0,149  0,143  0,117  0,07  - - -
0,170  0,125  0,18  0,101  0,186  0,127  0,108  0,08  - - -
- 0,049  0,03  0,025  0,014  0,016  0,072  0,01  - - -
- 0,025  - 0,006  - 0,032  0,027  - - - -
- - 0,03  0,031  0,014  0,016  0,045  - - - -
- - - 0,006  - 0,108  0,018  - - - -
- - - 0,038  - 0,127  - - - - -
- 0,025  0,18  0,019  0,007  - 0,072  - - - -
- - - - - - - 0,01  - - -
- - - - - 0,016  - 0,01  - - -
0,024  - - - 0,007  - - - - - -
- - 0,03  - 0,007  - 0,009  0,03 I  - - -
0,462  0,324  0,53  0,403  0,384  0,484  0,468  0,21  0  - -
Netherlands  Community 
1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962  1958  1959  1960  1961  1962 
0,225  - 0,262  0,064  0,034  0,114  0,062  0,253  0,242  0,235  0,217  0,234 
- - 0,077  0,145  0,067  0,095  0,062  0,147  0,141  0,146  0,168  0,124 
- - - - - - - 0,057  0,063  0,047  0,056  O,Ot.5 
- - 0,015  0,016  - - 0,041  0,011  0,028  0,012  0,021  0,037 
- - - 0,016  - - - 0,045  0,027  0,024  0,041  0,062 
- - - - - - - 0,009  0,010  0,002  - 0,002 
- - - - - - - 0,032  0,036  0,002  - 0,375 
- - - - - - - 0,016  0,010  0,006  0,003  0,007 
- - - - - - - - 0,003  - 0,001  -
- - - - - - - 0,002  0,002  0,001  0,006  0,005 
- - - - - 0,019  - 0,016  0,007  0,007  0,004  0,008 
- - - - 0,017  - - 0,023  0,021  0,024  0,029  0,032 
0.225  - 0,355  0.241  0,119  0.229  0.166  0,610  0.590  0,507  0,546  0,932 
1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967 
- - 0,084  0,043  0,044  0,050  0,100  0,217  0,175  0,177  0,208  0,192 
- 0,797  0,105  0,172  0,177  0,126  - 0,167  0,178  0.149  0.160  0,128 
- - - - - - - 0,060  0,045  0,051  0,060  0,044 
- 0,797  - - 0,022  - 0,067  0,013  0,030  0,024  0,023  0,024 
- - - 0,043  - - - 0,046  0,037  0,037  0,030  o,q36 
- - - - - - - 0,001  0,002  0,002  0,001  0,002 
- - - - - - - 0,001  0,001  0,053  0,030  -
- - - - - - - 0,005  0,002  0,006  0,004  0,012 
- - - - - - - 0,003  0,005  0,005  - -
- - - - - - - 0,005  - 0,001  - 0,002 
- - - - - - - 0,008  0,003  0,004  0,003  0,004 
- - - - - - - 0,021  0.014  0,013  0,017  o.ol5 
- 1,594  0.,189  0,258  0,243  0,176  0,167  0,547  0,492  0,522  0,536  0,457 
1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972 
- 2,20  0,172  0,058  0,082  0,101  - 0,160  0,176  0,135  0,133  o.o92 
- - 0,086  - 0,165  - 0,26  0,115  0,145  0,132  0,104  0,141 
- - - 0,058  - - - 0,054  0,038  0,039  0,043  0,043 
- - - 0,117  - - - 0,017  0,023  0,027  0,029  0,019 
- - 0,043  - - - - 0,040  0,031  0,025  0,041  0,038 
- - - - - - - 0,006  - 0,002  0,005  -
- - - - - - - 0,044  - 0,037  0,005  -
- - - - - - - 0,006  0,004  - 0,027  0,022 
- - - - - - - - - - - 0,003 
- - - - - - - - - I  0,011  - 0,003 
- - - - - - - 0,006  0,006  0,004  - 0,003 
- - - - - - - 0,012  0,015  0,016  0,053  0,035 
- 2,20  0,301  0,233  0,247  0,101  0,26  0,460  0,438  0,429  0,440  0,399 C.  Comparative  Tab 1  e  of underground  group  accidents  (see  ( 1)  be  1  ow) 
years  1960-19!2 
C  A  U  S  E 
( 1960-1964) 
I)  Falls  of  ground 
2)  Haulage  and  transport 
3)  Movement  of  personnel 
4)  Machinery,  hand ling of  tools  and 
supports 
5)  Falling objects 
1960  1961 
N  a  b  N  a  b 
10 
Germany 
1962  1963  1964  1960 
N  a  N  a  b  Nab Nab 
6  -
14 
Belgium  France  * 
1961  1962  1963  1964  1960  1961  1962  1963 
N  a  NabNab[NabNab  N  a  N  a  b  N  a  b  N 
6  - i  -li -I  - I  -
- - - - - I  - !  - - !i  - i  - !  - - i  - -
6)  Explosives  ----:- -~- -j- ----
7)  Explosions  of  firedamp  or 
coal  dust 
3  62  338  -I -
I 
8)  Sudden  outbursts  of  firedamp,  _  _  _  _  _  ___  I  _I  _  _ __  i  _ 
suffocation by  natural  gases  i 
"-:---::-9:-) :-U=-n_d_e_r,--gr_o_u_n-c:d:--co_m_b_u_s_t_io_n_a_n_d_f_i_r_e_s--ll--::-t---=-t-=-t-----1--+-::-i---:::-t-:::i-=-l--::-t-:----t-:-t--t--t--ll--t-----t------lr--r-----t---t---t---+--+---t-+--+---+---+---ll  - : - I - - i  - - - - -
l 0)  Inrushes  of water  - - - - - - - - - - - 1
1  - j  - - - -~  -
II)  Electricity 
12)  Other  causes  -i 
I 
10  63  344  - 14 
TOTAL 
1964 
a  b 
(1965-1969)  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969  1965  1966  1967  1  1968  1969  1965  1966  1967  1968  i  1969 
I)  Falls of  ground 
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IN COMMUNITY COALMINES 1) 
KEY 
to Roman figures in Graphs 
I  Falls of ground 
II  Haulage and transport 
Ill  Movement of personnel 
IV  Machinery, handling of tools and supports 
V  Falling objects 
VI  Explosives 
VII  Explosions of firedamp or coal dust 
VIII  Sudden outbursts of firedamp, suffocation by natural gases 
IX  Fires and uderground combustion 
X  Inrushes of water 
XI  Electricity 
XII  Other causes 
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')CASUAL  TIES WERE UNABLE TO RESUME WORK BELOW GROUND 
FOR AT LEAST EIGHT WEEKS AN,NEXES LIST  OF  ANNEXES 
1.  Common  statistical  summary  of  underground  accidents  at mines  in  1972  (Annex  I) 
2.  Terms  of  reference  and  rules  of  procedure  of  the  Mines  Safety  Commission  (Annex  II) 
3.  Terms  of  reference  of  the  various  Working Parties  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health 
Commission  (Annex  III) 
4.  Composition  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  and  its Working  Parties 
(Annex  IV) 
5.  Report  of  the  Rope  Testing Office of  the  Westfalische  Berggewerkschaftskasse  Bochum 
on  rope  testing means  and  procedures  for  improving  safety  in mine  shafts  and  roadways 
employing  rope  haulage  (Annex  V) 
6.  Amendments  to  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission's  recommendation  of  20th April 
1960  on  the  prevention  of  mine-shaft  fires  by  water-spraying  (Annex VI) 
7.  Memorandum  on  information necessary  for  the  examination of  coaldust  explosions  or 
ignitions  of  firedamp  in mines  (Annex  VII) 
8.  Report  on  trends  in  the  use  of  explosionproof  electrical apparatus  for  nominal 
voltages  above  I 100  volts;  conclusions  and  recommendation  (Annex  VIII) 
9.  Bibliography  of  the  work  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  (Annex  IX) COMMON  STATISTICAL  SUMMARY  OF  UNDERGROUND  ACCIDENTS 
AT  MINES  IN  1972 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
II  I. FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activities 
COUNTRY:  Germany 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
YEAR:  1972 
COAL-FIElD: Land  North  Rhine/Westphalie  MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  200  583  609 
Production  faces 
3  401  1  831  561  16 
41  66  34 
31  40  22 
10  26  12 
888  633  157 
41  26 
847  607  151 
5  809  1  965 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 
2 
839  272  6  3  082 
145  3581  406  262  19  1  045 
96  139 
49  219 
1  i 







I  551 
Shafts  and  staple-pits 
3 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 


















21  to  Fatal 
56  )56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 





accidents  underground 
21  to  Fatal 
56  ) 56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
22  5  412  2  700  843  22  8  977 
12  465  546  349  31  i  1  391 
178'  139  80  401 
287  407  269  27  990 
1  683  3  2981  1  989  513  5  804 '  288  I  239  :
1  i  i 
62  593  tl  123  73 
I 
19  215  4  597  2  934  751  13  8  295 
!  i  !  i  i 
731  488  250  94 I  1  I  833 :  39  :  28  i  8  2  77  305  110  990  7  572 
72 
I 
4I9  I,  !I  249  !I  ' 
I  610  2  810  1  739!  I  3  I 4  971  I  211  I  I  119  I  17  516  54  2  208  4  025  641  10  7  305 
Table  la 
Group  l 
accid:nts  (2)  i 





IV.  MACHINES'  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  I  i  !  I  I'  I  I 
.!  I  I  45  '  19  :  I  --~~~~~--------------+--1_1  __  2_9 t--7_7_9  t--1_9_5t--4-+_2_1_o-17  _4_9_3_+--1 __  27_2+--63-+1  --1-1! __  8_29_+ _  __[! __  _;_ __  6-i-l  _--f----7-o+--3-3--+-1-5--t--1--+----+--49--+_1_7_o_oi-1-08-+-2-6--l5  --5-+_3_o_5--l5---l----+---l 
261  36  19  il  1  i  82 !  1  I  I  1  I  I  91[  'I  a)  Machines  64  42  25  132  i  I  - !  I  21  - - - I  - I  781 
45  216 
b)  Tools 
f--2-8-o+--16_
7
+--3-5+----+--4-8-2+--_:j-__  2_3~4·+--4-4-i~i------~---~  ~~-1-9--'---5-+  ~~  -~--+  jl __  6_8+1--33-+--15--1
1
!---l-+l  __  --+--4-9  ,i  _8_2_3+i __  43_5+1 __  8_5_+-l __  - -+-1-34-+---+-
1 
__  ..__ __ 
1 
f--7-8-5+--5  7-o+--13_5+--3-+_1_4_9_3...__1+1  _  2  - - 1  3 !  - -
1 
- :  - I  - - - - I  - - :  78 6!  572 i  135~  c)  Supports  1  496 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  1  764  1  134  345  7  3  25C  2  05C  1  116  332  4  I  3  502  ~  128  !  75  i  40  1  244  67  32  4  - 103  I 4  009 i  2  35~  721  I2  7  099 
r---------------------------i----~---+--~----~--~--~--~--~----~~~----r---+i----+---+---~---+----+---+---4---~l---+l  __  --il~--~--4---4----+----+----1 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES  -
! 
- i  - - I  - !  - - - - - - - - !  1!  - i  - T  - 1  I 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIO~S  ~-~-+---+;---+---+---+---J-----+--1----J!---+-~---r---+---+---l---+---i----+--l 
OF  FIREDIL"1!'  IL'lD  COAL  DUST  - - - - - - - - - I  - :  - - i  - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-~-~~~~~~------------J-----~--+-----~-~--~--i----+--4--- I  I 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS'  DE-OXYGEt>ATION  -,--1 --·- 1
1 
- !I  - II! 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU~ 
~;;i:A~ASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S),  _  _  _  _  _  _  I  _  _  _  _  i 
a)  Outbursts  of  Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural  Gases 




-x.  INRUSHES -----+----+----+----+-----+----+---+-----i-f.----+------t-1 ----1---+- /'  _--+I ---+---+-1 ---l----~--t-----l--__j-~--+------+-----1----+-----+-----4---~-1---l 
XI.  ELECTRICITY  1  1  - - 2  5  10  1  - 16  - - 1  - 1  1  2  - 1  4  7  13  2  1  23 
I 
I  XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  115  69  34  3  221  350  128  62  3  543  49  27  15  - 91  20  7  3  2  32  534  231  114  8  887 
- i 
'~~-,~~To_T~~-~.--~.-~~-~~~~7~3~4-0~4-5_1_3L-1~3_2_6L__3~9-L~1~3-2-18 8~5k2~1~4~77 6~0~1=-5~0=5~~3~7~1~4~8~2~3~~6~~~-45-4~-18_2_L_1_2_L_1_2_52_L_2_62_L_1_39~--3-2L_  __  5L__4_3_8Ll_6_7_2~7L_9_8_6_6L3  __  o4_5J_ __  93_L~9-7-31J__-~_-_j__- ___  [ 
(1)  Nwrber  of hours  worked by  pit staff cutd  errpZoyees  of contraetor firms !Jito  beZong  to  a  miners 1  soeiaZ  insuranee  saheme. 
(2)  Accidents  involving more  thcut  five  easuaZties  (i.e,  who  either a:i.ed  or were  unabZe  to reswne  work  underground for at  Zeast  eight weeks). 
(3!  CaZender_oo~~~.s~·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
H 
w MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~f  incapacity 
CAUSES  OF  ACCIDENTS----------
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
COUNTRY:  Germany 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
YEAR:  1972 
COAL-FIElD:  Land  North  Rhine/Westphalie  MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  200  583  609 




Production  faces 











16,96  9,13  2,80  0,08  28,96 
0,20  0,33  0,17  0,02  0,72 
0,15  0,20  0,11  0,01  0,48 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits  Shafts  and  staple-pits  Other places 
Total of 
accidents  underground 











9,8C  4,18  1,36 





0,03  15,37 
0,091  5,21 




21  to I 
56  >s6 
days  I  days 
















0,17  0,11  0,04  0,32  0,06  0,04  0,01 
0,30  0,36  0,25  0,03  0,94  0,03  0,01  0,01 



















0,11  26,98  13,46  4,20  0,11  44,76 
0,005  0,06  2,32  2,72  1,74  0,15  6,93 
0,02  0,89  0,69  0,40  0,02  2,00 









b)  Discontinuous  Transport  0,05  0,13  0,06  0,005  0,24  1,09  1,56  1,04  o,o9  3,77  0,21  o,34  o,23  o,o3  o,ss~-+--o_,_oo_5-+_o_,_o_1-+--o-,_o_o+--o,_o_3-+---1,_4_3+--2-,0-3+-l-,_34-+-o-,_13-+-4-,_93-+---l---t----------l 
III.  ~~;;~--AN--D-M_O_VE_ME_NT_O_F_T_RE  __  v_IC-T-IM_,_+-4-·_4_3+-3-,_1_6+-0-,_7_8+-0-,_o_2+-8-,_3_9-+-16_._44+--9-,9-2-f,-2_,5_6_+  !l_o_,o_'  f'"·"_ '·"  '·"  0,, I o,,  '·" I  O,H I  0,,. r·:: I :  '·"  "·"  "-"+~"  o,oo  "·" 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  1
~,13 0,03  0,36  2,43  1,25  0,47  0,005j  4,15  0,19  0,14  0,04  0,01  0,38  I  0,02  0,005  _o~  0,03  2,85  ~~-0_,_5_5_+-o_,_o_l+-4-,_9_3+-----+---l------l 
b)  in  the  course  of other act  i vi tie  si  :-_4_,_22___,_1_3_._03-+-o-,_7_  5-+_o_,_o2-+-8-,_03-l--l-4_,  0-~+-
1 
_8_,_6_7 +-2_,·0-9--+-il: _o_,  0_1_11--:
1 
2_4_,  7-9  .-~~~~-~~5~  0, 2~  :·~1l~  !I  0,  59  :,I  0, 3~. ~-08-+  ~~~~---l--1-,  0-4-+--2--0, 07  1:£,  11 I 3, 2-0-1----0-,  0-5-+-3-6 _'  4-2-+----+- i 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  i  j  y- !  --f---- -+--
TOTAL  ----tf--5_,_6_3-ti-3_,_8_B+--o-,_9_7+-o_._o_2+--lo_,_5_o-+_2_.  __  M+--l-,3-6--t-o-,3-1_-+-i.  o,oo51  4~~-~~2+~~o~L~~~--+  _  _()_-~~~~·~_j_~~oo5  - 0,241  s,48:  _ 5,41 1 1,32  o,o2  15,23  -+-
1 
a)  Mach1nes  I  0,32  0,21  0,12  o,oo5  0,66  0,13  0,18  0,09  o,oo51  U,41  :  o,oo5;  - I  0,005:  -
1 
o,ol  I  - I  - !  -~  - o,l-0,391 0,22  o,ol  1,08  _j__ 
b) Tools,_  II  -1-,-40-+-o-,-83-+-0-,-17 +----+-2.-4-0-+---2-,-.  '·" ,o·''_L -cn1-;~~  o.f:o;t_-:  ~~E;;~,  +  0,001  - 0,,. : '·"I  '·"I o,"  '·"  --
1 
c)  Supports  !  3,91  2,84  0,67  0,01  7,44  0,00  0,011  - I  - , 0,01!  - I  ---t  - i  - i  - I  - i  - 1  ~ ~  3,92  ±71  0,01  7,46 
v.  FALLs  oF  OBJEcTs _________  :~8~,~7-9--t+-~s-.~6-5--++---1-,~7-2--t+---_o-,~o-3--t+--l-6-,~2-o  ___  +-1---1-o~,-2-2:1  ~;,  ;o  ',"  o,"  I "," !  ~  o,"  1-;:;oH~  ·~"  F;,-t:" : --+--o-,-51-+--19-,-99-+-11, 7 51  3-,  :5-_9  +--o-~.~o-6---t+--35~,~3-9- +-+-_-_-_-_- +-+-_- -~- _:~----_- _-_----II 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES  0,05  0,005  I  I  I  II  - I  - -T- !  - 0,~1  _--t  II  - 0,005 
f----c--cv::-:rr:--::.-~--:;_\_Ii_~_o~-~-~R-AN_E~-P-~-~!_~_o~-~-s_T _____  -t-----t---t--+-----+---+--~~~~~~~~~~~~-+il  ___  J  --~-~  ~-t'-_  ~ _  L- I  =t----+--+---+----+---l----+----l 
0,005  0,005  0,005  0,005 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION ,'
1 
\1  1  I~  I 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONI!-G  BY  NATU- I  I  I  I 
i~A~ASES  (C02,  CH4,  co,  H2S)'  .  - I  - I  - - I  I  - - -
1----a-)~O~u~tb~u~rs_t_s_o_f_G_a_s _______  +---t----t---t--+---+---+--~--+---+!1----~  - I  I  ~--1----+--~--+---t---+---+----+----+---+----~ 
b)  De-oxygenation  ana  Poi&oning 
by  natural  Gases 
IX,  HEA":::NGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
0,01  0,01 
0,005  0,005  0,01  0,02  0,05  0,005  0,08 
'  I 
0,005  0,005  0,005  0,005 
- I  -
i 
0,01  0,01 
- !  -
0,005  0,005  0,005  0,01  0,005  0,02  0,03  0,06  0,01  0,005  0,11 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  0,57  0,34  0,17  0,01  1,10  1,75  0,64  0,31  0,01  2,71  0,24  0,13  0,07  0,45  0,10  0,03  0,01  0,01  0,16  2,66  1,15  0,57  0,04  4,42 
TOTAL  36,60  22,50  6,61  0,19  65,90  42,49  23,73  7,50  0,18  73,91  3,01  2,26  0,91  0,06  6,24  1,31  0,69  0,16  0,02  2,18  83,39  49,19  15,18  0,46  148,22 
U!~~~~~~~~~t~ff~~~u~-~~fi~~~~~a~re·~~~~~~~--~-~--~-~--~-~--~-~--~-~-~~-~-~--~-~--~ 
(2!  Accidents  invoZtnng moPe  than  five  casual-ties  (i.e,  uho either died or uere  unable  to reswne  uork  underground  for at  Zeast  eight weeks). 
(3)  CaZender~=•~y's~·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
COUNTRY:  Germany 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
COAL-FIELD:  Land  North  Rhine/Westphalie 
Fractures 
with  or without 
dis location 
































Open  wounds 
contusions 
and  muscular 
abrasions 







Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 






YEAR;  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1):  200  583  609 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  thos~ not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total 
(5)  dents 




Table  2a 
TOTAL 










40  3  035  I  ,  ""  - - "  ~~[X --,  ""I  "' I "' 
~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~~*-~-,~~~~~~~4-~-+~~~-~~~~4-----~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+----~----+---~~~+~~~+-----~ 
u  ·~·  •  '  - '  t><l><V\~l><l>< - -I  'i  ~  "'  '  - "  t><AX ' -' ~'  " "  -I  '~ 
I.  Head  and neck 
l  922  " I  " i "i  ' I ''"  '  - " IV  t-T. '""  "' 
~-------------------l----l---l---+----ll--l----+---+--+---+---,l-1-----,J.I,----,f  1
1
_ ---+-: --+!--- - I  V\  -I_  ~- --+---+-c----+--+--+~------1 
I 
IV •  Upper  limbs  1  - 3  183  1  276  12  67  - II  2  83111  - !I  ~  20  j  1,  I  II  ~~  - I  - I;  2  II  2  282  678 I  2631 
357  38  108  III.  Trunk  171  19 
(excluding  the  hands) 
1
1  i 
w  I 
V.  Hands  66  201  705  3  135  45 
i 
276  . 
i 
i 
3  224 
7  709  ll 340 
l__V_I_._~_~_:_~_u_!~_:~-g-sf-e-et-)~{4-J~~-5~~--~~~6~~27-9~~---r~3-57-+~-64~~---4~3-4-5~l><~~~~~~~:~\~~i~2-0-2'~~-l-4~3-4-4~8~-1~~~--~---1-4~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~c--~L_-~.:-"1-' ~  >>3  ' 
I .......  ·  - ·  ~·  .,,  ~  - ., V(M><J  ., i - ,,  ·  - '" t>(V(t>( 
4177 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  57  22  133  18 
IX.  Not  specified 
TOTAL  80  229  1  896  61  5  831  155  1  470  26  14  242  874 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked by pit staff and empZoyees  of contractor firms  who  beZong  to a  miner'a  sociat insurance  scheme. 
(2)  incZuding complications. 
(3)  The  shouZders  and  the wrists are  induded under  "upper  Zini>s". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankles  are included under  "Lower  limbs". 
(5)  Calender daus. 
2  129  1  497  658  4  284 
530  348  118  25  1  021 
19 
21  724  194  33  16  727  9  86E  3  045  93  29  731 
H 
l.Jl MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COHMISSION 
Common  Statistics on victims 
of  accidents  underground in  coal  mines 
COUNTRY:  Germany 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency  rates) 
Tabla  2b 
YEAR:  1972 
COAL-FIELD:  Land  North/Rhine  Westphalie  !WI-HOURS  WORKED  (1); 200  583  609 
Amputations  Fractures  Luxations t  Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and  Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  with  or without  twists  and  and  inter- and muscular  of electricity  and  of  those not  TOTAL 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY  abrasions  and  radiation 
enuc leations  dis location  sprains  nal injury  suffocation  specified  (2) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
l  Fatal  Fatal  4  to  21  to 
>  55  1 Fat~l  >  56  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  20  56  >  56 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  acc1- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days 
( 5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
days  days 
(5)  (5)  (5) 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY  i 
IX X  X 
I.  Head  and  neck  - - 0,01  0,40  0,15  1,39  - - 0,20  0,07  0,02  0,89  0,27  0,03  12,54  - - 0,09  - - 0,02  11,34  2,85  0,74 
X  [>( X  [X X  [X 
i  [X X  [X 
I 
i  II. Eyes  0,02  - 0,04  - - 0,04  0,151  - 3,11  0,01  - 0,31  0,01  I  - 0,03  3,00  0,3'  0,18 
!  I 
I  i  I  o.~~ X  lX  '·"I 
III.  Trunk  - - 0,01  0,54  0,03  1 '78  0,01  - 0,19  0,02  0,05  0,17  0,27  I  o,o1 I  7,35  0,01  - - - 0,01  3,3  0,85 
I  I 
I  i  I 
X  [>\I  I  o,>o[X X  [XI 
1-
X 
IV.  Upper  limbs  '  I 
i  (excluding the  hands)  0,01  - 0,02  0,91  0,01  1,38  0,06  - 0,46 
I  0,33  i  - I  14,11  - - - - 0,01  11,38  3,38  1,31 I 
(J)  I 
X  X  [><1  ·.~ 
I  '·"Xt>< [X 
--i-----r-
V.  Hands  0,33  - 1,00  3,51  - 15,63  0,22  - 1,30  - 38,43  0,02  - - - 0,02  27,99  23,08  5,46 
VI.  Lower  limbs  t>< t>< [)<J,., i  ~  V< [X  (excluding feet)  (4)  0,02  - 0,03  1,39  - 1,  78  0,32  - 1,72  0,01  17,19  0,01  - 0,07  0,01  - 0,03  11,05  7,01  2,76 
VII.  Feet  0,02  - 0,03  2,41  - 6,46  0,15  - 3,38 tx  [>( IX 
0,69  - 11,44  0,01  - 0,05 t>< t>< [X  - - 0,01  10,61  7,46  3,28 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  - 0,01  0,01  0,28  0,11  0,66  0,01  - 0,09  0,03  0,01  1  0,10  0,26  i  - 4,13  0,01  - 0,09 [>( [X  [X  - - - 2,64  1,73  0,59 
IX.  Not  specified  [>( [>( t>< [>( IX [X lX  tx  [>(  [>( [X [X  IX  t>< [X 
- o,o1  0,02  - 0,01  0,04  0,01  0,02  0,03  0,04  0,0  0,01 
TOTAL  0,40  0,01  1,14  9,45  0,30  29,07  0,77  - 7,33  0,13 
0,071 
1,21  4,36  0,04  188,30  0,04  0,01  0,97  - 0,01  0,04  0,02  0,02  0,16  83,39  49,19115,18 
I 
(1)  Number  of hours  ..wrked by  pit staff and errpLoyees  of aontraator  firms  !Jho  beLong  to a  miner's  sooic.Z  insuranae saheme. 
(2)  inalwiing aorrp Ziaations. 
(3)  The  shouLders  and  the !Jrista are incLuded under  "upper  Hrri>s". 
(4)  The  hips  and  the  ankles  are  incLuded under  "Lo!Jer  Limbs". 




0,20  15,13 
- 3,53 
0,09  9,58 
H 
0,01  16,07 
- 56,53 
o,o1  20,82 
- 21,36 
0,12  5,09 
0,03  0,09 
0,46 148,22 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
COMMISSION 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  Table  la 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines  (absolute  figures) 
COUNTRY:  Germany  YEAR:  1972 
COAL-FIElD! Saar  MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  23  730  912 
Production faces 
Headings  excluding  Total of  Group 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT  shafts  and staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits  Other places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2) 
2  :::s:::_ 
4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  56  Fatal 
20  56  >56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  20  56  >56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  rw 
acci- total 
days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents  c  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
I •  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS  360  217  71  648  104  40  26  17(1  466  259  97  822 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TUfAL  20  24  53  93  87  42  225  lO  23  121  121  56  302 
a)  Continuous  Transport  17  20  43  32  26  14  72  !  49  47  21  117 
I 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport  10  61  61  28  153  22  I  - 72  74  35  185 
I 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  62  31  25  119  34  24  62  97  55  29  182 
TUfAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  14 
b)  in  the  course  of other activities  57  29  24  110  31  23  57  89  52  27  168 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL  130  69  31  232  105  64  13  182  10  243  134  45  424 
I  I 
H 
a)  Machines  62  32  25  120  37  31  72  101  63  29  194 
--.J 
b)  Tools  66  35  107  65  33  105  137  69  l3  220 
c)  Supports  5  I  - 2  I  10 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  181  142  47  371  60  43  14  117  10  247  190  62  500 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TUfAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas  - I  -
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
X  I I. UfHE R  CAUSES  189  112  37  338  307  196  63  567  17  16  35  514  325  102  942 
TUfAL  942  595  220  1  761  703  454  162  1  323  39  33  81  l  688  1  084  391  3172 
(1)  NW>i>er  of hou:re  worked by pit staff and enpLoyees  of oontractor firms  who  beLong  to a  rrriners'  social insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents involving more  than  five  casualties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unable  to resume  work  underground for at  Zeast eight weeks). 
( 3)  Calender  days. MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
CoDI!lon  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~of  incapacity 
CAUSES  OF  ACCIDENTS~ 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II,  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
COUNTRY:  Germany 
COAL-FIELD: Saar 
Production  faces 








11,17  9,15 
0,84  1,01 
0,72  0,84 
















DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits 















Shafts  and staple-pits 















YEAR:  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1);  23  730  912 
Other places 















accidents  underground 











27,31  4,38  1,69  1,10  7,17  0,04  0,04  0,08  0,04  0,04  0,08  19,64  10,91  4,09  34,64 
2,23  3,92  3,67  1,77  0,12  9,48  0,34  0,42  0,17  0,04  0, 97  0,04  0,04  5,10  5,10  2,36  0,16  12,72 
1,81  1,35  1,10  0,58  3,o3  I  0,04  0,04  0,04  0,04  2,06  1,98  0,89  4,93 
0,42  2,57  2,57  1,19  0,12  6,45  0,34  0,38  0,17  0,04  o, 93  2,04  3,12  1,47  0,16  7' 79 
Table  lb 
56  ms 
Group 





7,67  III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  2,61  1,31  1,06  0,04  5,02  1,43  1,01  0,17  2,61  0,04  0,04]  - 4,09  2,32  1,22  0,04 
~·---T~OT~=AL~-------------------+----~--~----~---4-----+--~----~--~----+-----l---~~--~----+----+----+-~---t----~---~---+----~---+----,_---T  ____  ,_  __  -T----T----r--~ 
1 ---"o~,  2"-'4-t-"o_,_,  o'-'8-t---=-o"-',  04-t--=o~,  04--+--o-'-,  4_o-+-_o_,_,  1_3+-~o, 04  I  o,  04  o, 21  o,.1_4_t-,_.o,_,l,,3+-,o  .  ..,o<><8+-'0'-'-"'04'----I---"o"-'s""9+--=---t--='------t---=---
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other activities  2,37  1,23  1,02  4,62  1,31  0,97  0,12  I  2,40  0,04  0,~- - 3,75  2,19  1,14  7,08 
~.~~os,ro~ANDmn~s  ~--~----+--~----+----~--+----4----+----+~----+1- I  1  ~~----+----+----+----T~----+----r----+----r----~--~----
TOTAL  5,48  2,91  1,31  0,08  9,78  4,42  2,70  0,55  - t-·~~~3~r~~  0,04  ~  0,42 +----=- ::____  - ~-5,65  1,90  0,08  17,87 
a)  Machines  2,62  1,35  1,06  0,04  5,06  1,56  1,31  0,17  - 3,04  '  0,081  - - I  - '  0,08 r - T  - I 4,261  2,66  1,23  0,04  8,19 
f---------+-+-~+---+-----t----+---t----+~r.  1----t---.__T--~ -- ~- T--+----+  I 
b)  Tooh  2,ffl  lAS  0,21  o,04  4,n  2,M  1,~  o,3o  !  4,43  [  o,~,04  0,04  j  - ~~~~-~-- 4
1 ----+~-----~---+-5_,7_7~_2_,9_1~_o_,_"~o_,_04  __  ~9-,_27~--~----+----
I 
'  i  I  :  II  I  0,12  0,41 
21,07 
c)  Supports  0,08  0,08  0,04  0,21  0,12  0,08  0,20  :  I  - .  - --t - I  - l  - 0,21 
1 
0,08 
v.  FALLs  oF  OBJECTs  f---7-,6-3-+-5-,9-9-+--1,-9-8+-o-,04--+-l-5,-6-4-+-2-,5-3t--l-,8-l-+-o-,-59-T----Jj  ;~.,~ q::;,  '·"'  ;::-~~.oo I  - ;  - --lr--__  ,__o_,-o8~lo-.-4-l+--8,-o-l~-2-,6-1T-o,04 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES  - I  - - - I 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS  I  --t-,  ----+---~----+----+----+---~----t----~--~----,_  ___ 
1 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST  1  - -
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XII,  OTHER  CAUSES  7,96  4,72  1,56  14,24  12,94  8,26  2,65  0,04  23,89  0,72  0,68  0,08  1,48  0,04  0,04  0,08  21,66  13,69  4,30  0,04  39,69 
TOTAL  39,70  5,07  9,28  0,17  74,22  29,62  19,13  6,83  0,17  55,75  1,64  1,39  0,34  0,04  3,41.  0,16  0,08  0,04 
(1)  Number  of hours  worked by pit staff and errployees of contractor firms  who  belong to a  miners'  so.;.: .It insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents involving more  than  five  casualties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unable  to reswne  work  underground for at  Zeast  eight weeks), 
( 3)  CaZende r  days. 
( 
0,28  71,13  45,68  16,47  0,38  133,66 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in coal  mines 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PER I OD  OF  IN CAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I. Head  and  neck 




>  56  Fatal 
days  ' acci- total 
r5;  dents 
COUNTRY  :  Germany 
COAL-FIELD  :  Saar 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or without  twists  and 
















DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
>  56 
days 
(5) 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion 
and  inter-















Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 







YEAR:  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  23  730  912 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(fJ)  dents 
total 






Table  2a 
TOTAL 















l_III_.  T-runk-----+----+----+---+-4-f--1-+--5  +---1  -+----+--1  -----t-1----i-------,kl-1-,,f-1
1 
-11-t---1  j  2--+-!  -13  -+----+----+-------fiX~tx:f---}~[X--+-_- +~-ll-4--+--61------+---17------+-----3------+-----l----+95 
I  1\/li\/IV~,  ~~~~~  22  1;:  - I  i  x\;1\;/  I  I 
~:'·,:::::~:~·  ..  "'~''' :  :  :  ,: :  ,: :  :  :  R~  "  :  ! ::  I : !  :  :  'X>¢<  J-~-1  :~:-+-1-,:-:--+1-1-:-:-+1--:-----1-,:-:-:--~ 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding  feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet 
VIII.  Multiple  locations 




12  12  83 
19  I  4 
12 
88  ll  ll  i  - I  3  280  I  4 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked by  pit staff and employees of contractor firms  who  belong to a  miner's social insUl'OJ'Lce  scheme. 
(2)  including comp lioations. 
( 3)  The  shoulders and  the wrists  are included under  "upper  limbs". 
(4)  The  hips  and the ankles  are included under  "Lower  limbs". 
(5)  Ca/..ender  days. 
199  175  70  445 
194  159  76  429 
89  66  25  183 
284  1688  1084  391  3172 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on vied  .. 
of  accidents  underground in coal mines 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and neck 
II. Eyes 
III.  Trunk 









DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
COUNTRY  :  Germany 
COAL-FIELD  :  Saar 
Fractures 
with  or without 
dis location 






0,13  0,08 
0,17  0,04 
total 
>  56 
days 
(5) 
0,21  0,04 
0,21  0,04 
Luxations, 





>  56 
days 
(5) 
0,04  0,08 





















0,84  - 0,84 
I 
0,21  - 0,21 
Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 








YEAR  :  1972 











Multiple  injuries 
of those not 
specified  (2) 
>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5)  dents 
total 
0,04 







Table  2b 
TOTAL 
















0,08  15,75 
4,91 




O,D XX)<J '·"i - '·"  - - -X[XJ)<J  1~---~~~,~~:.~-'·" 
V.  Hands  0,34  0,34  1,47  - 1,47  0,13  46,2 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4)  0,04  0,04  0, 76  0,04  0,80  0,17  '·" 1X[XJ)<J ,  ... 1- ,... ---RXN -_  _  .. ,  ,.-3--+----+-----7  2,95  -----~------~0.04  18.7 
VII.  Feet  0,08  0,08  0,51  - 0,51  -
VIII. Multiple  locations  0,17  0,04  0,21  - -I  - ,.,1 '·"  '·"  - - - ~X~ 
IX.  Not  specified  ~X~XX[>(t\XAXXXIXXX 
TOTAL  0,51  0,51  3,50  0,21  3,  71  0,46  0,46  0,12  _  I  0,12  11,80  0,17  11,97 
I 
(1)  Numb=  of houre  010rked  by  pit staff and errployees  of contractor firms  IJho  belong to a  miner's social insurance scheme. 
(2)  including corrpZications. 
(3)  The  shoul-ders  and the IJrists  are  included under  "upper  lil1bs". 
(4)  The  hips and the ankLes  are included under  "Lo!Jer  limbs". 
(5)  Calender  dmis. 
0,04  0,04 
8,18  6, 70  3,20  18,01 
3, 75  2, 78  1,05  0,13  7,7 
0,13  0,1 
0,01<  0,04  71,13  45,68  16,47  0, 38  133.6 
H I 
MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  wtderground in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
:::s::::__  c 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of  other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII,  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VI I I.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE -OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX,  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI,  ELECTRICITY 
XI I.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 

























8  282 
COUNTRY  :  Germany 
COAL-FIEUl  :  Total 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3} 
2  048  632  16 
90  43  4 
60  28  3 
30  15  1 
664  182  6 
28  7  1 
636  175  5 
848  226  6 
74  50  2 
202  40  1 
572  136  3 








1  - -
181  71  3 
5  108  1  546  43 
4  to 
total  20 
days 
(3) 
6  457  2  069 
198  451 
139  171 
59  280 
1  802  3  332 
82  491 
1  720  2  841 
2  339  598 
252  63 
589  531 
l  498  4 








2  5 
559  657 
14 979  9 224 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  t~·  Fatal  4  to 
56  >56  acci- total  20  56  .'>56  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
879  298  6  3  252  35  23  8  - 66  13 
493  304  22  1  270  68  82  54  8  212  6 
120  68  1  360  5  5  3  - t3 I  3 
373  236  21  910  63  77  51  8  1991  3 
2  013  517  4  5  866  289  239  62  4  594  123 
I 
251  95  1  8381  39  28  1  8  2  77  4 
1  762  422  3  5  028  250  211  54  2  517  119 
I 
20  1  336  76  1  1  Oll J 53  7  - 80  33 
1541 
I 
67  23  1  3  -
I 
1  - 4  -
I 
267  51  - 849 ~201  6  - 76  33 
2  2  - 8  - l 
- I  - - - -
1  159  346  4  3  619  132  1  80  41  1  254  69 
- - - - I  - - - - - -
i 
I 
- - - - - - I  - - - -
- - - - - - I  - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - 2  - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
10  1  - 16  - - 1  - 1  1 
324  125  4  1  llO  66  43  17  - 126  21 
5  214  1  667  41  16  146  643  487  190  13  1  333  266 
(1)  N~er of hours  worked by pit staff and errpZoyees  of oontractor firms  who  beZong to a  rrrf.ners'  sociaZ  insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents  invoZving more  than  five  casuaZties  (i.e,  who  either died or were  unabZe  to resume  work  undsrground for at  Zeast eight r.Jeeks). 
(3)  Cal.endsr  days, 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  224  314  521 
Total of 
Other places  accidents  wtderground 
4  5 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal 
56  :>56  acc:i- total  20  56  )56  acci- total 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
9  2  - 24  5  878  2  959  940  22  9  799 
2  4  1  13  SSE  667  405  35  1  693 
1  2  - 6  227  186  101  4  518 
1  2  1  7  355  481  304  31  1  175 
73  19  - 215  4  69~  2  989  780  14  8  477 
1  2  - 7  580  308  112  4  1  004 
72  17  - 208  4  1U  2  681  668  10  7  473 
15  1  - 49  1  943  1  219  310  7  3  479 
- - - - 19l  141  74  3  41C 
15  1  I  6  49  960  50~  98  1  1  563 
- - - - 791  57~  138  3  1  506 
32  4  - 105  4 256  2  547  783  13  7  599 
- - - - 1  -
I  - - 1 
- - - - - - - - -
- - 1  1  - - - 1 
- - - - - - - - -
- - 1  1  - - - 1  1 
- - - - 2  - - - 2 
- - - - - - - - -
2  - 1  4  7  13  2  1  23 
8  3  2  34  1  048  556  216  9  1 829 
141  33  5  445  18  415  10 950  3  436  102 32 903 

























































I-' MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II. TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 




COUNTRY  :  Germany 
COAL-FIE!ll  :  Total 
Production  faces 















DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency rates) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 















Shafts  and staple-pits 















YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORJ<ED  (1)  224  314  521 
Other places 















accidents  underground 











16,77  9,13  2,82  0,07  28,79  9,22  3,92  1,33  0,03  14,50  0,16  0,10  0,04  0,30  0,06  0,04  0,01  0,11  26,21  13,19  4,20  0,10  43,70 
0,27  0,40  0,19  9,02  0,88  2,01  2,20  1,35  0,101  5,66  0,30  0,37  0,24  0,04  0,95  0,03  0,01  0,02  0,06  2,61  2,97  1,81  0,16  7,55 
0,21  0,27  0,12  0,01  0,62  0,76  0,54  0,30  - I  1,60  0,02  0,02  0,01  0,05  0,01  0,01  0,01  0,03  1,01  0,83  0,45  0,01  2,31 
0,06  0,13  0,07  0,01  0,03  1,60  2,14  1'  36  0,15  5,241 









II I.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
4,23  2,96  0,81  0,03  3,48 
0,26  1,251  1,66  1,05  0,10  4,06  0,28  0,35  0,23  0,04  0,90 j  0,01  - O,Ol  -
----,-- :~  ---1---f------+----+----+---+---+--------+----+-----1 
8,04  14,85  8,97  1  2,30  1  o,o2l
1 
26,14  1,29  l,o+o,28  o,o2  2,651  o,55  o,33  o,o7
1 
- 0,95  20,93  13,32  0,07  37 '79 
I  I  i  i  ·----+----------1--+----!---+--+---+---r--r----+--------- ------!------ .-------1--+---- ~---+-------1---+ 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  1  I  !  I  II  j
1 
I---0'--,2_0-+-0'--,l-3--+-0'--,0-3-+-0-'--,0-l-+-0'--,3-7-+--2'--,l--+9  1,12  0,42  ~  0,01  3,74  0,17  0,12  0,04  0,01  0,34  0,02  0,01  O,Ol  0,04  2,57  1,37  0,50  0,03  4,48  _ 
I  I  '  I  I  =t---1  ~  I  I 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activitiesi---4-,0-3-+-2-,8-3-+-o-,7--8-+-o-,o-2-+-7-,6-7-l--1-2-,6-6+-!  _7_,8_5_+1  __  1_,8_8_---+-_o_,_ol  ~~~--l~l~---~~-~,24  ___  o,~ --~·3t_~:r-o,~~ -0±06  - --~·~~-1-18,34 r~--2,98  0,04  33,31  -~1------ - I 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  1- 'I  I  I  I  + 
___  T  __  o_TA_L ___________  ---Ir--5-,6-l---t--3--,78-+-l-,o-l_+-o-,o-2-+-l-o_.4_3-+-2-,6-7+--l,50 
1  0,34  4,51  0,24  o,o9  o,o3  i  - o,36 1  o,l5j  o,o7  - ,  - 0,22  8,67 i  5,44  1,38  o,o3  15,51  - - - I 
a)  Machines  0,56  0,33  0,22  0,01  1,12  0,28  0~0,10!  0,69  O,Oli  - i  - 0,02i  I  0,86!  0,63  0,33  0,01  1,83  - - I  -
r---+--+---+--+--~l----+----+--+----+--+--~----j---+--+----+--+--~--+---+--+----+---+---+---+------------~r----l 
2,621  2,37  1,19  I 0,23 i  3,78  0,231  0,091 0,03  0,341  0,151  0,07  I  J  0,221 4,28  2,25  !  0,44  6,~~---j---+----
6,68  o,o2j  o,ol  i o,ol  o,o4  - !  - i  - [  /  - 3,53  2,561  0,61  o,ol.  6,71 
1,54  0,90  0,18  b)  Tools 
c)  Supports  3,51  2,55  0,61  0,01 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  8,67  5,69  1,75  0,04  16,151  9,41!  5,17  i 1,541  0,02  16,13  0,59  0,36  0,18  1,13  0,31  0,14  0,~~,  0,4=t'"·"t=:  U,"  ;:J~·"'' ,-3,---8---81----+----f-----1 
~-----------~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~- -_--j--_- -~-~------ -r-- -~-~-~-~-~ 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES  0,01  I  I  - - - - - -
-1-- -------------+-----+-----+---1 
,  VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS  I 
--:V-:-::I-::-I:c-I.----::cOUc:::Tc:-BU-R--::S-TS-,--OF-G-AS-,-,  D-E---OX-Y-GE_N_A_TI_O_N--i, ,----t---+----+--1------!--+-----+--_,--+----+--+-----~---+-- ~-------------+-----------1- -1---+---1---t------+---+-----+-----+------+--l 
t 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST  - I  - I  - - -
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- I 
RAL  GASEs  (co2,  cH4,  co,  H2s),  _  I  -
f------'T_,OT~A~Lc__ _________  +----t----t----t--+--+----l----\--+-f------------it----t----t----+---t----+--+----+--+----+--t----+----1----+----l---t----t---l 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 





t---Ix_.  __  HE_A_TI_N_G_s_o_R_r_I_RE_s __________  +-----l---+----l---r---+--o-,_o~l---+----l---r--o-,o--l4---+--+----~--t----t----r--+----r-----lt----r-o-,o-l~--t----1--~t--o-,_o-+-----+--+----l 
X.  INRUSHES  I 
XI.  ELECTRICITY  0,01  0,01  0,0  0,04  0,01  0,07  o,ol  0,02  0,03  0,06  0,01  0,10 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  1,35  0,81  0,32  0,01  2,49  2,93  1,44  0,56  0,02  4,95  0,29  0,19  0,08  0,56  0,09  0,04  0,01  0,01  0,15  4,67  2,48  0,96  0,04  8,15 
0,01 
TOTAL  36,92  22,77  6,90  0,19  66,78  41~~~~-,-~4-~7~~ ~~~- 2,87  2,57  ~~---:::'----~:'----~~1  0,13 
(1)  Nwri:>er  of hours  worked by  pit staff and errployees  of oontruetor j'imJB  who  belong to a  miners' soeial insuranee  s<Jheme.  -----'----'--------'----'---·---'----'-------'----'-------'----L_--I 
(2)  Aceidents involving more  than  five  easuaZties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unable  to reswne  work  underground for at  least eight '.leeks). 
(J)  Calender_~~~y;s.~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
82,10  48,82  0,44  146,67  1,97  15,31 
H 
1--' 
N MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  TaC le  2a 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
II.  Eyes 
III.  Trunk 
COUNTRY  :  Germany 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or  without  twists  and 

















(absolute  figures) 















6  i  10  i  16 
Open  wounds 
COOtUSlOOS 
and  muscular 
abrasions 




acc1- 1 total 
dents 
35 
65  4  69 






368  i 
I 
(excluding feet)  (4)  6  - 6  297  1  298  68  1  250  I 
Burns  and 
harmful  effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 







YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1}  224  314  521 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  thos~ not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5}  dents 
total 
















-I  '  t><lX~ -T  ("  ,{-18-+-81  -22  +--2  1----+17  I 
- I - [>¢<,~ - - !  - ! ,,!  ,.t  ,]  ,  ,  ,.,  i 
I  I\  '  '\11  I  I  .  ,  ~~l' l61\J\J _ _ _  1 .,t  00~--1  __  233+1  ----+-12--437_, 
2  4 622 
r--------------+--+--------+----+--+---+-----+---+----+- II  ----r--68  x-------;t-~lx\-----k~-<  249 
L 
VI.  Lower  limbs  I 
-----------------+--~----~--4---~---+----r---~---r--~~~~~~--~---r---+----r---+---
l  "'· ,...  •  - •  ...  - ...  .,  - ., XXK ,, 
1\~/x\;~  {I  ,  I 
1 V\  V\1  2  - 2  2  416  1  5811  623  '  x~x:~- c- _-~  :  ~  ~:,  '~,+-----73-4-+----+---4-7_1_3--t 
201 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  61  23  84  73  7 5  619  414  143  28  1 204 
IX.  Not  specified  22 
TOTAL  92  94  1 979  66  2  045  166  166  29  14  43  1154  13  1  167  10  11  11  18  415  10 950  3  436  102  32 903 
~"~~~~-~--~~.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--~----~----~---~-~----~--~----~--~----~--~----~'----~-~----~ 
(1}  Nwnbei'  of haul's  WOI'ked  by  pit staff and employees  of controctoi' fii'mB  who  belong to a  mine1'
1s  social insurance  scheme. 
(2}  induding comptications. 
( 3}  The  shoutdei'S  and the wrists aN included under  "upper  limbs", 
(4}  The  hips  and the  ankZes  are included under  "Lower  timbs". 
(5}  Cal-ender  days, 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
COUNTRY  Germany 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
Fractures  Lux at  ions, 
with or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 




(Frequency  rates) 
Open  wounds 
contusions 
and  muscular 
abrasions 
Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 
YEAR:  1912 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  224  314  521 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those  not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
4  5  6  7  i 
Table  2b 
TOTAL 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 




to  >  56  Fatal 
total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci-1  total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total I  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 1 d;~s 
56 
days  acci-
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5}  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (SJ  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (  )  da(ys  (5)  dents 
~--------------------~--~---4----~----~--~----+---~----+----+-----+----+----+---~----+---~----+----4----4---~----~----~---+----~--~-~5~~~5~)-~----~---+----~ 
'·"' I  '·"  '·" I'·" I  '·"  "·'"  - - '·" I  ~lX -- '·" "·''I 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and  neck  0,01  0,37  0,15  1,26  0,18  2,90  0,781  0,19  15,20 
0,03  T  XXXXXX - 1- !  '·~  '·"  - '·" '·"  - '·" t\~  '·" I 
------------------+---~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--+---~---+---+---+---+---+---*---~~~--~-
II. Eyes  0,02  0,04  3,08  0,37  I  0,19  3,65 
III.  Trunk  0,50  0,04  1,61  0,01  9,44 
0,17  0,031  °·
04 11  '·"  '·" i  '·"' I '·"I '·" !  - I '·" X 1  I  - I -I  - i '·"I '·"  '·" "·" 
I  i  i  I  i  i  I  -t- i  j  I 
IV,  Upper  limbs  - NNNIII 
1  ~~  I  I -I ,)IV  'Mi  ----T~!  --- - II  --~ ~~-+---+----~~  +-----+ 
~----(-(~-~c-1-u-di_n_g_t_h_e  -h-an_d_s_)  +-0_,_0--il----~--0-,0-2~-0-,8-5+---~---1  ,_2_6+---o-,0-6+-----+--0-,4-2-fV\--___.:Vf-!  __  \V\J-*!  ----*-0_,_40-r:  -----+~  _1_2_,_7  2+1 ~~  V\V\1  - - 0,0> ~"t'']  __  1_,  __  31-+t-----+-1-5-,8-8-1 
~v---.  h ___  n~~~~o~,n----~0~,93~3,~~  ----~~,1~3~  o---,n~-~~---1,1~·~--~~  ·~·! - I '~  - ! '~'~ I  - ~-' nd•i  a~•  '~']  -
t~~:::..::::·  .... ,  '"  '·"  - '·"'  .. ,  - ....  '·"  -, '·"~  ....  ~  - "·"  - I  - , '·" V\iV\1;\J '·"  - '·" "·"  ··"  '·"  -
'·-~NX  '·"I- "·"  -I  - '·~~~IX 
VII,  Feet  5,83  0,13  10,36  7,38  0,03  0,04  2,21 
55,44 
20,59 
3,27  21,01 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  0,01  0,01  0,27  0,10  0,61  0,01  0,08  0,03 
- I  '·"  '·"  ~  '·"  '·"  - - o.~ XXX 
2,76  1,85  0,64  0,13  5,37 
IX.  Not  specified  XXXXXX~XXXXXJXJXX 
0,02  0,04  0,02  0,03  0,04  0,02  0,02  0,08 
I 
TOTAL  0,42  0,01  1,08  0,82  0,29  26,38  0,72  6,60  o,l4  o,o5/1,o9  5,16  0,06  98,12  0,03  0,86  0,04  0,02  0,02  0,14  82,10  48,82  15,31  0,44  146,67 
I 
(1)  Nwnber  of houi'B  worked by  pit staff and empl.oyees  of contractor  fi1'1118  who  belong to a  mine>' 's  SCJ:!iaZ  insurance  scheme. 
(2)  incLuding complications. 
(3)  The  shouLders  and the w:rists  are included under  "upper  Zirrbs". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankles  are included under  "Lower  Limbs". 
(5)  Caknder days. 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Coumon  Statistics  on  victiUIS 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~f  incapacity 
~~ 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II,  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU~ 
RAL  GASES  (C02 ,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by natural Gases 
IX,  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X,  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
Xll,  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 




2  997 
286 
301 
1  415 
554 
861 
I  604 
137 
COUNTRY:  Belgium 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
Production  faces 







526  145 
90  27 
74 
278  39 
101  14 
177  25 





5  746  1  125  239 
total 




3  670  998 
405  27 2 
382  399 
1  732  574 
669  255 
1  063  319 
762  424 
157  82 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 





























1  170  27 
405  42 
491  53 
712  44 
314 I  21 
i 
I 
3981  23 
I 
5481  51 
51 
105  10 
Shafts  and staple-pits 



























60  310 
51  201 
24  99 
27  102 
64  410 
10  100 
7  ll5  2  7 53  558  121  11  3  443  227  26  13  269  1  516 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked by pit staj'f and errptoyees  of contractor  fi1'111B  who  belong to a  miners' social insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents involving more  than  five  casuaLties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unable  to reswne  work  underground for at  least eight weeks). 
( 3)  Calender days. 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  I;ORKED  (1) :  38  220  664 
Other places 
Total  of 
accidents  underground 


































197  4198  691  177 
446  915  280  106 
381  1 063  200  50 
243  2  234  440  64 
116  929  166  28 
127  1 305  2741  36 
484  1  489  311  57 
119  329  54 















20  12  701 
Table  la 
56  m· 
Group 







\,;1 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  undergr01md  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~f  incapacity 
CAUSES  OF  ACCIDENTS--------------
I .  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  IRAN SPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 




COUNTRY  :  Belgium 
COAL-FIElD  :  Total 
Production  faces 










78,4  13,8  3,8  0,0 
7,5  2,4  0, 7  o,o 
7 '9  1,9  0,2 
total 




96,0  26,1 
10,6  7,1 
10,0  10,4 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 
2  • 




)  56 
days 
(3) 






3,4  1,0  0,1  10,6 
1,9 







Shafts  and  staple-pits 











0,1  0,1  0,0 










1,6  8,1 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  38  220  664 
Other places 















accidents  underground 











0,4  0,0  0,0  5,1  109,8  18,1  4,6  o,o  132,5 
2,4  1,0  11,6  23,9  7,3  2,8  0,1  34,1 
1,3  0,6  10,0  27,8  5,2  1,3  0,0  34,3 










o,5  I  - 12,8 
a)  while  moving  __  ab_o_u_t_t-he--m-in-e----~--~~---r--~~---r----+----r----r---t----t-------~----+----~---
-~ 
b)  in  the  course of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VI I.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDA!1P  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural  Gases 
IX.  HEAriNGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ElECTRICITY 




2,6  0,4  17,5  6,7 
0,1 
4,7- 0,6  27,8  8,3 




i  I  -+-- ----+---+--+-----+----+--+---1 
1-3-7-,0-+--7-,  3-+--1-,-o-+----+--4-5-,  3-+-1-5-,-o+---3-.-~+--o,-5-+--_-_J_-+1  -~-~-.- ~- ~·~~-1-+  __  o_,_1_--+----+  _1-~--+  ! 1 --5  ,-3-+-1  -~-.:  _o_, 1-+----+--6_,_4+1_5_8  __  '_5,  11,5 
1  1,  _  7-t-----+-7_1_,  7-+-----~--+---l 
0,3  - !  8,2  0,5  0,1  f  0,61  2,6  !  0,3  2,9  24,31-;,~,7  29,3 
~~~~~~~~-~~~----~  --~t- ~---~-~- --i~~~~~~~-~~~~~~1 
i  --+------+---+  il  ---::----+---+---+: ----t--+--+--+---+---+---+--f----+---+--1 
1,9  0,2  10,4  9,6 i  o.o  0,1  [  0,7  2,7  I  0,7 
1 
3,4  34,2  7,2  1,0,  42,4 
~---1-5-,8-+--3-,6-+--o-.-5  +----+-1-9-.  9-+-11-.-1+--2-.-8-t--o.-4-+-_--+L  ~~  ~r  ~,  o.,  i  o.o  , ·'f+'·'--_j-~-:  --0-,5-+------<1--1-2-.  7-+-3-8-,9-+--8-.-1~---1-.-5+- o,o 
o,o  o,o  o,o  - o~  :  o,o  - l  - i  - - - 1  -_j  o,o  o,o 
~- I -T  - ~-----_-f----+----1-~-+---+---t- ,--+---+---+--f------+-~--+--+----+--+-~l 
I  \1  -+--~r---+----+---+----+---+----+---+----+----+----+--~----1 
0,2  0,2  0,1  0,2  0,3  0,2  0,2 
0,1  o,o  0,1  0,1  0,1  0,1  0,1  0,2  0,2  0,2 
o,o  o,o  o,o  o,o 
0,1  o,o  0,1  0,1  0,1  o,  0,0  0,2 
3,6  0,5  0,0  4,2  2,1  0,5  0,1  0,0  2,7  0,3  0,3  2,6  0,4  0,1  3,1  8,6  1,4  0,2  0,0  10,2 
150,4  29,5  6,2  0,1  186,2  72,0  14,5  3,3  0,3  90,1  5,9  0,6  0,4  0,0  7 ,o  39,7  7,0  2,3  o,o  49,o  267,a  51,7  12,1  0,4  332,1  o,o  0,2  0,2 
(1)  Number  of hours Ulorked  by pit staff and errployees  of oontraator firms  Ulho  belong to a  miners'  soda~ insta'Wiae  saheme. 
(2)  Aaaid.mts involving more  than  five  aasualties  (i.e.  Ulho  either died or Ulere  unable  to reswne  Ulork  undBrground  for at  Zeast  eight lJeeks). 
(3)  CaZendBr~oo~y•s~·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
>  56 I  Fatal I 
days  ' acci  -
1 
total 
(5)  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I. Head  and neck 
II. Eyes 
COUNTRY  :  Belgium 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
Fractures  Lux at  ions, 
with  or without  twists  and 















X  XXX XX 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
>  56 
days 
(5) 

















15  15 
Burns  and 
harmful  effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 







YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  38  220  664 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
8 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5)  dents 
total 






Table  2a 
TOTAL 
















-----71,1--::---]!-'  -t-! -:-:·  t-·~-t--~  --t--~- x~~Q :  ~h---+--+--::--~,-:  +--::-+ 
-- --r-+----+--- ~-·-.  _  _j__ --11----1 
V.  Hands  11  11  92  92  XlD<J " - I "  ' I - '  Xl>< ' - I  '  I  I  "'  ! 
183 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding  feet)  (4)  54  55  XlD<J ..  I - ..  - - - XXt>< . 
~----------~-~-~--~--t---t---+----t--i---i_--~-~--~-~--i----t--i----j--~-~~-~--7r-·- r·---+---+-·- XX[><>  i - ~  - - - XXt>< · 
VII.  Feet  53  53 
VIII.  Multiple  locations 
IX.  Not  specified  :~~t\XV(XXt><t><XXt><XXX 
TOTAL  16  17  267  273  13  14  222 
I 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours .wrked by  pit staff and errp~oyees of contractor fil'mB  who  be~ong to a  miner's soaiat inswoance  scheme. 
(2)  including corrpUaaticms. 
(3)  The  shou~ders and the  wl:'ists  are  inctuded Wider  "upper  Urri>s ". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  anktes are inatuded Wldel'  "Lower  timbs". 
(5)  Ca/..endezo  days. 
224  28  28 
134  136 
-··--·-+---+---1---1 
89  89 
10 
8  10 
556  20  576 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on "victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency rates) 
COUNTRY  :  Belgium 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  38  220  664 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 




>  55 1 Fat~l 
days  I  acc1- total 
r5;  dents 
Fractures 
with  or without 
dislocation 
>  561Fatal 
days  I acci-
(5}  dents 
total 
0,1  0,0  0,2 





























acci- . total 
dents 
0,3  0,3 
II. Eyes  0,0  0,0 ~~xxxx 
o,o 
III.  Trunk 
IV.  Upper  limbs 
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
V.  Hands 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet 
VIII.  Multiple  locations 






0,  7 
0,8 
0,2  2,4 
o,o  0,0  1,4 
0,0  1,4 
0,0  0,4  6,9 
0,0  0,7  0,0 
0,8  0,1 
2,4  0,1 
0,0  1,4  0,1 
1,4 
o,o  0,0 
0,1  7 ,o  0,3 
! 
0,0  0,0  0,0  0,1  0,4  1 
I 
'·'  0.1 ~V<XI  '·' , 
o.1 X>t<J 1.,  I 
-
1XXJX '·'I 
o.o  o.o  I  o.o  I  o.o  I 
!  I  I 
I  1 
o,o  0,3  0,2  '·' I ,., 
5,8 
{1)  Number  of houre  worked by  pit staff and employees of contructor firms  who  belon{l  to a  miner's sooial insuranoe  scheme. 
( 2)  inoZuding oomp tioations. 
(3)  The  shoulders and the wrists are  inoZuded under  "upper  Hrri>s". 
{4)  The  hips and the ankles  are inoluded under  "Lower  limbs". 
(5)  Calender  days. 
0,0  0,4 
0,4 
1,8 
1,  7  I 
0,7 
0,0  0,1 
0,0 
0,0  5,8 
Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 

























0,2  0,2 
0,0  0,2  0,2 
Multiple  injuries 
of those not 
specified  (2) 
>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-












Table  2b 
TOTAL 

























15,0 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
SITE  or·  THE  ACCIDENT 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II. TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 













COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIEill  :  Nord 
Production  faces 






409  120 
14  9 
68  32 
55  26 
13 
200  52 














DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  55  173  272 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits 
2 
Shafts  and staple-pits 





























542  163  42  747 
68  36  24  128  18  12 
I 
13  7  0  24  0  1  i  0 
55  29  20  0  104  18  11  1  5 
0  248  '  101  41  390  26  17  !  5 
m,~:t~ 
0 
0  201  78  32 
47  23  79 
7  I 
286  95  33  i  0  414  i  I  Ito  8  I 
33  !  23 
Other places 
total 








4  217  62 
35  !  135  106 
1  19 
34  ;  136  98 
48  399  173 
36  332  138 
12  67  35 






































accidents  underground 







636  176 
168  89 
22  13 
146  76 
359  146 
281  113 
78  33 
414  108 























I  o 
I 
b)  Tools 
9  i'  0  II  65  I  0  I  1  I  1  0  I  2  22  8  6  !I  0 
~  I  ~  i 
l--1-90-+--6-l-+---7-+--o--+--2-5-8-+-1-2-5-t--3-1-!----8--+i--o-+  1
1
1-164  :  7  !  2  o  '  o  9  I,  104l  I  32  6  o  142  426  126 ·  21  o  573  o  o  o 
r---+--+---+--+---+---+---+--~--~--_J  ___  j_ ___  r---~'----+----+----~--~--+---~----~-+---_J____f_  _____  !------t----+----+----
c)  Supports  371  123  31  525  128  41  16  o  185  I 
1 
3  i  5  I  9  172  71  9  0  252  971  674  240 i  57 
112  V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  906  1396  210  46 
I  I 
o  i  704  I  33  1  53  575  246  68  0  889  1  1962  448  13,  378  3042  847  233 








__  o 0
~~~~l  ___  0
o_~~~~:--o-~l  _o~--o-!-----1-+--o--+--o--!----o--!-----1~---l2,ir-__  o~l  __  o~-o-!----l2~--o~--o--+--o--l 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0 
VIII.  ouTBURsTs  oF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION,  f  --+-I  -----t-1  I  I  ol!  I 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- I 





2_s>_. __  +----o~---o-~--o~~-o--~~--o-+ 1 ---o~--o--~--o~--o~-~---o-+ 1 ---o~,----~'---o-4!  ___  o  __  !---__  o~--o--+--o--l----o-4 
___  o  __  !-----o4----o4----o+---o-4----o+--o--+--o--+--o~ 
r---o-+---o-+---o-+--o--1---:  /  o  ---o--4
---o-+--o--+---o-+l  ___  o_Ljl  ___  o~~---o-+---o-+---o-+----o~--o--1----o-4--o--+---o-+----o+----o+---o~---o-+---o~--o--+-o---r--o--l 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning  0  0  0  I  t-t  I  I  !  I  I  0  0  0  I  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  o  0  I  o 












0  0 
HEATINGS  OR  FIRES  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  r  o  o  1  o  o  o 
1  o  o 
1 
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o 
I  I 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
INRUSHES  3  0  0  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  :  0  I  0  I  0 
0  ELECTRICITY  0  1  0  •  0  1  0  1  0  0  I  1  0  I  0  0 
--------~--~--~--~--~----~-+---+---+--~--~--~--~---r--~---r---r---r--~--+---~--+---+---r---~~--~---+----1 
XII.  ffiHER  CAUSES  180  35  8  223  157  26  0  191  25  28  115  25  0  145  477  88  22  0  587 
TOTAL  3135  il06  333  4580  1758  632  194  0  2584  114  54  20  188  1765  724  227  2  2718  6772  2516  774  8  10070 
(1)  Nwnber  of houl'8  worked by pit sta[f and enpZoyees  of oont:ractor  fil'mB  who  belong to a  miners' social insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents involving mol'e  than  five  ca8uaZties  (i.e,  who  either died or Wel'e  =able to l'eswne  work  W'ldergro'W'Id  for at  least eight weeks). 
(3)  Calender_~  ~c's~·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIElD  :  Nord 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
Table  lb 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  55  173  272 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT  Production  faces 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits  Other places 
4 
Total of 
accidents  underground 
Group 
accidents  (2) 



































21  to I 
56 












































I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS  21,62  7,41  2,17  0,07  31,28  9,82  2,95  0,76  0,00  13,54  0,04  0,04  0,00  0,00  0,07  3,93  1,12  0,25  0,00  5,31  35,42  11,53  3,19  0,07  50,21  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
II. TRANSPORT,  TOTAL  0,83  0,25  0,16  0,04  1,29  1,231  0,65  0,431  0,00  2,32  0,33  0,22  0,09  0,00  0,63  2,81  1,92  0,92  0,04  5,69  5,20  3,04  1,61  0,07  9,9  0,00  0,00  0,00 
a)  Continuous  Transport  0,43  0,11  0,11  0,04  o,69  o,24  o,13  o,o7  o,ooi  0,43 j  o,oo  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,o2  o,34  o,l4  o,os  0,02  o,56  1,01  o,4o  o,24  o,os  1,  7C  0,00  0,00  0,00 
~---+----+----+----+-----~--~  -~--~--~-----r--~----~---+-----1 
o,oo  o,6o  1,00  o,s3  o,36l  o,ool  1,881  o,33  o,2o  o,o9  o,oo  o,62 i  2,46  1,78  o,87  o,o2  5,13  4,19 ~~  _t_,_3--18--o_,o_2~--8,_2+--o-,oo~--o-,oo-+--o-,oo--l  b)  Discontinuous  Transport  0,40  0,14  0,05 
0,00 
f-I._rr_. __  i~-L-~~--AN-D--MO_VE  __  ME_N_r_o_F_T_H_E_v_I_cT_I_M_, +--3_,_7o--t-_1_,_23--t-_o_._s8--t--o_,_o-jo __  s_._5_1-t--4_,_4-j9- l,  83  ,I  '·"  ! '•  oo i '·"-1 _""' _"+·"  '• oo  '•"'  I  '•"  '•"  '•" '· 
00 
n •"  "• "t "•"  '•"  '· 
00 
'  "•' 
•>  """' """'"' .,,,, '"' "'"'  '·"  '·
00 
'·"  '·""  '·"  '·" '·"  '·'" i '·""i  '·"'  '·" '·"  I  '·"  '·""  '·"  '·"  '·"  '·"I '·""  '·"-l"  ·"I--'·"  '·" '·""  ~"·  '' 
!  .  I  !  '  -+ 
b)  in  the  course of other activities  0, 74  0,24  0,11  0,00  1,09  0,85
11 
'·" i O, <0 I  0,00  <  ·"  O,o>  0, D I '·"  0,001  '•"  <  •" I '·"  0, n i  0,00  '•  <'  i  ~2,88:  1,41 I  0,6ol  0,00  4,89  0,00 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  1-----+----+----+----~-----!----t------+~----t-~----l--~  ·---~-----f-- 1 
--~-~-- - --~--:-:r---- 1  I  ~r  -p 
0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00 
o,ool  o,oo 
0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00 
TOTAL  10,89  3,62  0,94  0,00  15,480  '·"~  '·"; '·"+-""i  '"'1-'·';-"'J~~"'i'~""i  '·"+~f-'"'+""'f '·"'__':"  "'"+-'·"II  1,96  0,00  31,1  0,00 
a)  Machines  0, 72  0,29  0,25  0,00  1,27  1  0,6  .  0,42 t  0,16  j  0,00  :,  l,  18,  . 0,00
1 
0,0~02 !  0,00  0,04
1 
0,4o:  0,14 :  0,11!  0,00  0~~-1,  721  0,87  0,54  0,00  3,1~  0,00 
b)  Tools  ~~~3~,4~4:~~1~,  1~1:~~0~,1~3:~~;_-,oo--+--4-·'"  '·" '·" I  O," I  ~-:~."  !  n~•  1i"'~  0,., !  0~1  ~~<'~  '-"~'"  l  _o]-::-.;- --;:"j~~ in;:;r,,,.  0,00  c-_1_0_,_3-i~-----O~,OO-~:~~o-,_o~o:~-o~,-o-o_ 1 i 
,i  I  I  •  i  I  !  i  I  I  I  !  6,72  2,23  o,56  o,oo  9,52  2,3LI  o,74  0,29  o,oo,  3,35  o,os,  o,o9,  o,o2  1  o,ooi  o,l6i  3,12
1  1,29;  o,l6:  o,oo  4,57  12,22  4,35i  1,03  o,oo +-=-7-,6-+-c_o_,o_o+-_o_,o_o+-_o_,oo----1  c)  Supports 
16,42  6,85  2,o3  o,oo  25,30  8,12f  3,81  J  o,s3  o,oo  ~;,;6:-~~:f-o.24  o,131  o,ool  0,9611~.-~~-~~-46~31 o,oo  16,11  35,56  15,351  4,22-~,oo--i5s,l  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
f--------------------·----+------t------lr------t------!-----+-1- 1  ·· ---i ---~  1  ~-+---r- --1---t --r-
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
l~v_I_._E_u_L_os_r_v_Es  __________________  ~_o_._04~_o_._oo~_o_._oo~_o_._~--t--o-·~04~-o-·_l6-j1  __  o_.o_o~1  _o~,oo;  o.~,  ~oo~ ~~I  o,o~  o,~oor  o,ooi  o,oo1 o~,n  o,ool  o,O<  o,oo  ~2  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
I
'  VII.  ;;N~~~~~\~~p;g!~o~~ST  0,00  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,02  I  0,0(  0,00  0,00 I  o~oor ~~oor-:.-~l~.oo  0,~-T-o.-1~--0~0~~~~~:1-0,00  0,00 I  0,00  I  0,00  0,02 i  0,0<  0,00  0,0  0,00  0,00  0,00 
~v~~~~~I.-~ou~T~B~uR~s~Ts~o~F_G_A_s,--oE---o~xY_c_EN-.A-T-ro-N-,r---t----+----t----+---~r----t---~----tl---r~~  I 
1  1 
I'  I 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- ,.,.  I  I  I  I  I  rV' 




,  co,  H
2
s),  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,~  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo1  o,oo 
1 
o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  1  o,oo
1 
o,oo  o,oo  o,oo I  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,~  o,oo  o,oc  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
------~T~OT~A~L  ____________________  t----i-----j----i----i-----t---f-----j---f---t--~  I  -------+-
a)  Outbursts  of Gas  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,0<  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,0<  0,00  0,0<  0,00  0,00  0,00 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 





0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 
I 
o,oo  I 
~.--~------------------------t----1----+----t---t----+---+--+----t-----l----~---t---r-----r----j---j----i---j---t---j-----j----t---t---t-----!----t---~--t----l 
o,os  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,os  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  /  o,oo/  o,oo  o,o2  o,o2  /  o,oo  o,oo  o,04  o,o7  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,o9  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY  o,oo·~  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,o2  o,oo  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,o7  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,o7  o,o7  o,04  o,oo  o,oo  o,ll  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo' 
XU.  OTHER  CAUSES  3,26  0,63  0,14  0,00  4,01.  2,85  0,47  0,14  0,00  3,46  0,45  0,04  0,02  0,00  0,51  2,08  0,45  0,09  0,00  2,63  8,65  1,59  0,40  0,00  10,64  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
1-----------------------------r----i----i----i----i-----+---+---i----..  r----+-----J----~--~----~---,~--~----+----+----+----+-----+----+-----+---~----~--~--~----+---~I 
TOTAL  •  56,82  20,05  6,04  0,11  83,01  31,86  11,45  3,52  o,oo  46,83  2,07  0,98  0,36  0,00  3,41  31,99  13,12  4,11  0,04  49,26  22,74  45,60  14,03  0,14  182,';2  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
(1)  Nwrber  of hours  worked by pit staff and e17pZoyees  of oontraator firms  who  bel.ong  to a  mners' sv'-';-'z  insurance  soheme. 
(2)  Accidents invotving more  than five  aaeuatties  (i, e.  who  either died or were  W'labte  to resune ,;ork W'ldergroW'ld  ;or at  ~ast eight weeks). 
(J)  Ca~nder days. 
N 
0 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 





>  50  , Fat~ll  • 
days  ace~- tot  a1 
(5)  dents 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  No"d 
Fractures  Lu.xations '· 
with  or without  twists  and 















DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
>  56 
days 
(5) 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion 
and  inter-















Burns  and 
harmful  effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 







YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  55  173  272 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5)  dents 
total 




Table  2a 
TOTAL 










LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY  •  IVIVM l 
L  "'"' ~<ooo<  o  0  0  '  >  "  0  0  0  0  0  I  0  " 
1 
0  I  "  0  0  0  1/\1/\~  ~  >  -l---+-1-4_+---_4_7_3---1--7-8---1- 30  I  4  585 
~u.~~es  ~o  ~o  o~~~~~~~~:~~~l~O~~l~- D~~  o~ul  ~o  o~~o~~~~~  ol  o!  o- -~~ 
t  ~=·  0  0  0  "  ,  ,  ,.  0  ,.  , 
1 




0  0  1  ~~  -~ 1 ~rr  j_8_2_0-+--3-35-+-,'-7-3-+--2---l--l-23-0--I 
~:::;~::·  "" ·~'·'  0  0  0  "  0  "  '  0  ' ~  "  i  0 I  " I  0 I  0 i  0  I 
1
i  !  I  ' I  0 I  ' i "' i '"11  89 I 
0 
I  1152 
(3J  -+----+---4---+---4-+---4---+---+---f------J---------:IK---7f----i--l  -~!-----+----+--+--- ~- I ---- ---t--+--+--l- ---L--r------
2 \11\!liVI  !I  I  I  I  I  'V' i  I 
I  '.  ·~'·  "  0  "  no  0  '"  '  0  V\V\j/\J  "  '  0 I  "  0 I  0  0  /  ~  •  I  0  i  •  ! "" i "'" I "'  I  0 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet 
VIII.  Multiple  locations 
IX.  Not  specified 
TOTAL  29 
0  81 
0  44 
0 
23 
29  379 





23  0 
383  41  0  41  261 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked by  pit staff and employees  of contractor fi!'mS  who  belong to a  miner's so<!iat  insurance  scheme. 
(2)  including ()Omptications. 
(3)  The  shoulders  and  the wrists are included under  "upper  tini>s". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankles  are included under  "Lo!Jer  limbs". 
(5)  Cal-ender  days. 
219  0 
510  281  65 
89  25  20 
0  0  168  84  35 











MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on victims 
of accidents  underground in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enuc leations 
l 
>  55  Fatal 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  acci- total  days 
(5)  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and neck  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
II. Eyes  0,00  0,00  0,00 
III. Trunk  0,00  0,00  0,00 
IV.  Upper  limbs 
(excluding the  hands)  0,00  0,00  0,00 
(3) 
V.  Hands  0,38  0,00  0,38 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
{excluding feet)  (4)  0,07  0,00  0,07 
VII.  Feet  0,07  0,00  0,07 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  0,00  0,00  0,00 
IX.  Not  specified  0,00  0,00  0,00 
TOTAL  0,53  o,oo  0,53 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Nord 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
0,16  0,05  0,22  0,00  0,00  0,00 
X  X  V( V(V( V( 
0,65  0,02  0,67  0,25  0,00  0,25 
0,87  0,00  0,87  0,09  0,00  0,09 
2,36  o,oo  2,36  0,04  0,00  0,04 
1,47  o,oo  1,47  0,31  0,00  0,31 
0,80  o,oo  0,80  0,04  0,00  0,04 
0,14  o,oo  0,14  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,42  0,00  0,42  0,02  0,00  0,02 
6,87  0,07  6,94  0,74  O,QO  0,  74 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
{Frequency  rates) 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  •  55  173  272 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and  Poisoning  Multiple injuries 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity  and  of those not 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal injury  suffocation  specified  (2) 
4  5  6  7  8 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to 
acci- total  acci-
>  56  20 
days  days  total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
days 
(5) 
0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,33 i 0,00  0,33  o,oo  0,00  0,00 IX  ~x  ~ 
0,05  0,02  0,07  8,57 
'·"  I  0,00 I 
I 
~  X  X 
0,02  0,241  0,00  0,24  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  10,49 
i 
0,051  0,02 
I  lX Xt><  '·t'·~f' 
0,07  o,251  o,oo I  0,25  0,00  0,00  0,00  14,86 
I  i 
X  ~  X 
!  I 
o.oo I  o,oo~ X  [>( 
0,60 I  0,00 I  0,60  0,00  o,osj  o,oo  o,o5  15,82 
I  I  I  +--+----
Xt><JX 




.  '·"I '·" 
1,23 i  o.oo I 
1,23  o,oo 1  0,00  0,14  41,47 
I 
I  I 
I 
X  txJX 
!  lX X  t>< 
I 









0,00  X  X  X 
0,00  0,00  0,07 '  o,oo  0,07  o,oo  o,oo  0,14  0,00  0,14  1,61 
0,00  0,02  0,02  0,11  0,00  0,11  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,09  0,02  0,11  3,04 
0,07  0,04  0,11  4, 73  0,00  4,73  0,00  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  0,00  0,00  1,09  0,04  1,12  122,74 
I 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked  by  pit staff and e"f'Zoyees  of contractor firms  who  belong to a  miner's social insurance  scheme. 
(2)  including ao"f'Ziaations. 
(3)  The  shouldere  and the wrists are included under  "upper  Zirrbs "· 
~~~  ~~~~2~ c;:;/he ankles are included under  "Lower  Zimbs". 
Table  2b 
TOTAL 
9 
21  to 
56  >  56 
days  days 
(5)  (5) 
1,41  0,54 
0, 72  0,25 
6,07  1,32 
3,44  1,61 
-~ 
I 
19,59  4,15 
7,29  3,97 
5,09  1,18 
0,45  0,36 
1,52  0,63 




0,07  10,60 
0,00  11,47 
0,04  22,29 
0,00  20,38 
0,00  65,21 
0,00  28,87 
0,00  15,51 
0,00  2,43 
0,04  5,24 




N MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Conunon  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
- ----~----- ----~--, 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
COUNTRY  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Lorraine 
Production  faces 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits 
(absolute  figures) 
I  Shafts  and  staple-pits 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  22  792  368 
Other  places 
Total of 
accidents  underground 






4  to  21  to  i Fatal  4  to  121  to  Fatal I  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to 
20  56  >56  j  acci- total  20  56  >56  acct- total  20  56  .>so  acci- total  20  56  )56 
1;;s  dm  ~~~s  I  dents  1  d~~I  i d~~;  ~;~s  dents 
1  1;i"  ~;;•  ~~~·  dents  1;~s  1;)"  ~~~· 
=-_FAL~S OF  GROL:-;Ds  AXD  ROC~~~~-~  '~  no  %  r  ""  '>  ;,  "  m 
Fatal  4  to 
acci- total  20 
dents  days 
(J) 
21  to  Fatal 
56  )56  acci-
days  days  dents 





0  t  12  503  372  119  996 





total  1 
0 
-~-- ---------~  --~----22 !,_2_3  Ill  17  i,  II  ---t-- : 
a)  r:ontinuous  rransport  62  0  I  8  6  I  19  32  32  24  89: 
I  ·------+---·  ____ j  --- r--- ------r-----1----+----f-----t---+-----t---+---+--+--+---,----+--+-~-+-~-+---t--+---l 
I  b)  Dis=~rn=~1rms~rt  ~~~-~~--~~-~~~~ 31  7  I  !  ~  ---+---t--~-~-5~_2_3_+_3_6~-~-7~--~--7-7~~3-9+--6-1-+--3-0~---+--13_3+1--i-~~-~ 
I  Ill.  FALLS  AXD  '10\[~DXI  OF  THE  V!CTI:-1,  531  I  415  I  86  1  I  1033  94  i  82  I  28  0  204  14  27  I  234  197  60  491  II  8681  708  178  1755 
~--T_OT;\L  _________________  -+--+'---;--- --~-+-- -+ -~- --~  r- '  I 
'1  a)  Wlli le  r"'<•ving  aLout  t'1e  mine  485 I  359  72  I  1  917  !  83  :  74  I  23  180  11  I  22  208  166  49  I  0  j  423  I  784  i  610  I  14t l 
1 
1542  i 
i  46  II  '6  ,'  - 14- ~I  --0  -116---t-1  11----,----1  8--i  5--------,-----0  ;  24  1  I  3  1  I  0  ,,  5  i'  26  !  I  ~--+-,- --+--~,---1----t-------'  !  h)  ln  the  cour<;e  <>f  oth,,r  act1v1 ties  J  I  31  11  i  68  i  84  i  98  I  31  0  213 
I  ------j- -- +-----___;_  ~~  -t  -- ----------------r--~--____;__---+-- I  --+·----+1-----i,--+--+---+---+-----r  I ]\',  'lACHl\1:,,  1•lOLS  A:>D  Sl'PPORTS  I  I  !  I  r- ]l)JAL  37  27  10  I  0  j  74  I  33~  !  160  '  381----0--+--53_2--t-----+--1------1 
I  c~l  ~Jachim•<;  32  ~  36  ,  8  0  !  76  /  23  1  0  31  I  2  !  0  0  i  0  1  8  i  0  i  14  I  62  i  51  j  to!  0  123 
1  ""'"  .,  :.~:  !--:t-;;-:-; r;,  ~ " ,  I  - - ---:  :  •  ,  i ---:-f  ,~2-,-., r~  · . ;  ,, +----j  ,r---,-t--3-~81----t------J--+--~I 
c)  Suppc,rts  ~~  "I  W  i  ' :  ~-~  ~'  I  --
0  -,--~  ~0~~~-----0  I  0  ~  14J  1)  1  281 
v  nus~o~u 1 s  tln7\  1H6M  _  o [:'• '_" -~~-o---~-~~-----t-----l--o-~~~--9-T\ 1 _8_2_+il_7~3-+-3~8~---~~~~~-+i'_~_3-t-i-2_73~-l-OO-~I-----~-7-3~6r--~--+--o- 1 
\'I.  EXPUlSI\'LS  0  I  0  0  0  0  0  I  0  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  II  I  0  I  0  !  2  :  0  I  21 
-1  -+- -_  _L_ __  I--·- '. ------ '  I  '  .  ~·---+---+----+-----tl--t---+---1 
=~-~~~~~~~i~~~-4~~~~,~~~~~~:-~ll~-~-o~~  oi,:  'ol[  _o4i,--+i•--+-~--o-+lj:  __  +!--l-~l.-~2~+~'--+l-----~--+l-----~--+---l 
st•rrocATio:;  oR  PIHsuq:;c  HY  ::ATe- I  1  i 





RAL  GASLS  cco2,  cH~,  rn,  HzS),  I  o  i  o  o  1  o  i  o  1  i  oj  o  j'  o  : 
0
o  I,'  1  I  o  i  o.  1  I  o  [  O' 
~~nfG~~~-~3~~~~~~r-o-~~  ---~·--+---t---o----J~-~o~~-~o-+\1--o-t-/-~o~-+~1-~r--~--r--~--+--~ 
I  - --- ---i-- -t- 1---L~~--- --------+---+--+~.--~ 1--+--l-----~--+--+-~---+
1 ----+---+--+---+--r---l 
oi  ,j  'I'! '4  ol'  ~!-~-o~~-~-~~--o~l~-~-~-~-1-~!~-~--o+'-~-~-~-~-~-o--------+ 
IX.  HEATI:;;Gs  OR  FlRf:S  0  r  0  '  0  I  0 _I  __  0  '  0  - ~  0  i  0  I 
L~~--~- - 'l  ;~~~~;~~-~-~--o-~~-~--~-~--~-~---1--~--o~\--~-~---1--~--~--~--1 
~=:::,  B  '  ~  ~t t:fl j :  i  .: I '  :  I  ' I  "  "  "  "  "  ,: 
r- "'~  I "" "'"  ;-.- _]-,,. j  m  '" .  ., I  --,;u- >O;  i--19~~-----2-~l---tl~- __  ~_1_5~~~~----_----.J--j_-_-_-5~7~:~4~0~8~:~3~5~4~:~-1~3~1~:~~~:~~~89~6~:~2~19~1:~~1~62~9~:~~4~94:~~~~::~4~3~22:~~~~:~~~~:~~~~~: 
I 
(  1)  N:!ft'b.er  o!' ho~rs worked by pit staj'j' and er1ployees  of controctor  firms  ,_.;zo  be long  to  a  miners' social  insuranee  scheMe, 
(2)  ,:_,eide>Ots  involving more  than  five  casualties  (i.e,  who  either died or were  unable  to  resW'!e  work  underground  f'or  at  wast eight c'eeicc). 
(")  rawnder  ~~~Y~'s~·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~-----~----------------------------------' 
b)  0~?-oxygenation  and  P0isoning 




w MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  undergromd  in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
COUNTRY :  France 
COAL-FIEill  Lorraine 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency rates) 
Table  lb 
YEAR:  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  22  792  368 
Production  faces  shafts  and  staple-pits  I  Shafts  and  staple-plts  Other  places  I  ~ce1dents  underground  acctdents  (2)  I 
Headings  excluding  ~---- ~---------- --~-----:t-:-:-:---~~
0 
Group  I 
1  z  ,  )  4  s  ~,  I 
~~~~~------~~~+-,-t-o~2l~w~~-r,,-a-ta-l~~~~,-r-o~~-2-l-to-~l--~,,-a-talr--~~Eltol  ~al  4to  21w  rualj  4to  21w  IFHal  ~  IFat~l  I 
20  56  )56  acci-1  total  I  20  .  56  1.  )'i6  acci-1 total  I  20  16  ).,,,  acci- total  20  56  )51,  acct~\ total  20  56  )Sh  acci- total! <jays  1 . acci-'l total I 
s  g;s  d{r;  ~~~s I  dents t-_  _t~~-~ ~J1~J-dent_sl  ___  ~1:Y~,  ~~rs  ~~r·  dents  1;rs  ~;r·  ~;~·  dents!  1;;s  (.<!  :}:j~::_  --~Lde~~s  ~-~ 
I  I  i  !  I  1  I  I  I  '  I  I  J  I  I' 
f-I.-FA_L_L_s_o_F_G_R_oUN_D_s_AND  __  Ro_c_K_s ___  --t_u,ssi13,60I  4,12  o,o9  35,36! 4,171  2,59  i  1,051  o,ool  7,8~ o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  !  o,Js  0,13  o,04  o,oo j  o,53  22,01  16,32 1  5,221  o,o9  43,7!  o,oo  o,oo'  o,oo 
--+--+-----+---+~  -+-,  -~d--+-0-1!---r- I  I  --~  ---+---+--.:--+---t--+---,--+---+--------'1 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL  1,45  1,71  0,83  0,00  3,99e.,26j  0,44  0,18 1  0,001  0,88 
1 
0,09  0,09  0,39  0,09  0,66 
1 
1,J2  1,84  0,97  0,09  4,21  3,12  4,081  2,37  0,18  9,74  0,00  0,00  0,001 
f------------------+--+-----j~--+--1,__- - --i ------,---- --~  '  I 
a)  Continuous  Transport  f--0-,9-7+--1-,0-l+--o-·_7_5+-o-·_oo-+-'1 o,n i ":"1'·" I  '·""I'·"~"""'- o,oo I  0,00 p;.".ooJ '·"  "·"I'·" rl  0~0,83  1,40  1,40  1,05  0,; 3,90  0,00  0,00  0,00! 
'' ""oo•>oooo•  "~"""  '·"  o, >o  o,oo  o,oo  '·"  o,n ! '·"  o,ott"·~"  j "'_"'- o,oo  T'·~" ' 0,0'> Jl  ~ '·"  --;-''"  '·"  I"'_"_ ~~"  ~~ ',Hi ~"L"  ,-o,n  J_ll ~~~4111  o,ooO,  o,oooof-"'- o,1oo! 
III.  FALLS  AAD  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  23,30,18,21  3,77  0,04  45,3214,121  3,60  1,231  0,0018,95  0,39  0,61  I  0,18  0,00  1,18  1110,27  I  8,64,2,63  O,OOt21,54138,0813l,061  7,811  0,04  77,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00 
! __  T_U_TA_L _________  ~-----1---+---+---+--t-----t-~--t-- ~  !  - I  ~---+ ~--~  +--+ -:-t- I  t-~  u  ~  t-+-t  . 
I  a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  21,28  15,75
1 
3,16  0,04  40,23~  j3,6~~1~~~~~_'~ 
1
-~~~~- ~'-1~+~·__<:~ t~~~~-~812'--l~-~,o__c:_  1 ~,_56_~~~·~~~6_._1_6_~  6,45r-_0,04+~7_'65+ 0,00  0,00 ~~~ 
b)  in  the  course  of other activities  2,02  2,461  0,61  0,00  5,09  0,48!  0,35:  0,22  j  o,oo
1 
1,05  0,04 I 0,13  I  0,04  1 0,00  I  0,22  j  1,14  ;  1,36 i 0,48  0,00-~-;,98  I  J,69
1  4,30  1,361  0,00
1 
9,351  0,00.:  0,00
1 
0,001 
IV.  MACHI:-;Es,  TOOLS  AND  suPPORTS  I 
1!  I  I  +------;---- --,-- _,_  ---t----t--~~-----~---T  :---t-f---1-- -~--~~---~----r----+--1 
TOTAL  i  9,87  4,39!  1,oto,oo  "·"  '·" I '·" I o,n I o.oo, '·" , o,oo  o,oo 1  o,O'.  , o,oo I o,n ! '·" I  '·"  i '·"_) o,oo I '·" 1 "·"' '·"I '·"!  o,oo, "'"[ o,oo  o.ooj  o,oo j 
a>  Machines  1,4o  1, 581  o,3s -~:- ~~~~~~~~_:_il! '·':+  ~·~4 ~00='·'~ '~"-+  '·~~·  ~~~  ~oo  o~OO ;  ~,:;,]",o< j  0~ 
1
,  o.,:r~~'~  ~'P.j  ~~:  ~· 00T 
0
•
00  '·""~I 
b)  Tools  7,94  2,37  0,66  o,oo  10,~-~:7--i--~~~~o~j  __  o,oo  ~~~16  0,00  :  o,o~- o~-04~-o:oo  0,04 -:-~~--~·-75:  0,3~  o,oo  2,54  i 11,32 ~~~~·~8d_l_6,72l o,o~~ ~:r-o,oo 
I :>.09  I  I  i  I  :  I  I  I  I  ----r--
c)  Supports  0,53  0,44  0,04  0,00  ~~-0,04  L~~~  ~,13  ~~  ~~~~~o-~,00 j  0,0~-~,ooj_o~~J- 0,09  0,00  1 o,oo 1  0,09  0,611  0,57  0,041  _o,OOj  1,2~  0,00  o,oo  0,00 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  10,40  7,33  2,37  o.oo  20,09_j,·~ ••  ,  I :"i:':· '·"  '·~'; '·'r·±·:f"·" I'·" I '·'H'·"  ~~  '·"  "·" "·"  '·:~'·: "·'1  o.oo  o.oo  o.oo 
vi.  EXPLOSIVES  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,~-r-o,oo  o,oo l~~~~~~  o,O<oo:  o,o9  o,oo  ~~o~~  ~  o,o~  ~  o~~l  o,~o~oo  f o,oo~i  o,oo  o,~k 1 _o,oo  o,oo  o_~ _  o,oo  o,o,  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo I 
'  VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS  I  I  I 
1  OF  FIREDAMP  AND  cOAL  DUST  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo._
1






!~~-"~"  ~o,oo I  o,oo ~~  o,04  o,o9  o,oo  o,oo  0,1  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
r  VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
I  SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- I  I  I  I 
i!  ., ::::::  ::,::."•· co,.,,,.  :::  :::  ::: :::  ::: :::  :::_ :::t :::1  ::~ ~;~ ::*:  i~~r  ~  I::: 0::1 ~=I :::  c-:-::-+--:-:-:-t---:-:-:-+--:-:--t:-:-:-:--+--:-:-+:-:-::-+-:-::-+-:-::--~ 
b)  ~;-~~~~~~~t~:~e:"d Poisoning  i  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00 I  0,~~  0,00  [  0,00  I  0,04  I  0,00  0,00  I  0,00 I  0,04  0,041  0,00'  0,00  0,00  o.o~  o,oo  0,00  0,00 
IX.  HEAriNGS  OR  FIRES  0,001  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  ~~00  i 0,00 I 0,00 I o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,04  0,04  0,001  0,00 I  0,00  0,04  0,04  0,00  0,00  0,00 
!
~  ~  !  1  ' 
1  I  I o,ooi 
I 
XII
X  ..  INRUSHES  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  I  0,00  I  o,oo  I  0,00 [  0,00  i  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  I  o,oo  0,00  0,00  O,()(  0,00  0,00  0,00 
xr.  ELECTRICITY  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo_j_ o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  !  o,oo  o,oo  I  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
:;:~ '~"'  "::::  ,::::  .::: :::  ,::::  ::::  :::  :::_t:~:l::~:,  ::::  :::  :::  ::: I  ::::  .::::  :;~, :::  ::: ,::::  .::::  ,::::t,::: ;:::: :::  :::  ::: 
(1)  Nwri>er  of hours  worked by pit staff and errpZoyees  of aontmotor  fi1'f118  who  beZong  to  :2  '""-·,,ers'  s~·:c1l  insw>anoe  s'Jheme. 
(2)  Aooidents  invoZving mol'e  than  five  oasuaZties  (i.e.  who  either died or wel'e  unabZe  to reswn8  "JOA  underground  for at  Leaat  eight c-·eeKs). 
( J)  CaLender  days. 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 




>  5o  I Fat~l I 
days  1  ace> -
1 
total 
(5)  dents , 
0 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Lorraine 
Fractures 
with  or without 
dis location 
>  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total 
(5)  dents 
0 
Luxations, 





Open  wounds 
contusions 
and  muscular 
abrasions 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
0  0  27 
Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 








Table  :!a 
YEAR  :  1972 









1 4  to  121  to  J  >  56 
"I 
I  , xxxKxx ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ~~xx, ,  ,  I  ~~T , , , 
r~-un-k-----~--o+-o+-o+-~~-l~-l-7~1-u~~-o+-l-25~~--o~l-o-/~~~.11,:,-o-~21-09+-o+-l-9~-o~-o-+ 1 -o~x~~~~-~~~-~~l--_-4---~~~t~~-2~-6-~~ 
II.  Eyes 
I  IV.  Upper  limbs  - 0  0  o  19  0  I  19  2  0  0  20  0  I  0  0  1
1
;  I  1
1 
!  2  I!  0  ,,  2  I  309  169  I  43  l,l  0  521 
I
I  (excluding the  hands)  I 
--- ------(3)  ----------+------+----+-----+--4--4--+---+--+----t--f---Jt----1!-----t-----t---~-----t------t-------Tl___  ---- - --~---+---_J __ -t  --t---1---r---
!  "_·_H_'"''  '  '  '  "  '  "  I  '  0  '  )<1xJX " 0  "  0  i '  '  I  i  I  "  I  f:~-+"4  '"I  0  ,~, 
I  "  ~::;;";::;·,.",  (<)  '  '  '  "  '  "  "  '  "  X!/0\1 " ' "  I '  I  '  '  x~x  "  _  ____'____"_  c-~~·~--2-7-6+---1-2-4+--0-+-7-6_6__, 
I  "'· '""  ,  ,  ,  .,  ,  .,  ,  ,  , V()<lX , , , , , , XXX  0  159  119  57  335 
I 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  1  I  1  16  0  16  98  101  24  236 
IX.  Not  sp~cified  0  27  13  42 
0  38  41  2191  1629  494  4322 
'""'  ' 
0 
'  m  ""  _: , 
0 
".  '  I  ' I '  ":  '  "
0 
'  I 
0 
'  I  I  '  I 
I
OJ~~~~~~~~~s~~~~~~-~~fi~~h~~arn~~w~z~~--~.-~--~-~--~-~--~-~--~-~~-~-~--~-~~-~-~--~ 
(2)  including oorrpZioations. 
(3)  The  shouZde:rs  and the wrists  a:re  inolud£d W'!de:r  "uppe:r  limbs". 
( 4)  The  hips  and the  ankles  a:re  included W'!de:r  "Lowe:r  Zimbs" · 
(5)  Caknde:r  days. 
H 
N 
1../1 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  Table  2b 
Couunon  Statistics on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in  coal mines 
Amputations 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Lorraine 
Fractures  Luxations, 
(Frequency  rates) 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  22  792  368 
Concussion  Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  with  or without  twists  and  and  inter-




Burns  and 
harmful  effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 
and  of  those not  TOTAL 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I. Head  and  neck 
II. Eyes 







o,oo  0,00  0,00 
dis location 






0,13  0,00 
total 




































specified  (2) 
>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5)  dents 
total 














1, 71  0,09  18,08 
0,31  0,00  11,93 
o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  t><~XX~~  o,ool  o,oo I  o,oo  '·" i o,oo  '·"  '·~I o,oo  I o.~ ~XX  '·~  o,oo  '·~  "·"  '·" 
l---~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I  I  1
1 
!  0,00 
1
1  0,00 ~I  II  II,,  0,1811:  0,04  0,22  14,39  13,25 
I 
III.  Trunk  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  o, 70  0,04  0, 75  0,66  0,00  0,66  o,ool/ 0,00 J  0,00  0,83  fl,  o,oo  jl,  0,83  0,00  2,37  0,09  30,10 
I  I  i  I  I  '  I 
~~~-I-v-.-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-;-t-~-h-an_d_s_)+-o-,oo~-o-,o-o~o-,-oo~-o-,8-3+0-,-oo~-o-,-~~o-,-o-9~-o-,-oo~-o-,-M~~-~~~~--~,.  J~ooioM ~~oo  ~oo~~oo~  ~-~.:~,::-3-,5-6+-7-,4-1+-l-,8-9~~-o-,oo~-2-2-,8~6 
~---------~-+--~-~--+--+-~--+--r-~-~r--~-~----r--+--~---4----+---~---~~---k--~----~  -~--- -----t----~  I  '·  •~••  '·"  o,oo  '·"  '·"  o,oo  '·" I  o, n  o oo I  o u X)<J)<] '  n 
1 
o oo I , n  o oo  I o oo  o,oo ~~  '·"' 
1 
0,00  '·" "·, ' "·" 
1 
I  "  ~:::J::· ,  ... ,  (<)  0,00  0,00  0,00  '·"  0,00  ,,,!,,,  0:00!  ,:, XI)<N  ··~  0:00  .:, '0:00 I  0:00  o,oo XIJX '·'"·00  '·" ...  ~ "·" 
6,36  0,00  46,59 
5,44  0,00  33,61 
VII.  Feet  0,00  0,00  0,00  l ,80  0,00  1,80  0,09  o,oo  '·" XIJX '·"  I  o,oo  '·"  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo t\IXV<  o.~  o,oo  '·"'  '·"  '·" 
2,50  0,00  14,70 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,31  0,04  I  I  I  XlVI\/  '·"  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  '·"' i  '·~ I' " I  '00  '·"  0,00  o,oo  0,00  l!\V\ '·"'  '·"'  '·"'  '·"  '·" 
1,05  0,13  9,92 
IX.  Not  specified  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,04  0,04  0,04  o,oo  0,04  1,18  0,57  0,04  0,04  1,84 
TOTAL  0,35  0,00  0,35  9,48  0,09  9,56  1,71  0,00  1,71  0,13  0,041  0,18  8,29  0,04  8,34  0,04  0,00  0,04  0,00  0,04  0,04  1,67  0,13  1,80  96,13  71,47  21,67  0,35  189,62 
I 
( 1}  Number  of hours  worked by  pit staff and empLoyees  of contraator firms  who  bdong to a  miner's sociaL insuranae  saneme. 
(2)  inaluding corrrpliaations. 
(3)  The  shoulders  and  the wrists are  inaLuded under  "vpper  lilri>s". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankles  are  inaLud£d undEr  "Lower  limbs". 
(5)  Cal.end£r  days. 
H 
N 
Q'\ MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 







COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIEID  :  Centre-Midi 
Production  faces 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
94  44  255 
22  12  51 
19  11  43 







DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 
2 
21  to  Fatal 
(absolute  figures) 
Shafts  and staple-pits 
21  to  Fatal 
56  )  56  acci- total 




56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
37  21  124 
12 
Ol  o  I· 
I 
total 
2  ! 
17 









YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1) :  20  255  808 
Other  places 
4 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
33  12 
50  27 
22 
28  19 















accidents  underground 
21  to  Fatal 
56  )56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 
(3)  ( 3) 
164  77  1  1  464 
80  43  193 
45  19  105 
35  24  88 
235  119  614 
Table  la 
56 
1W 
Group  l 
accid:nts  (2)  i 
Fatal  l 
acci- total ! 
dents  I 
0 
III.  i~;~~ AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  55  43  24  0  122  32  23  16!  0  71  3 I  9  i 
~---a~)  ~~ll~e~m~o:i_n_g_a_b-ou-t--th_e_m_i_n_e  ____  ~--32-+---28-+---15-+--~o-+----75~--1-8+---l-3~\---1-2+!\---o~~---4-3
4
1
!----2~---4-~~~  ---4-+---o-+---10-+---l-15~---95-,~-4-8+----o+--2-5-8+--l-6-7+---14-0+---79~---o-+--3-86~----o~--o~---O~I 
b)  in  the  course  of  other activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
23  15 
141  145 
10  10 
47  14  10 I  41 
48  334  28  16 
0  29 
28  5  '  55  65  26  146  93  95  40  228 
I 
1  !  1  I  153  122  46  0  321  364  296  112  772  0 
o
1 
I  14 i  1!,  o  1  1  o  jl  2  1  o  26  26  25J 
I  i  '  I  I  I  I  I 
20  71  0  i 
I 
b)  Tools  46  38  0  90  ~~  .  !  !  r  o'l  !  T  11  2  0  i  381  0  :  0  1  0  '  1  72  46  121  130 :  143  951  21  0  259  0  0  0 
35  -12-+--11--1---~--~-~~- -1-:--o-+J---o~~---4-+---7-2+'----66-l---2-7  +i --o+---1-6-5+!  __  1_9_5+-1--1_7_6.1-
1
:  --n--iil---o-+--4-42~---o~---o+----o-l 
25 
c)  Supports  85  97  33  215 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  123  121  51  295  154  929  0  621  45  15  0  122[  12 i  11  I  8  0  31  I  207  194 71 0  481  404  3711 
-------------------------+----~--+---~---+----~--t--~----~--+--~--~~----r---+----+----+---~---+----+----+---+---~---+--~--~----+---+---~---+----1 
1  :  I  o I  1  ol  VI.  EXPLOSIVES  1  0  0  0  0  0  i  0 I  0  i  0  0  i  I  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 I  0  I  I  0 I  0  1  0  0  0 
1 ~V~II~·~IG~N~IT_I_O_N_S  __  ~~EX_P_L_OS_l_O-~S--------+---~----~--~~--~  --+--~-----~--~---~~---~'!  __  ol  0.~~----~---+----~---~~~---+----~--4---~----+---~----+---~----+----+----~--~l  r  OF  FIREDA'IP  AND  COAL  DUST  0  0  0  0  ,  _  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGE~ATION.  .1  I  I'  'I  ---,----1  II 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- 0 I  '  I 
~A~ASES (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H 2 ~),  o  O  O  0  2  0  0  0  21  Oi  0~ 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural  Gases 









0  0  0  0 
0  0  ol  0  0  0 
0  0  0  0 
c  0  0  I  01 
~·----·------------------------+---~----~--~----~----+---~--~----~---+----~---.+-!---+1----~---o+i----~--~----~--~----~--~----+---~----+---~----+----+----~--~ 
X.  INRUSHES  1  0  1  l  3  0  0  0  0  0  0 I  0 I  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  2  0  1  1  4  0  0  0 
XI.  ELECTRICITY  0  0  0  0  0 
I 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  40  11  11  0  62  15  4  3  0  22  0  1  0  0  48  10  64  10  26  17  3  149  ( 
( 
~ 
TOTAL  495  436  191  l  1  123  244  144  75  0  463  21  23i  15  0 
(1)  Nuniber  of hours  worked by pit staff and errpLoyees  of aontroctor  fir>mB  who  beLong  to a  miners' sociaL  insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents  invoLving more  than  five  casuaLties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unabLe  to resume  work  underground for at  least eight weeks). 
(3)  Calender~oo~y•s~·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
5  3  131  1  173  524  4  1  486  1  429  669  243  59  570 
H MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Comm.on  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  wtdergroood  in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
Table  lb 
YEAR:  1972  COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Centre-Midi  MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  20  255  808 




Production  faces 















Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits 
















Shafts  and  staple-pits 















Other  places 















accidents  underground 











56  ms 
Group 






5,78  4,64  2,17  0,00  12,59  3,26  1,83  1,04  0  00  6,12  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,05  1,88  1,63  0,59  0,05  4,15  10,96  8,10  3,80  0,05  22,91  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
0,84  1,09  0,59  0,00  2,52  0,05  0,35  0,20  0,00  0,59  0,05  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,10  2,52  2,47  1,33  0,00  6,32  3,46  3,95  2,12  o,oo  9,53  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,64  0,94  0,54  0,00  2,12  0,00  0,20  0,00  0,00 
I 
0, 20  i  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  1,38  1,09  0,39  0,00  2,86  2,0  2,22  0,94  0,00  5,18  0,00  o,oo  o,oo 
0,20  0,15  0,05  0,00  0,39  0,05  0,15  0,20  0,00  0,39  0,05  0,05  0,00  o,oo  0,10  1,14  1,38  0,94  o,oo  3,46  1,4  1,73  1,18  0,00  4,34  o,oo  o,oo  0,00 
Ill. FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  2,72  2,12  1,18  0,00  6,02  1,58  1,14  0,79  0,00  3,51! 
TOTAL  I 
0,15  0,44  0,25  o,oo  0,84  8,39  7,90  3,65  0,00  19,94  12,84  11,60  5,87  0,00  30,31  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
r-----------------~--+-~--~--~~--~--~-~--~--11---~-+--~--~-+--~--~~-r--+-~--~--~~--+--+--~~----
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of  other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
1,58  1,38  0,74  0,00 
I 
3,7o  o,89i  o,64  o,59  o,oo I  2,12  o,1o  o,2o  o,2o  o,oo  o,49  5,68  4,69  2,37  o,oo  12,74  a,24  6,91  3,9o  o,oo  19,o6  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
0,44  0,00  1,14  0,74  0,00  0,00  0,00  2,32  0,69  11,26  0,00  0,49  0,20  1  o,oo  1,38  0,05  0,25  0,05  0,00
1 
0,35  2,72  3,21  1,28  o.oo  7,21  4,59  4,69  1,97 
~-6-,9-6~-7-,1-6~-2-,3-7~-o-,o-o~-1-6,-4-9~!1-3-,2-6~-l-,3-8~,-o-,-79-i+l-o-.-oo-.~~:-5-~~--~+--~-.~~M  ~~~~~~~~o~~~·~+~~-~oo~u~• i  Dd 11
~.u
1 
5,5_3~_o,_o_o~3_8  __  ,1_1~o_,o_o~_o_._oo~_o_,_oo~ 
'·,  , ·"  o.,  o.oo  '·" '·" -;:  ~~,J~~-;,-1-~;J o.oo- -~.~;~1  o.ool  o  ... ,  .... I '·,  i ;,,  ]o.~ -;:;,;  '· ..  j  '·"  J ,  ·"  o.oo  "·, o.oo  o.oo  o.oo 
1-----t----t---+--+--+---t-----t---+---t---+-+---.  ---+-- +-- -'-~-- T ---+-- ,  J--~--t-----+---t----t---+--1 
o,49  o,49  o,44  o,oo  1,43t-o-,3o  o,25  o,l5  I  o,oo 
1  o,69  ..  o,o5
1 
o,oo  v,os,  o,oo  o,lot  o,44!  0,49  :  o,35l  o,oo~,28  1,28  1,23  o,99  o,oo  3,51  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
4,2o  4,79  1,63  o,oo  10,61  1,73  o,59  o,54  o,ool  2,86 ·  o,151  o,o5  o,ooj  o,ool  0,20  3,55+  3,26 1  1,33
1  o,oo  8,15  ~63  8,691  3,51  o,oo  21,82  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
~v_._F_~_L_s_o_F_o_B_J_u_T_s _______  :~~6~,_o-7:~~5~,_9-7:~~2~,-5-2:~~o~._o-o:~~1~4-,-5~6:~3~,-o~6~~-2~,-2~2~--o~_,7_4~--~-_.o_~-~l;M  ~-~  ~oo  ~H '~al ~~~~  '•• Ud'!  ~·  ~oo  <LY  ~oo  ~oo  ~oo 
I  I  i  1  !  I  I  VI.  EXPLOSIVES  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,05  0,001  o,oo  0,00  o,oo:  o,oo  o,oo.  o,oo  o,oo i  o,oo,  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  o,oo  I  o,oo  0,05'  0,00  o,oo:  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,00 
~V-Il  ___  l_G_N_IT_I_OO_S_~_U_P_L-~-I-0-~----~-~--+-~--+--~-+--~-+-l--t·--~----1--t·- ---,--~--t---~--t---~--t---·~--~-+-~r--l 
OF  FIREDA11P  AND  COAL  DUST  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00,  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,~
1 
~,0~~,00  o,oo ~~  o,oo
1  o~_oo  0,00  0,~0 !!.:  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oc  0,00  o,oo  0,00 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION,  I  i 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- .I 
~-~~~OT~LA~~~A-sE_s_<c_
0_2•_cH_4_·_c_o_,_H_2_
5 >_._~_o_._oo+_o_,_oo+_o_,_oo+_o_,_oo+-o-,o-o~o-,_1~o-o_._o_o~o-,o-o+-o-,o-o+i_o  __  .1_~-~,oo  o,oo  o,ooi  o,oo  o,oo  ~oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  ~10  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  ~w  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  0,00  0,00  o,ooi  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  o,oo/  0,00  o,oo  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  0,0(  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo  0,00 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural  Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
o,oo  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  0,00  0,10  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,10  0,00  o,oo  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,10  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,10  o,oo  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,05  o,oo  o,oo  0,05  o,oo  0,00  0,00 
---------------~--~-+--+--+---4--4--+·--+-~--~---+--~-~--4---+---4--+--+--4--+-~----+---+----4---~--~---+---l 
X.  INRUSHES  0,05  0,00  0,05  0,05  0,15  O,OC  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,001  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,05  0,10  0,00  0,05  0,05  0,20  0,00  0,00  0,00 
XI.  ELECTRICITY  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  o,ool  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,10  0,05  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,10  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  1,97  0,54  0,54  o,oo  3,06  0,74  0,20  0,15  0,00  1,09  0,00  0,05  0,00  O,OC  0,05  2,37  0,49  0,15  0,15  3,16  5,08  1,28  0,84  0,15  7,36  0,00  O,OC  0,00 
TOTAL  24,44  21,52  9,43  0,05  55,44 12,05  7,11  3,70  0,00  22,86  1,04  1,14  0,74  o,oc  2,91  33,03  28,14  12,00  0,20  73,36  70,55  57,91  25,87  0,25 154,57  o,oo  0,00  0,00 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked by  pit staff and errptoyees  of oontrootor  firms  who  betong to" miners'-sociat  ins~s.-:oh'~·-e-me- .  .~. ---'--·----'---'---'----'---'----'---'----'------'--...._  _  __, __  ....__.-L __  .~...._ __  I 
(2)  Accidents invotving more  than  five  oasuatties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unabte  to reswne  work  underground  for at  wast eight weeks). 
(3)  Ca"Lender_,oo=~='s~·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
H 
N 
(X) MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
l 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Centre-Midi 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or  without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
Fatal 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATIO~ 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Bums  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and  muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal  injury 
4  5  6 
>  56  Fatal I  >  56 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1) :  20  255  808 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those  not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to 
20  >  56 I  Fat~l I  >  56  I  Fatal 
>  "  I'""' I  .... ,  I  >  56 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  j  ace~- total  days  I acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- I total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days 
(5)  I dents I  (5}  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents I  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5) 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY  !  I 
0~  IX IX 
I.  Head  and  neck  0  0  0  4  0  4  0  0  0  1  0  1  7  0  7  0  0  0  1  1  132 
II,  Eyes  0  0  0 X  X  X  ~  X  [X 







!  ox  I;< ~ 
III.  Trunk  0  0  0  17  0  17  47  0  47  9  1 I  33  oj  33  o,  0  21 
254 
I  I  I 
I  I 
i  !  i  --~--~--t 
I  "  ,.,  . .,,m,  ,M>W( 
I  0~~  I  t ,,  01  (exclud1ng  the  hands)  1  0  1  13  0  13  5  ol  18  ol 
181_1 
0  101 
(3) 




I  I  0<'  I 
.  I  ~+ 
I 
I 
I  31  oj  3 i  3361 
I 
V,  Hands  18  0  18  63  0  63  i  5  0  60  0'  60  0  0 
I 
0  I 
I  l  I  I 
I 
,l><JXX  ,IX  txJX 
I 
I 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
I 
(excluding  feet)  (4)  0  0  0  26  0  26  33  0  681  0  68  I  1  0  5  0  5  259 
VII,  Feet  3  0  3  23  0  23  5  0  'I;< ~ 
19 
: 
0  19  0  0  'IX IX ~ 
0  0  0  139 
i 
41 
I  ,IX IX ~ 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  0  0  0  4  0  4  2  0  2  3  1!  ll  0  ll  0  0  8  1  9  77 
I 
I  : 
IX.  Not  specified  X  t\  ~  ~  ~  [><~  Xt><t>< [><XJXJX[>( 
0  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  8 
'I 
I 
"'I  'I  'I 
TOTAL  22  0  22  150  0 
150 I 
97 
0 I  ": 
13 
"I 
221  0  2  0  1  1  19  2  21  1  429 
I 
(1)  Nwnher  of hours  worked by  pit staff and emptoyees  of aontraator firms  who  be tong  to  a  miner's  soaiat insu:t"anae  saheme. 
(2)  inatuding aomp tiaations. 
(3)  The  shoutders  and  the wrists  are  inatuded W'lder  "upper  tirrbs". 
( 4)  The  hips  and the  anktes  are  inatuded W'lder  "Lower  timbs ". 
(5)  Ca'lender  days. 
Table  2a 
TOTAL 
9 
21  to 




(5)  dents  (5) 
33  12  1 
17  7  0 
223  108  1 
i 
65  371  0 
~ 
411  149  0 
I 
225  133  0 
120  50  0 
74  28  2 
5  0  1 












3  131 
H 
N 
\0 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  undergroWld  in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
COUNTRY  France 
COAL-FIELD  Centre-Midi 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or  without  twists  and 
dislocation  sprains 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency  rates) 
Concussion  1-----:1  Open  wounds  I  Bums  and  I 
contusions  ,  harmful effects 
and muscular  I'  of electricity  I 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal i:jury  I 
5  6 
I 
and  inter-
YEAR  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  20  255  808 
Poisoning 
and  I 
Multiple  injuries 
suffocation  I 
of  those  not 
specified  (2) 
I 
>  56JFatal 
days  I acci-
(5)  dents 
!  >  56  Fatal  >  561 Fatal I  i  >  56  '1  Fatal I  I  d>a5y6s  I  Facactai-1  I >  56  Fatal  i  >  56  Fatal.!!  !I! 
4
20 to 
total  I  d~~~  :~~~~  total  d(~~ j:~~~~ j  total l  d{~~ 
1 
:~~!~  total  (SJ 
1 
dents  total I  dm  :~~~~  total  d(~~  :~~!~I total  d(~~ 
!  I 
I  I  I 




2~6  to I  >  56  Fatal I 
d  [  days  acci- total 
(~~  '  (5)  dents 
0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00 I  0,05 
1 




0,00  o.oo  0,00  0,05  6,52  1,63  0,59  o.os  8,79 
I  l  XIVI\/i\/1\J1V  I  i  I  I  I  I 
L  Head  and  neck  0,00  0,20  o,oo  0,20  0,00 
l~:-E_y_e_s----------l-o-,o-o+-o-,oo-4-o-,_oo~---+~---~·~--~~~--~,~~-;~~-~-o-,_oo-ri  _o,-oo-r~~  -o-,o-o~~--o-,2~5~-o-,_oo·-~r-o-,2-5+1-o_,o_s+---~/----~~v--~IN  __  ~'-- I  ~I~  ~-7~---+'---4--o,_oo~-7-,2~•1 
I  w. "='  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo!  \  o,"  o,oo  o," I ',n I  o,oo I  '·"  o," I  o,, i o,"  ~  ',.,1  o,oo I  ',"  o,oo :  o,oo I  o,oo h  i  Ji  o, ;o ! o,oo!  o, y·"  I  u ,m  ~~  s ,33  o,os  23,931 
1  ,.o,.  .. ,...  ,  1  ~!~ :  r  :  1  r  ~1  -~ -t- 1  1
~  1 
I  (excluding the  hands)  0,05  0,00  0,05 I 0,64  0,00 I 0,64  0,25  0,00  0,25  0,891  0,00 I 0,8911  0,00:  0,00 I  0,00,  !  I 0,00 lo,oo I  0,00  4,991  3,21  I ,83 I  0,00  10,02 










,  J: -- 1v  ~~~ + :  +--+,---·--r----
1  ". .....  o,,  o,oo  0,,  '·  u  '·""  '·"  VV\J  '· 00 I '·"  o,ool'·"J  ~~00 !  - --il  II\ O,l' i  0,00  0,"' "·"I "·"' '·"  0,00  "·" 
~-V--L--Low-er-limb-s---+---+---1-- !  I  x~ll 
1
,,  I 
1
.1  I  I  I  t><X 
I  (excluding feet)  (4)  0  00  0  00  00  1  28  0  1  28  1  63  0  1  63  3  36  3  36  I  I  L  '  '  0,  '  o,o  '  '  0,  0  '  '  !  o,oo  '  I  0,05  0,00  0,05'  0,25  o,oo  0,25  12,79  11,11  6,57  0,00  30,46 
,------~~~~~0.~250,0~00,25~XM~M 1
·~,.~o~.94! 1
!o.o~00,94~,~  -·~v~x-~x~~-~~ 
1 
VII·  Feet  0,15  0,00  0,15  1,14  0,00  1,14  V0J  0,00  0,00  0,00 V\  0,00  0,00  0,00  6,86  5,92  2,47  0,00  15,25 
,_·,~-'  ,.-~·~-~-:,·,-,~·-·_ati-ons-t--~-00-k--~-·oo--i-t><-0,00~~-·20+~-·oo-kt><-0,_20  .t-t><-0,  1----;t-0  l><_o,--ioo  x--0,-10  ;t-~-·15--,t-~-o,o----)1,  !:--0,-2071<-I>j-0,5---;k,~-0,0-----;10  t><,...--0-,54+----:.:-+-:.-:  t--1  :-.:+x-0,0-'f-0  X_0,---'05  t'--~-,05--'1---::~--~9  -:-:~+--:-:~-+---::·--~,:  -:-:::+--::~--t-8  -:.--~~  -:---~::: 
;m.c  _I  '·"'  o,oo  '·"'  '·"  o,oo  ; ·" I  '·" i  o,oo  '·"  o,"  o,<o \  o,H  "·" 
~ 
(1)  Number  of hours  oJorked  by  pit staff and  eTT{)~Oyees of ~tractor fi1'1718  who  be~ong to a  miner's  eo"u.~ ~nsurance scheme, 
(2)  induding COTT()Ucations. 
(3)  The  ehou~ders and  the wrists are  incLuded Wider  "upper  Umbs". 
(4)  The  hips  and  the  ank~ee are included Wider  "Lower  Hl1'.bs". 
(5)  Calender  days. 
0,00  10,91  0,10  0,00  0,10  o,oo  0,05  0,05  0,94  0,10  1,04  70,55  57,91  25,87  0,25 154,57 
H 
w 
0 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of accidents  underground in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
:::s::::__  s 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
I I.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  A.'iD  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activities 
IV.  MACHmES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  HzS), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEAriNGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XI I.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 

























5  079 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIElD  :  Total 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  I  Fatal 
56  >56  '  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
813  258  6 
75  40  2 
48  34  2 
27  6  0 
526  142  1 
442  113  1 
84  29  0 
445  124  0 
62  31  0 
153  28  0 
230  65  0 
666  217  0 
0  0  01 
1  0  0 
! 
0  0  ol 
0  0  0 
0  0  :  0· 
0  0  0 
0  1  1 
1  0  0 
55  21  0 
2  582  803  10 
4  to 
total  20 
days 
(3) 
2  787  703 
213  75 
143  16 
70  59 
1  459  374 
1  236  302 
223  72 
1  5361  422 
_L_ 
175  62 
598  195 
763  165 
2  149  551 
3  9 
1  0 
0  2 
0  0 
I 
0  2 
0  0 
6  0 
1  0 
319  181 
8  474  2  317 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  )  56  acci- total  20  56  >56  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3} 
259  87  0  1  049  3  2  0  0  5  263 
53  32  0  160  21  15  14  2  52  236 
I 
14  6  0  36  0  1  0  0  1  54 
39  26  0  124  21  14  14  2  51  i  182 
206  85  0  665  38  40  14  0  92  803 
534  ! 
I 
165  67  0  32  25  I  11  0  68  655 
41  18  0  131  6  15  I  3  0  24  148 
156  52  0  630  i  16 
9  !  5  0  30  488 
110  i 
3  I 
i 
35  13  0 
1  i 
2  0  6  36 
I 
-~ 
!  I  67  12  0  274 
!  1_l_2  I  2  0  111  208 
.(__ 
"I 
27  0  246 
I 
6  i 




93  !  68  0  902  l  29  I  16  0  864 
I 
oi  11! 
I 
I 
0  2  0 
i 
0  0  0  0  1 
I 
I  I 
o I  0  ol  0  0  !  0  0  0  0  1 
0  ! 
I 
I 
0  0  oj  2  0  0  0  0  1 
0  0  ol  0  o  I  0  I  0  0  0  0 
I  L  I 
oi  _  _:1~! 
I  i 
o[  0  0  I  0  I  0  0  1 
-
0  0  0  0 
0  i  0  I  o/  0  0  0 
0  0  0  0 
0  I 
0  i 
0  0: 
I  0  2 
1  0  0  1  0  0  01  0  01  5 
I 
32  12  0  225  28  3  1  0  32  178 
990  338  0  3  645  154  98  50  2  304  2  842 
(1)  Nwrber  of houre  worked by  pit staj"f and errployees of contractor firms  who  be tong  to a  rrriners'  social insurance scheme. 
(2)  Accidents  involving more  than  five  casualties  (i, e.  who  either died or were  unable  to resume  work  underground  for at  least eight weeks). 
(3)  Calender days. 
Table  la 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1) :  98  221  448 
Total of  Group 
Other  places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2) 
4  5  6 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  56  Fatal 
56  )56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  1W 
acci- total 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
98  27  1  389  2  679  1  172  372  7  4  230  0  0  0 
198  100  4  538  428  341  186  8  963  0  0  0 
36  16  2  108  129  99  56  4  288  0  0  0 
162  84  2  430  299  242  130  4  675  0  0  0 
530  202  0  1  535  2  005  1  302  443  1  3  751  0  0  0 
399  148  0  1  202  1  669  1  031  339  1  3  040  0  0  0 
131  54  0  333  336  271  104  0  711  0  ol  0 
260  77  0  825  1  893  870  258  0  3  021  0  0  0 




95  27  0  330 1  827  3171  69  0  1  213  0  0  0 
139  36 i  o I  419  883  429  129  0  1  441  0  0  0 
! 
1  56312  729  513  186  0  1  491  487  0  4  707  0  0  0 
I 
0  0  0  1  131  0  2  0  15  0  0  0 
2  0  0  3  1  3  0  0  4  0  0  0 
I 
0  0  0  1  3  0  0  0  31  0  0  0 





0  0  0  11  0  0!  0  3  0  0  0 
I 
1  0  1  I  2  c  1  0  1  2  0  0  0 
1  0  0  3  6  1  1  1  9  0  0  0 
0  1  0  6  5  2  1  0  8  0  0  0 
45  8  3  234  630  135  42  3  810  0  0  0 
1  648  601  9  5  100 lO  39  5  318  1  792  21  17  523  0  0  0 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
I I,  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 




COUNTRY  :  France 
COP,L-FIELD  :  Total 
Production  faces 











DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits 
2 
(frequency rates) 
Shafts  and staple-pits 
4  to  121  to 
20  56 






















( 3)  ( 3) 
total 




YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  98  221  448 
Other places 
4 















accidents  underground 





















11,41  8,28  2,63  o,o6  28,37  7,16  2,64  o,89  o,oo  10,68  o,o3  o,o2  o,oo  o,oo  o,o5  2,68  1,00  0,27  0,01  3,96  27,28  11,93  3,79  0,07  43,07  0,00  0,00 1  0,00 
o,  98  0, 76  0,41  0,02  2,17  0,76  0,54  0,33  0,00  1,63  0,21  0,15  0,14  0,02  0,53  i  2,40  2,02  1,02  0,04  5,48  4,36  3,47  1,89  0,08  9,80  o,oo  0,00  0,00 
0,60  0,49  0,35  0,02  1,46  o, 16  0,14  0,06  0,00  0,37  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,55  0,37  0,16  0,02  1,10  1,31  1,01  0,57  0,04  2 '93  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,38  0,27  0,06  0,00  0, 71  0,60  0,40  0,26  0,00  1,26  0,21  o, 14  0,14  0,02  0,52  i  1,85  1,65  0,86  0,02  4,38  3,04  2,46  1,32  0,04  6,87  0,00  0,00  0,00 
9,04  5,36  1,45  0,01  14,85  3,81  2,10  0,87  o,ooi  6,77  0,39  0,41  0,14  0,00  0,94  8,18  15,63  20,41  13,26  4,51  0,01  38,19  0,00  0,00  0,00 
i 
r-----------------------------+----4----4----4----4-----+--~----~--~----+---~·----+----+----4---~----~--~~---r--~~--1---~~--+----4----+----4----+----+----~---i 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
5,40 1  2,06  o,oo 
2, 27  0,00  0,00 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  6,92  4,5o  1,15  o,o1  12,58  3,07  1,68  o,6BI  o,ooi  5,44  0,33  o,25  0,11  o,oo  o,69  6,67  4,06  1,51  o,oo  12,24  16,99  10,50  3,4s,  o,o1  30,91  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
~---r--~~--+----+----~--~--~~--+---~-+----r---4-----r--~----+----+----+----r--~----+----r-----r---+----4----r---~---+----4 
o,42  o,181  o,ooJ  1,33  o,o6  o,15  o,o3  o,oo  I  o,24  1,51  1,33  o,55  o,oo  b)  in  the  course  of other  activities  0, 73  3,39  3,42  2,76  1,06  0,00  7,24  0,00  1'  12  0,86  0,30  0,00 
r----r--~-----r---~----r-~----+----r---+-- ---r----r---+----r---+----+---+-----+---+----+---4----l 
IV.  MACHINES'  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  I  I  I  I  I 
TOTAL  9,85  4,53  1,26  0,00  15,64  4,30  1,59  0,53  0,00!  6,41t  0,16  0,09  0,05  0,00  0,31 
1  4,97  2,651  0,78
1  0,00  8,40j19,27  8,86  2,63  0,00  30,76  0,00  0,00  0,00 
---------------------t----+--1----+--+-----+----+--+----t - - -~  -- !  ,  -------ct  ---+--~-+---+---,+---+--4---+---+-t---+---+---+-----+--l 
a)  Machines  0,83  0,63  0,32  0,00  1,78  0,63  0,36  0,131  o,oo  1,12  o,a03  0,01  0,02  i  0,00  I  0,06 t'  0,37  0,26 i  0,141  0,00  0,77  1,86  1,26  0,61  0,00  3,74  0,00  0,00  0,00 
1----+-~-+----+---+----+----+-::r:--~- -j- -r--- -I  -----~-+-----+-+---+---+-+---+---+-+---+--1 
b)  Tools  4,25  1,56  0,29  0,00  6,09  1,99  0,68  0,12  0,00
1  2,79  1~,02 0,02  I  0,00  0,11  2,12  0,97  I  0,27  0,00  3,36  8,42  3,231  0,70  0,00  12,35  0,00  0,00  0,00 
r---+--+----+----+-----r---r-----r--r----1-- - ~  ,  - . ---+---+---+--- r- ----+-----+---~----+---+---+---+----r--~---+---1 
c)  Supports 
V,  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
1---4_,  7-6+-_z_,3_4+-_o_,6_6+-o_,_oo-+ __  7_,_n-+-_1_,6_8+--o_._55+_o_,_2_7 +-o_._o_o!  2 ,so;  ~·~6jl o,o&  _o,ol_l  o,oo
1
_1  o,,.,_  ~~'·~'~~  ~o·t·oo  '·"  '·"  ~~-3--tl_o  __  .o_o-+--14_,_6-t7--o_,o_o-+-_o_,o_o+-o_,_oo--l 
12,89  6,78  2,21  o,oo  21,88  5,61  2,88  o,69  o,ooi  9,18!  o,49  o,3o  o,l6  o,oo  o,95  8,8o  5,22,  l,89i  o,oo  15,91  27,78  15,18  4,96  o,oo  47,9  o,oo  o,oo  o,oo 
r-v-I_._E_U_L_~-~-v-Es  ___________  ~-o-.-oo+-o-.-oo+-o-.-oo+-o-,o-o+-o-.-o-3+--o.-M~--o.-oo-r-o-,o-2~-o-,o-o~~:T~~.oo  o,oo  o,oo[o,oo  o,m  :~o,oo o,oo 
f
lm  ~  ~·::::;::,.~  ,::':o"o!i":::.,  o  ,oo  o,"'  o  ,oo  o,oo  o  ·"'  o, oo  o,oo  o  ,oo-,-~~;;,L;:J~.: o  ,oo  o, oo  o,:f~o,oo  o,"'  o, ,t_o_._o_or-o_.  oo--t __  o_,  o-13L-~o_.-o_-1:_-_o-_.-o_-3:,_-_-o_.~o:c~-o_-._o-~o~~~-o_-._  04-1:_-_o-._o~o:~~o~.-oo_-++---o~.-oo_-~: 
o,o1l  o,u  o,oo  o,o2  o,oo  0,1  0,00  0,00  0,00 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS.  DE-OXYGENATION.  '  I  ~ 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU- I  I' 
RAL  GASES  (co2,  CH4,  CO,  HzS),  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,03  0,00  O,OC  0,00  0,0  0,00  0,00  0,00 
I----~T~OT~A~L~--------------+-----1~--+---1~--+----+--~---r--~--+--~  -+---j.-----~----j.----~----l----+-----1~-+---+----+---~ 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,0<  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 I  0,00  0,00  O,OC  0,00  0,00  O,OC  0,00  0,0(  0,00  0,00  0,00 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural  Gases 
IX.  HEAriNGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XI I.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  O,Ol  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,03  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,03  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,01  0,02  0,00  0,01  o,oo  0,01  0,02  0,00  0,00  0,00 
0,04  0,00  0,01  0,01  0,06  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,01  0,00  o,oo  0,03  0,06  0,01  0,01  0,01  0,0  0,00  o,oo  0,00 
0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,05  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,06  0,05  0,02  0,01  0,00  O,Of  0,00  0,00  0,00 
2,47  0,56  0,21  0,00  3,25  1,84  0,33  0,12  0,00  2,29  0,29  0,03  0,01  0,00  0,33  1,81  0,46  0,08  0,03  2,38  6,41  1,37  0,43  0,03  8,2  0,00  0,00  0,00 
)1,71  26,29  8,18  0,10  86,27  23,59  10,08  3,44  0,00  37,11  1,57  1,00  0,51  0,02  3,10  28,93  16,78  6,12  0,09  51,92  05,80  54,14  18,24  0,21  178,4(  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
\--,("'l"J  ""N:-wrb-;-e-r-o""f"hc-:o-ur-=s-w-,-o-r.-ke-d'b•y-p1-,-,.  t,--s  t:-a-;;ff:±-an-d-,--errp-'-.Z-oy-e-es-L-o-;;f-ao_n-Lt·roctor  firms  01hobe long  to a  miners '  social ins~  s c:he,;;:  - - -- -----'-----''---_._  ___  _.__ __  _,_  __  __,_ ____  _._  __  __.  ____  _._  _  _...._ ____  -'-----'---.l__----L--1 
(2)  Accidents involving more  than  five  casualties  (i.e.  01ho  either died or oJere  unable  to reswne  01ork  underground  for at  Least  eight weeks). 
(3)  CaZender~OO~YIS~·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
H 
w 
N MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Conunon  Statistic:s  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in  coal  mines 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 





>  56  I  Fatal I 
days  i'  acci- .
1 
total 
(5)  dents 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD  :  Total 
Fractures 
with  or without 
dis location 
>  56  IF  a tal 
days  I acci-














DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
>  56 
days 
(5) 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion 
and  inter-





Open  wounds 
contusions 
and  muscular 
abrasions 




acci- I total 
dents 
Burns  and 
harmful effects 
of electricity 
and  radiation 







YEAR  :  197 2 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1)  98  221  448 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those  not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 







>  56  Fatal 
days  acci-
(5)  dents 
total 




,  I~)W( . 
-+----+--f---
52  53  12  845 
934 
Table  2a 
TOTAL 














l  175 
1  052  ,1  'I ,I,,,,,  ,X~[>(, 'j' 
m  ,,~,  o  o  o  "  '  n  "  o  "  "  I  ' I "  I "  o  "  o  I  o  I o  X~l>< "  :  ~  "" I '"  I  m  '  "" 











V.  Hands 
------
Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
Feet 




\;/!V!  I  '  ~v·~\~VI  :  I  i  i  I 
,  l\t/"\,.  ,  ,.  i , !  ,  ,  V\rJAI ,  I ~F-t"~  i  ,~,+--52-3+---0-+--5-5-56--l 





108  808  520  172  l  500  .  XN><J .,  , .,  , , ,  [>(~[>( 
~-------------~-~--+---+--+--+--~--+--~----~---*--~~L---~---~-----+----+----~--+---4x~--~~~~~~--~~--~--~----4----+----+----+--~----~ 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  0  0  0  19  1  20  2  0  2  3  2  5  31  0  31  0  0  0  17  2  19  264  200  72  5  541 
-- --- --
IX.  Not  specified  23  23  1  1 
I 
I
I  w ':.  of~  w*-d ''  ~:·"•ff 
0 ~d .::  ....  ::! ~:_::J  :.  M>~  <o ':'l:~ L, L~  ~.:_ 
(2)  inelud:ing complications. 
(3)  The  shoulders  and the wrists are  inaZwied wuler  "upper  Zi~Ws". 
(4)  !he  hips  and the  ankZes  are  incZudBd W!dar  "Lower  limbs". 
(5)  Calendar  days. 
203  102  36  345 
, I  "'  ""I ,, I 
21  17  523 
H 
w 
w MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
CoDDDOn  Statistics on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
l 
>  55 I  Fat~l 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  acc1- total 
r5;  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and  neck  0,00  0,00  0,00 
II. Eyes  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
i 
III.  Trunk  0,00  0,00  0,00 
I 
f-
~'  """' ,;m, 
0,01  0,00  0,01 
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
L_'·"'· 
0,48  0,00  0,48 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4)  0,04  0,00  0,04 
VII.  Feet  0,07  0,00  0,07 
"Jill.  Multiple  locations  0,00  0,00  0,00 
IX.  Not  specified  0,00  0,00  o,oo 
' 
TOTAL  0,60  o,oc  0,60 
COUNTRY  :  France 
COAL-FIELD :  Total 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or without  twists  and 
dislocation  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5}  dents 
0,16  0,03  0,19  0,00  0,00  0,00 
~  [X ~  ~  [X [X 
0,70  0,02  0, 72  0,77  0,00  0, 77 
0,81  0,00  0,81  o, 12  '  0,00  0,12 
2,74  0,00  2, 74  0,10  I 
o,oo 1  0,10 
1,64  0,00  1,641  0,68  0,00  0,68 
1,10  0,00  1,10  0,09  0,00  0,09 
0,19  0,01  0,20  0,02  0,00  0,02 
0,23  0,00  0,23  0,01  0,00  0,01 
7,58  0,06  7,65  1,80  I  o,oo  1,80 
I  \ 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency rates) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal injury 
4  5  6 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acc:i- total 
(5)  dents  (5}  dents  (5)  dents 
0,04  0,00  0,04  0,53  0,01  0,54  0,00  0,00  0,00 
I 
0,01  0,00  0,01  0,23  0,00  0,23  0,02  0,00  0,02 
0,121  0,02  0,14  0,67  0,00  0,67 
I  '·"I 
0,00  0,00 
I  I 
YEAR:  1972 
MAN -HOURS  WOIUCE D  ( 1) :  98  2 21  448 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8 
Fatal  Fatal 
4  to 
>  56  >  56  20 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5} 
IX  ~  IX 
0,09  0,03  0,12  8,60 
[X ~ 





0,1  0,01 I  0,13  I  14,27 
I 
!  I 
I  I  - -- - - j 




o.oo 1  !  0,72  0,00  0, 72  o,oo I o,oo  I  I  0,05 
o.oo I 
0,05  13,06 




[X  V< X 
o,ooXl><D< 
i  I 
o.oo  1 
I 
1, 79  0,00  1,79  0,00  0,21  0,00  0,21
1  31,11 
I 
Table  2b 
TOTAL 
9 
21  to 
>  56  56 
days  days 
(5)  (5) 
2,46  0,82 
0,92  0,29 
~--f---
8, 76  2,39 
------~  ---
4,32  1, 72 
I 
i 
20,13  5,32 
[X  V< IX  [X  txJX  ,,.{_o:oo  "·'~ 
2,03  0,00  2,03  0,01  0,00  0,01  0,45  9,19  4,85 
[X [X [X  [X  [X [X 
0,48  0,00  0,48  o,oo  0,00  0,00  0,01  0,00  0,01  8,23  5,29  1, 75 
0,03  0,02  0,05  0,32  0,00  0,32  o,oo  o,oo  0,00 [X [X [X 
0,17  0,02  0,19  2,69  2,04  0,73 
0  0,01  0,01  0,06  0  0,06  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,02  0,02  0,06  0,01  0,07  2,07  1,04  0,37 
i 
"·"] 
0,20  I  0,25  6,83  0,01  6,84  0,03  0,00  0,03  0,00  0,02  0,02  1,19  0,07  1,26  105,80  54,14  0,05 l 
I 
I 
(1)  Nwnber  of houre  worked by  pit staff and e11fJtoyees  of eontractor firms  "'ho  betong to a  miner's  soeiat insurance  seheme. 
(2)  including corrptieations. 
(3)  The  shoutders and  the lNrists  are ineZuded under  "upper  ti11bs". 
(4)  The  hips  and the ankZes  are inctudsd under  "Lo.,er  timbs". 




0,07  11,96 
0,00  10,71 
0,05  25,4/ 
-----r--
H 
o,oo  19,10 
0,00  56,5 
0,00  30,3C 
0,00  15,2 
0,05  5,5 
0,04  3,5 
0,21  178,4 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
CoiiiDon  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~ 
CA 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
Viii. OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XI I. OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 


















COUNTRY  :  Italy 
COAL-FIElD :  Sulcis 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3}  (3} 










































DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts and staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  )  56  ac:ci- total  20  56  >56  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3}  (3)  (3)  (3}  (3)  (3) 
5  1  2  32  -
6  23  2 
3  10  I  2 
i 
3  13  I 
i 
7  32  3 
4  15  I 
2 
3  17  1 
3  24  1 
4  I 
I 
10  I  1 




1  21  3 
22  l  2  138  9 
(1)  NW>tler  of hours !VOrked  by pit staff and e71pZoyees  of controctor j'il'fTIB  who  be tong to a mi.nera'  sociaZ insurance se&me. 
-------- ~~--
(2)  Accidents  invoLving m:>re  than  five  casuaLties  (i.e.  who  eithsr died or were  unabZe  to resume  work  underground  for at  Zeast  eight weeks}. 
( 3}  CaZendsr  dalls. 
YEAR:  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  909  633 
Other  places 
4 
21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  )56  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days 
(3}  (3}  (3) 
1  1  59 
1  3  25 
l  3  14 
11 
1  4  38 
1  3  18 
1  20 
1  39 
8 
1  16 
15 
1  1  14 
1  4  24 
5  14  199 
-----~ ~-
Totd of 
accidents  underground 
5 
21  to  Fatal 
56  )56  acci- total 
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3} 
15  2  2  78 
7  32 
4  18 
3  14 
14  52 
9  27 
5  25 
9  48 
8 
2  18 
7  22 
2  16 
2  26 
49  2  2  252 











ll1 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~ 
CA 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
11.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by natural Gases 
IX.  BEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
x;  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 

















COUNTRY  :  Italy 
COAL-FIElD  :  Su1cis 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 










































DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency rates) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  )56  acci- total  20  56  >56  acci  ..  total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
6  l  2  35 
6  25  2 
3  11  I  2 
3  14  -
9  36  3 
I 
5  17  2 
4  19  l 
3  26  I  2 
·-
5 
I  +-t  I  10 I 
2 
I  I 
1~---4___j_ 
3 
l~J-t  I  I 
r~ 
I  1--
- - 23  3 
24  1  2  151  10 
(1)  Number  of hours  worked by  pit staff and errpZoyees  of aontroator firms  who  beZong  to a  miners 1  soaiaZ  insuranae  saheroo. 
~~~  ~~~~a:;;s  J;;';Zaing more  than  five  aasuaZties  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unabZe  to reswne  work  underground  for at  Zeast  eight weeks). 
Table  lb 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1):  909  633 
Total of  Group 
Other  places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2) 
4  5  6 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  56  Fatal 
56  )56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  1W 
acci- total 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
1  l  65  17  2  2  86 
1  3  28  7  35 
1  3  16  4  20 
- - 12  3  15 
l  4  42  16  58 
l  3  20  10  30 
- l  22  6  28 




9  9 
-1  I 
2  18  2  20 
-+ 
i 
16  8  24 
11  i  l  15  2  17 
I  I  -+ 
I 
-
2  5  26  2  28 
6  16  219  54  2  2  277 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
1 
>  56  I  Fatal I 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  I acci-I total 
(5)  dents I 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 





IV.  Upper  limbs 
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
I 
V,  Hands 
I  VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII,  Feet 
VIII.  Multiple  locations 
IX.  Not  specified  X  X  X 
I 
TOTAL 
COUNTRY:  Italy 
COAL-FIELD:  Sulcis 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  1  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days 
1 
acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
[X X  [>< [>< IX  [X 
1  - 1 
X  X  [>< X  [X X 
1  - 1 I 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal  injury 
4  5  6 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5}  dents  (5)  dents 
i 
X  X  X 
I 
I  I 
I 
X  X~ 
! 
1 
I  1 
I 
i 
~  [X [XI 
I 
I 
[X IX IX 
I 
I 
I  ! 
I 
X  X  ~  IX X  [X 
I  i 
1  1 
(1)  Nwnber  of hours  worked  by pit staff and empLoyees  of contractor firms  who  beLong  to a  miner's  sociaL insurance  scheme. 
( 2)  incLuding comp Hcations. 
(3)  The  shouLders  and  the wrists are  incLuded under  "upper  Limbs". 
(4)  The  hips  and  the ankLes  are  incLuded under  "Lower  timbs". 
(5)  Cal-ender  days, 
Table  2a 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORJ<ED  (1) :  909  633 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those not  TOTAL 
suffocation  specified  (2} 
7  8  9 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to  21  to 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  20  56 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  days  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  (5)  (5)  dents 
IX  ~  ~ 
13  2  15 
A  ~  ~ 
24  - 24 
X  IX X 






21  1  22 
f--+-
)<J)<JX 
57  21  1  79 
H 
X  [X  [>< 
47  11  1  59 
[X  [X [X 
18  4  22 
[X IX X 
1  1  6  4  - 1  11 
I 





MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
l 
Fatal  >  55 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents 
tOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and neck 
II. Eyes 
lli. Trunk 
IV.  Upper  limbs 
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
V.  Hands 
VI.  Lower  limbs 
(excluding  feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet 
Vlll. Multiple  locations 
COUNTRY  :  Italy 
COAL-FIELD  :  Sulcis 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
V( lX  t>< t>< ~  X 
I 
1 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency rates) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal injury 
4  5  6 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
!  i 




X  ~A 
I 
1 
i  I 
I  I 





[X X  V( 
I 
I 
IX.  Not  specified  t>< V( X  X  X  X  X  ~  X  X  X  [>< X  X  X 
TOTAL  1  1 
(1)  Nwnber  of houre  worked by  pit staff and e111p'Wyees  of contractor firms  !Jho  belong to a  miner's  soc1-aZ  1-nsurance  scheme. 
(2)  incZud:ing  co111pZications. 
(3)  The  shoulders and  the !Jrists a:re  included under  "upper  Zirri>s "· 
~~~  ~~~~~~ c;;:;/he  ankles are included under  "Lower  Zimba". 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1) :  909  633 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8 
Fatal  Fatal 
4  to 
>  56  >  56  20 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
days 
(5) 
~  ~ IX 
14 
~  X  X 
26 
X  ,X X 
I 
1  14 
I 






X  X  X 
52 
X  X  IX 
20 
X  X  X 
1  7 
2  219 
Table  2b 
TOTAL 
9 
21  to 
56  >  56 
days  days 





23  1 
12  1 
5 
4  -























(X) KINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
COMMISSION 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  Table la 
ColllllOD  Statistics  on  victims 
of accidents  underground in coal mines  (absolute  figures) 
COUNTRY  :  Netherlands  YEAR:  1972 
COAL-FIELD:  South-Limbourg  MAR-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  7  757  576 
Headings  excluding  Total of  Group  SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT  Production  faces  shafts  and staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits  Other places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2) 
2 
~ 
4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  56  Fatal 
20  56  >56  acci- total  20  56  )  56  acci- total  20  56  >s6  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  t~r 
acci- total 
days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents  CA 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3}  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS  253  44  15  312  23  30  60  10  70  336  60  16  412 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL  21  27  86  22  13  123  111  28  17  158 
a)  Continuous  Transport  12  17  38  49  52  12  70 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport  10  48  14  11  74  59  16  12  88 
Ill, FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM,  36  40  114  24  146  155  28  191 
TOTAL 
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  37  48  42  53 
b)  in  the  course of other activities  32  36  77  16  98  113  20  138 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  156  53  12  221  12  16  49  10  61  218  67  14  299  TOTAL 
H 
a)  Machines  11  15  1  I  10  11  22  27 
w 
b)  Tools  32  10.  44  11  26  33  68  18  3  89  1.0 
I 
c)  Supports  113  40  162  13  17  128  45  10  183 
V.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS  102  15  119  10  11  87  24  10  121  199  40  12  251 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII,  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  ouST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning  I -
by  natural Gases 
IX,  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES  33  36  60  12  74  109  14  127 
TOTAL  601  122  32  755  58  12  72  13  16  456  102  35  595  1  128  237  71  1  438 
(1)  NW>i>er  of houre  JJorked  by pit staff and e7rpl.oyees  of aontractor firms  JJho  beZong to a  minere'  so~at insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents  invoLving more  than  five  casualties  (i.e,  JJho  either died or JJere  unabZe  to resume  JJork  underground for at  Zeast  eight JJeeks). 
(3)  CaLender  daus. MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
DETAil.ED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency  rates) 
COUNTRY  :  Netherlands 
COAL-FIElll  :  South-Limbourg 
YEA!t  :  1972 
MAN-HOUllS  WORKED  (1):  7  757  576 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT  Production  faces 
~f  incapacity 
CAUSES  OF  ACCIDENTS------------
I,  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II,  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 











32,613  5,672  1,934 
2,707  0,515  0,258 
1,547  0,387  0,258 
1,160  0,129 





Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits  Other places 
Total  of 
accidents  underground 
total 









)  56 
days 
(3) 
40,219  2,964  0,773  0,129 
3,480  0,258  0,129  0,129 
2,191  0,129  0,129  0,129 
1,289  0,129 

















0,515  0,258  0,129  0,129 
0,387  0,129 
0,129  0,129  0,129  0,129 






































0,515  11,086  2,836 1,676  0,258  15,856  14,308  3,609  2,191  0,258  20,36 
0,129  4,898  1,031  0,258  0,129  6,316  6,703  1,547 0,644  0,129  9,02 
0,387  6,188  1,805  1,418  0,129  9,539  7,605  2,062  1,547  0,129  11,34 
0,258  14,695  3,093  1,031  18,820 19,980  3,609  1,031  24,62 
0,129  4,769  1,031  0,387  6,188  5,414  1,031  0,387  6,83 









a)  while  moving  about  the  mine  0,515 
~--+---+---~--~--+-~----~-4---+---+---+--~---+---+---+---+---+---+--~--~---4---~--+---~--+---+---~~ 
0,515 
b)  j_n  the  course of other activities  4,125  0,515  4,641  0,387  0,387  0,129  0,129  9,926  2,062  0,644  12,632 14,566  2,578 0,644  17'  78 
IV.  ~i~~NES, TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS  20,109  6,832  1,547  28,488  1,547  0,515  2,062  ,0,129  0,129 
~---------------------------+----~--~~--4---~~---+---4-----~---4-----+----~---------4------r----t----+---~---
6,316  1,289 0,258  7,863128,102  8,637  1,805  38,54 
1,418  0,387  0,129  1,934  0,129  0,129  :  - !  - I  1,289  0  129  - 1,418  2,836  0,516 0,129  3,48( 
1-----+---+-----+---+---+---+--+-----+--+:  -- ~  ---+  I  ·---t -+----+---+-------j'------+---~--+---1------lf--------l--1 
4,125  1,289  0,258  5,672  1,160  0,258  !  1,418 :0,129!  - 0,129  3,351  0,77310,139  4,254  8,766  2,320 0,387  11,47 
1----+---+---1----1----+-----l----f----+----+11  ____ j--+-- - t-- --+---+--+---+---1----+----+---1-----l---1 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports  14,566  5,156  1,16o  20,882  0,258  o,258 
1  o,515  1 i - 1,676  o,387
1o,129  2,191  16,5oo  5,8ot' 1,289  23,59 
~v_._F_A-LL_s_o_F  __  os_J_Ec_T_s ______________  +-13_._14-8~1-,_9_34~o-,_2_584----4~15_,_3_4o-+-1,_2_o94--o,_l_29~---4----4 l_~---·_41~-~~---~---+----~---+----~1-1-,2-14 5~3,_o9--4~!-t_,2_8_9+----~1-5_,5_9_8+2-5_,6_5_3~5-,1-5-6+1-,_54-7--l-----~3-2_,_35--l------l----+----l 
I  I  - --~~-J--~-~-----~----~-----l-----~----l---~~----l---~~--+------l----+----+----~---
- - I  -
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
1-------------------------------l----+----l----+----~---+----l~---+---+---- i --------- ------
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (COz,  CH4,  CO,  HzS), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  Oil  FlllES 
X.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XI I.  OTHER  CAUSES 
-+---+--
4,254  0,258  0,129  4, 641  1,031  1,031  1,031  0,129  1,160  7,73  1,547  0,258  9,539  14,051  1,805 0,516  16,37 
TOTAL  77,472  15,726  4,125  97,324  7,476  1,547  0,258  9,281  1,676  0,129  0,258  2,062  58,78  13,148 4,512  0,258  76,699~5,401  30,551  9,152  0,258  185,36 
(1)  NuniJel'  of houre  worked by  pit staff and  1371f?~oyees of controcto:t'  [il'fTIB  who  bel.ong  to a  llline:t's1  sociaL insurance  scheme. 
(2)  Accidents involving moz>e  than  five  casuaLties  (i.e.  who  eithel' died Ol'  wen  unabLe  to NSume wopk  undel'fll'Owtd  foP  at  least eight weeks). 
( 3)  Calendel'  daus. 
H I 
I 
MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in  coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleation& 
l 
>  So I  Fatal I 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  I  acci  -~ total 
(5)  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and neck  - - -
II. Eyes  - - -
III.  Trunk  - - -
IV.  Upper  limbs  - - - -
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
V.  Hands  1  - 1 
VI.  Lower  limbs  - - -
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet  - - -
VIII.  Multiple  locations  - - -
IX.  Not  specified  X  [>( X 
TOTAL  1  - 1 
COUNTRY  :  Netherlands 
COAL-FIELD  :  South-Limbourg 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56 I  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days 
1 
acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
- - - - - -
X  t>< ~  ~  X  X 
- - - - - -
7  - 7  1  - 1 
16  - 16  - - -
15  - 15  1  - 1 
10  - 10  - - -
1  - 1  - - -
X  X  X  V< X  X 
49  - 49  2  - 2 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal  injury 
4  5  6 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal!  >  56  Fatal  >  56 
days  acci- total  days  acci-. total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents I  (5)  dents 
- 1  1  - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- 1  1  2  I  - 2  - - -
I  i 
X  X  )<J 
I 
I 
2  2  - - - -
I 
I 
V( X  A 
9  - 9  - - -
X  V( VJ 
4 
I 
- 4  - - -
X  [X ~ 
-




I  1  - 1  - - - - - - I 
X  X  X  X  X  X 
- - -
1  2  3  17  - 17  - - -
(1)  Number  of hours  worked by  pit staff and errpZoyees  of contractor fi'!'rr18  who  beLong  to a  miner's  sociaL insurance  scheme. 
(2)  iY!cZuding  co"f?Zications. 
(3)  The  shouLders  and  the wrists are incLuded under  "upper  Zirrbs". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankLes  are  incLuded undsr  "Lower  Limbs". 
(5)  CaLender  days. 
Table  2a 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  :  7  757  576 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of  those not  TOTAL 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8  9 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to  21  to 
>  56  Fatal 
>  56  20  56 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  days  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  (5)  (5)  dents 
X  ~  ~ 
- - - 114  12  - 1  127 
X  ~  [>< 
- - - 86  1  - - 87 
X  V( >< 
1  - 1  42  6  3  1  52 
i 
X  X  X 
-----t 
99  - - - 12  10  - 121 
X><J~ 
--'------ --I---
- - - 476  109  26  - 611 
H 
[>< ~  V< 
- - - 161  50  20  - 231 
t>< [X  V< 
- - - 132  46  10  - 188 
X  X  X 
- - - 18  1  2  - 21 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - 1  - 1  1  128  237  71  2  1  438 I 
I 
MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statiatics on victi• 
of  accidents  W\dergroW\d  in coal  mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enuc leations 
1 
Fatal  >  55 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and neck  - - -
II. Eyes  - - -
III,  Trunk  - - -
IV.  Upper  limbs  - - -
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
V,  Hands  0,129  - 0,129 
VI,  Lower  limbs  - (excluding feet)  (4)  - -
VII,  Feet  - - -
VIII,  Multiple  locations  - -
IX.  Not  specified  ~  X  [X 
TOTAL  0,129  - 0,129 
COUNTRY  :  Netherlands 
COAL-FIELD  :  South-Limbourg 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
- - - - - -
[>( X  [X  [>(  [)<  t>< 
- - - - - -
0,902  - 0,902  0,129  - 0,129 
2,062  - 2,062  - - -
1,934  - 1,934  0,129  - 0,129 
1,289  - 1,289  - - -
o, 129  - 0,129  - -
[>( X  [X X  X  X 
6,316  - 6,316  0,258  - 0,258 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency rates) 
Concussion  Open  woW\ds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal injury 
4  5  6 
>  56  Fatal  >  55  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
- 0,129  0,129  - I  - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
i 
I  - o, 129  0,129  0,258 I  - 0,258  - - -
I 
i  i 
X~  X 
0,258  - I,.,.  - - -
X  ~<X 
1,160  - 1,160  -
I 
- -
X  ~XJ)(,  .. ,  1  - 0,515  - - -




- - - - -
I 
I  I 
0,129  - : 0,129  -
I 
- - - -
X  X  X  1>¢< X 
- - -
0,129 '·"' I  '·"' 
2,191  - 2,191  - - -
(1)  Number  of houl'll  worked by pit staff and errployees of controctor firms !Jho  belong to a  miner 'a  social insurance  scheme. 
(2)  incLuding compUcations. 
(3)  The  shoul<kre  and  the !Jrists are  indu<kd under  "upper  UITiJs". 
(4)  The  hips  and the ankles are inclu<kd under  "Lo!Jer  Umbs". 
(5)  Calender days. 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAll-HOURS  WORKED  (1) :  7  7 57  576 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuriea 
and  of those not 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to 
>  56  20 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5) 
X  ~  ~ 
- - - 14,695 
V( X  [X 
- - - ll  ,086 
~x,x'·"' -
0,129  5,414 
-----




~  X  X 
- - - 20,754 
[X X  [X 
- - - 17,016 
X  X  [X 
- - 2,320 
- - - - - - -
- - - 0,129  - o, 129 ""5,406 
Table  2b 
T<YrAL 
9 
21  to I  56  >  56 
days  days 
(5)  (5) 
1,547  -
0,129  -
o, 773  0,387 
1,547  1,289 
14,051  3,351 
6,445  2,578 
5,930  1,289 
0,129  0,258 
- -





























MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  victims 
of  accidents  underground  in  coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~ 
I. FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discont1nuous  Transport 
III.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
f--------
a)  while  moving  about  the  mine 
I  , 
in  the  course  of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDA.'1P  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (C02,  CH4,  CO,  H2S), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
,----
X,  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 




8  756 
470 
2  087 
3  814 







19  785 
COUNTRY  :  COMUNITY 
COAL-FIELD 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
3  440  l  051  24 
259  112  8 
1  274  331  7 
1  630  401  6 





- 1  1 
2  -
257  94  3 
8  959  2  621  58 
4  to 
total  20 
days 
(3) 
13  271  3  817 
849  8171 
3  699  4  133 
I 
5  851  1  627 
6  660  3  101 
5  10 
11  -




3  8 
1072  948 
31  423  4  465 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute  figures) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and staple-pits  Shafts  and  staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  >56  acci- total  20  ~~  ))6  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3)  (3)  (3}  (3)  (3)  (3) 
1  292  416  8  5  533  65  30  8  - 103  512 
645  374  26  1  862  133  103  73  11  320  645 




I  i 
2  301  619  4  7  0571  382  I  282 
i 







I  619 I  146  1  2  3931  114  33  15  - 162  772 
-j 
I 
!  I  I 
I 
I  I 
I 
i  i  I  I  I 
I  -
I  :  I  I 
I 
I  I  r---------------r-_[__ 
I 




Ins  1  551  430  4  5  0861  231 
i 
60  2  411  1  430 
3  :  13~ 
I 
- - - - - - 1 
I  I 
I 




- - 6  sl  I  - - - - 1 
-1 
I  I  I 
I 
I 
- - 2  - - I  - - -
- - - -
I  - \  - - - 2 
12  1  - 21  - - 1  1  10 
376  140  5  1  469  112  46  19  - 177  362 
6  796  2  129  54  23  444  037  612  255  18  1  922  5  089 
(1)  NuniJer  of hours  worked by  pit staff and e"f'Zoyees  of oontroctor  firms  who  beZong  to  a  rrr;ners  1  sociaZ  insurance  seheme. 
(2)  Aaaidents  invoZving more  than  five  aasuaZties  (i.e,  who  either died or were  unabZe  to resume  work  underground for at  Zeast  eight weeks). 
(3)  Cal.ender  days, 
Table  la 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1) :  369  423  842 
Tot  a 1  of  Group  I 
Other  places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2)  ~ 
4  5  6  __J 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  I  56  ....  ,I 
56  )  56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  ms  acci- total  1 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents  1 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  I 
135  32  2  681  13  150  4  897  1  507  34  9  588 
316  155  7  1  123  2  065  1  323  714  52  4  154 
I 
676  252  - 2  28!  7  955  4  533  1  281  16  3  785 
I 
I 
323  84  - 1  179  6  327J  2  605  646  7  9  585 
I  H 
I 
I 
I  I 
I 
I  l  I 
I  i 
! 
i  i  I 
I 
I 
626  218  - 2  274  8  687  4  391  1  339  14  4  431 
- - - I 
1  16  - 3  - 19 
2  - - 3  1  3  - - 4 
- - 1  2  8  - 8  16  - 6  6 
I 
1  - 1  2  2  1  - 1  4 
1  - - 3  6  1  1  1  9 
2  1  1  14  19  16  3  1  39 
82  16  5  465  2  140  761  269  13  3  183 
2  164  758  17  8  028  40  376  18  531  5  763  147  64  817  6  6 MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics  on  vietiiiiS 
of accidents  underground  in coal mines 
SITE  OF  THE  ACCIDENT 
~ 
CA 
I.  FALLS  OF  GROUNDS  AND  ROCKS 
II.  TRANSPORT,  TOTAL 
a)  Continuous  Transport 
b)  Discontinuous  Transport 
II!.  FALLS  AND  MOVEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM, 
TOTAL 
a)  whi 1e  moving  about  the  mine 
b)  in  the  course  of other  activities 
IV.  MACHINES,  TOOLS  AND  SUPPORTS 
TOTAL 
a)  Machines 
b)  Tools 
c)  Supports 
v.  FALLS  OF  OBJECTS 
VI.  EXPLOSIVES 
VII.  IGNITIONS  OR  EXPLOSIONS 
OF  FIREDAMP  AND  COAL  DUST 
VIII.  OUTBURSTS  OF  GAS,  DE-OXYGENATION, 
SUFFOCATION  OR  POISONING  BY  NATU-
RAL  GASES  (COz,  CH4,  CO,  HzS), 
TOTAL 
a)  Outbursts  of Gas 
b)  De-oxygenation  and  Poisoning 
by  natural Gases 
IX.  HEATINGS  OR  FIRES 
x.  INRUSHES 
XI.  ELECTRICITY 
XII.  OTHER  CAUSES 
TOTAL 

















COUNTRY  :  COMUNITY 
COAL-FIELD 
Production  faces 
1 
21  to  Fatal 
56  >56  acci-
days  days  dents 
(3)  (3) 
9,31  2,85  0,065 
o, 70  0,30  0,020 
3,45  0,90  0,019 
4,41  1,09  0,016 
5,67  1,  71  0,020 
- - -
0,003  -
- - 0,003 
- -
- 0,003 0,003 
0,005  - -
0, 70  0,25  0,008 
24,25  7,10  0,157 
4  to 
total  20 
days 
(3) 
35,93  10,3 
2,30  2,2 
10,01  11,1! 
15,84  4,4< 
18,03  8,3 
0,013  0,02 
0,003 
0,016  0,00 
- 0,00 
0,016  -
0,008  0,02 
2,90  2,5 
85,06  39,1 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  ACCIDENT  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  CAUSE  AND  SITE 
OF  ACCIDENT  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(frequency rates) 
Headings  excluding 
shafts  and  staple-pits  Shafts  and staple-pits 
2  3 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  4  to 
56  )  56  acci- total  20  56  .>s6  acci- total  20 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  days 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
3,50  1,13  0,020  14,99  0,176  0,081  0,020  - 0,279  1,39 
1, 75  1,01  0,070  5,04 0,360  0,279  0,198  0,030  0,866'  1, 75 
6,23  1,68  0,011  19,10  1,034  o, 763  0,214  0,013  2,025  3,66 
1, 67  0,40  0,003  ~0,309  I 0,089  0,041  - 0,438  2,09  ---,  ! 
I  I  I 
I 
I  ]-~-~· 
-I-'  --
t--- I 
I  I  '  I 
o,oui  u,;~'·"' f·;" 
4,20  1,16  0,162  0,005  1,113  3,87 
- 0,008 
_  1  o,0351  _  - - - - 0,003 
r-----
I 
- - - - - - - - 0,003 
-- ---
- - 0,016  0,020  - - - - - 0,003 
- - - 0,005  - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - 0,005 
0,033  0,003  - 0,056  - - 0,003  - 0,003  0,005 
1,02  0,38  0,013  3,98 0,303  0,125  0,051  - 0,479  0,98 
18,40  5, 76  o, 146  63,47  2,81  1,66  0,69  0,049  5,20  13,78 
(1)  NwriJer  of hours  worked by pit staff and errptoyees of oontraator firms  who  "Pel.ong  to a  miners' so<naL  insurance  seheme. 
(2)  Aooidentl!  invotving more  than  five  casuaUies  (i.e.  who  either died or were  unabZe  to resume  work  underground  for at  Zeast  eight weeks). 
(3)  Calender. days. 
Table  lb 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  369  423  842 
Total of  Group 
Other places  accidents  underground  accidents  (2) 
4  5  6 
21  to  Fatal  4  to  21  to  Fatal  56  Fatal 
56  )  56  acci- total  20  56  )56  acci- total  1W 
acci- total 
days  days  dents  days  days  days  dents  dents 
(3)  (3)  (3)  (3)  (3) 
0,365  0,087 0,005  1,84  35,60  13,26  4,08  0,092  53,0 
0,86  0,42  0,019  3,04  5,60  3,58  1,93  0,141  11,25 
1, 83  0,68  - 6,17  21,53  12,27  3,47  0,043  37,32 






I  I 
! 
1,69! 0,59  - 6,16  23,52  11,89' 3,62  0,038  39,07 
- - - 0,003  0,043  - 0,008  - 0,05 
0,005  - - 0,008  0,003  0,008  - - 0,01 
- - 0,003  0,005  0,022  - - 0,022  0,0  - 0,016  0,016 
0,003  - 0,003  0,005  0,005  0,003  - 0,003  0,0 
0,003  - - 0,008  0,016  0,003  0,00  0,003  0,0 
0,003  0,003 0,011  0,051  0,05  0,043  O,OOf  0,003  0,1 
0,22  0,043 0,014  1,26  5, 79  2,06  0,  73  0,035  8,6 
5,86  2,05  0,046  21,73  09,31  50,17  15,60  0,399  175,4! I 
I 
I 
MINES  SAFETY  A!ID  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
Common  Statistics on  victims 
of  accidents  underground in coal mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATIJRE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleations 
1 
>  So I  Fat~l 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  days  acc1- total 
(5)  dents 
. LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I.  Head  and  neck  - - -
II. Eyes  5  - 5 
---
III. Trunk  - -
IV.  Upper  limbs  3  - 3 
(excluding the  hands} 
(3) 
V.  Hands  133  - 133 
VI.  Lower  limbs  11  1  12 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet  16  - 16 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  - 2  2 
IX.  Not  specified  X  X  [X 
TOTAL  168  3  171 
COUNTRY  :  COMtlNITY 
COAL-FIELD 
Fractures  Luxations, 
with  or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
105  38  143  1  - l 
l>< ~  [X X  ~  ~ 
210  11  221  80  - 80 
310  1  311  31  l  32 
1  117  - 1  117  62  - 62 
528  2  530  140  - 140 
667  - 667  39  - 39 
81  26  107  4  - 4 
-
23  - 23  l  1 
3  041  78  3  119  358  1  359 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(absolute figures) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and  inter- and muscular  of electricity 
abrasions  and  radiation 
nal  injury 
4  5  6 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
25  4  29  141  7  148  - - -
l  - l  60  - 60  4  - 4 
21  14  35  150  5  155  2  - 2 
i 
~  XJX 
i 
I 
1821  - 182  - - -
i 
I 
X  >¢<  "'I 
- 623  4  - 4 
[X X  [>( 
I 
5181 
1  519  2  - 2 
[X X  t>< 
I 
2761  - 276  1  - 1 
I 
I  I 
12  4  16  107
1  3  110  1  - 1 
- 1  1  6  - 6  - 1  1 
59  23  82  2  063  16  2  081  14  1  15 
(1}  Nwnber  of houre  wol'ked  by  pit staff and empZoyees  of contNctor fii'mS  who  beZong  to a miner's  sociaZ insuronce  scheme. 
( 2)  inc  Zuding  comp Zications. 
(3)  The  shouZders  and  the wrists an incZuded under  "upper  ZiiTi>s". 
(4)  The  hips  and  the ankZes  an incZudsd under  "LoLJer  Umbs". 
(5)  CaZendsr  daus. 
Table  2a 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  (1)  369  423  842 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of those not  TOTAL 
suffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8  9 
Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
4  to  21  to 
>  56  Fatal  >  56 
acci- total  acci- total  20  56 
days  acci- total  days  days  days  days 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
(5)  (5) 
~  ~ [)\ 
ll  3  14  3513  907  283  52  4  755 
l>< ~  [X 
5  - 5  l  73l  173  75  - l  982 
[X  [X [X 
15  2  17  2  63S  1  597  478  32  4  746 
I 
X  tx~x  1 
8  - 8  3  9H  1  191  534  2  5  643 
H 
[X  [X X 
I 
27  - 27  9  71  7  18q  1  966  - 18  866 
[X X  [X 
55  - 55  4  22  2  54  1  254  4  8  02 
t>( X  t>( 
6  - 6  3  28  2  22  1  005  - 6  512 
~  X  X 
18  3  21  90  61  223  38  1  78 
- 11  11  7  6  13  21  10  37  19  375 
- 11  11  152  14  166  30  13  16  554  5  855  147  52  69C 
I MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH 
COMMISSION 
CoiiiiiiOt\  Statistics on victims 
of accidents  underground in  coal mines 
Amputations 
and 
NATURE  OF  THE  INJURY 
enucleation& 
1 
>  55  Fatal 
PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY  acci- total  days 
(5)  dents 
LOCATION  OF  THE  INJURY 
I. Head  and neck  - - -
II. Eyes  0,014  - 0,014 
III. Trunk  - - -
IV.  Upper  limbs  0,008  0,008 
(excluding the  hands) 
(3) 
V.  Hands  0,36  - 0,36 
VI.  Lower  limbs  0,030 0,003  0,033 
(excluding feet)  (4) 
VII.  Feet  0,043  0,043 
VIII.  Multiple  locations  - 0,00.5  0,005 
IX.  Not  specified  X  V( X 
TOTAL  0,455 0,008  0,46 
COUNTRY  :  C<»>UNITY 
COAL-FIELD 
Fractures  Luxations • 
with  or without  twists  and 
dis location  sprains 
2  3 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
days  acci- total  days  acci- total 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents 
0,29  0,103  0,39  0,003  - 0,003 
~  ~  X  X  X  ~ 
0,57  0,030  0,60  0,22  - 0,22 
0,84  0,003  0,84  0,084  0,00  0,087 
3,02  - 3,03  0,168  - 0,168 
1,43  0,00.5  1,43  0,379  - 0,379 
1,81  - 1,81  0,106  - 0,106 
0,22  0,070  0,29  0,011  - 0,011 
I 
I 
0,06  - 0,06  0,003  - 0,003 
8,24  0,21  8,45  0,97  0,00  0,97 
DETAILED  BREAKDOWN  OF  VICTIMS  ACCORDING  TO  LOCATION 
AND  NATURE  OF  INJURY  AND  PERIOD  OF  INCAPACITY 
(Frequency rates) 
Concussion  Open  wounds  Burns  and 
contusions  harmful effects 
and inter- and muscular  of electricity 
IIbras  ions  and  radiation 
nal injury 
4  5  6 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal  >  56  Fatal 
acci- total  days  acci- total  days  acci- total  days 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  dents 
0,068  0,011  0,079  0,382  0,019  0,401  - - -
0,003  - 0,003  0,163  - 0,163  0,011  - 0,011 
0,057  0,0381  0,035  0,4071  0,014  0,420  0,005  - 0,005 
i 
X  X  ~ 
0,49  I - 0,493  - - - I 
I 
I 
X  X  X 
1,69  - 1,69  0,011  - 0,011 
IX ~ 
1,40  0,003  1,41  0,00.5  - 0,00.5 
~  V( [X 
0,  75  - 0,  7.5  0,003  - 0,003 
0,033  0,011  0,044  0,290 I 0,008  0,298  0,003  - 0,003 
,---
I 
0,0161  - 0,003  0,003  0,016  - - 0,003  0,003 
0,160  0,062  0,222  5,59  0,043  5,64  0,038 0,003  0,041 
(1)  NurriJer  of hours  worked by pit staff and B"f'loyeee of contractor {il'nWl  who  belong to a  miner's  soct.aZ insurance scheme. 
(2)  including CO"f'Zicatione. 
(3)  The  shoulders and the wrists are included under  "upper  Zirrba". 
(4)  The  hips  and the  ankles are included under  "Lo!Ver  limbs". 
(5)  Calender daua. 
Table  2b 
YEAR  :  1972 
MAN-HOURS  WORKED  ( 1) :  369  423  842 
Poisoning  Multiple  injuries 
and  of those not  TOTAL 
auffocation  specified  (2) 
7  8  9 
Fatal  >  .56  Fatal 
4  to  21  to 
>  56  Fatal  >  56  20  .56  acci- total  acci- total  days  acci- total  days  days  days  days 
(5)  dents  (5)  dents  (5)  (5)  (5)  dents 
~  ~  ~ 
0,030  0,008  0,038  9,.52  2,46  0, 77  0,141  12,89 
X  V( X 
0,014  - 0,014  4, 70  0,47  0,20  - .5,37 
X  V( X 
0,041  0,00.5  0,046  7,1.5  4,33  1,30  0,08  12,86 
V( X  ~ 
0,022  - 0,022  10,60  3,23  1,4.5  0,00  1.5,29 
XX X 
I 
0,073  - 0,073  26,32  19,48  .5,33  - .51' 13 
X  t>< X 
0,149  - o, 149  11,44  6,90  3,40  0,01  21,  7.5 
[X IX  [X 
0,016  - 0,016  8,89  6,03  2, 72  - 17,65 
~  V( [X 
0,049  0,001  0,057  2,46  1,68  0,60  0,10  4,84 
- 0,030  0,030  0,019  O,OH  0,035  0,58  0,29  0,10  0,05  1,02 
- 0,030  0,030  0,41  0,03  0,45  81,66  44,86  1.5,87  0,39  142,79 DECISION  (1) 
OF  9 JULY,  1957 
CONCERNING  THE  TERMS  OF  REFERENCE  AND  RULES 
OF  PROCEDURE  OF  THE  MINES  SAFETY  COMMISSION 
ANNEX  II 
(1)  See  "Journal  officiel de  la Communaute  europeenne  du  charbon et de  l 'acier" no.  28  of 
the  31st August  1957. II,  3 
COUNCIL  OF  t1INISTERS 
DECISION 
of  9  July  1957 
concerning  the  terms  of  reference  and  rules 
of  procedure  of  the Hines  Safety Commission 
Having  taken note  of  the  Recommendations  adopted  by  the  Conference 
on  Safety  in Coalmines  and  of  the  proposals  submitted  by  the  High  Author-
ity  in connection with  the Conference's  final  Report, which  afford  a  working 
basis  for  the  improvement  of  safety  in coalmines,  and 
having  regard  to  their Decisions  at  the Council's  36th  and  42nd  sessions 
on  September  6,  1956  and  on May  9  and  10,  1957,  setting up  the }1ines  Safety 
Commission, 
THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES  MEETING 
AT  THE  SPECIAL  COUNCIL  OF  HINISTERS, 
- hereby  lay  down  that  the  terms  of  reference  of  the  aforesaid  Commission 
shall  be  as  follows: 
1.  The  Commission  shall  follow  developments  regarding  safety  in coalmines,  including 
those  regarding  the  safety regulations  instituted  by  the  public authorities,  and 
assemble  the  necessary  information concerning  progress  and  practical results  ob-
tained,  more  especially  in  the matter  of  accident  prevention. 
To  secure  the  necessary  information,  the  Commission  shall  apply  to  the  Governments 
concerned. 
The  Commission  shall  evaluate  the  information in its possession and  submit  to  the 
Governments  proposals  for  the  improvement  of  safety  in coalmines. 
2.  The  Commission  shall help  the  High Authority  to  work  out  a  method  of  compiling 
intercomparable  accident statistics. 
3.  The  Commission  shall ensure  the  prompt  forwarding  to  the  quarters directly concerned 
(including  in particular mines  inspectorates  and  employers'  and  workers'  associa-
tions)  of  relevant  information assembled  by  it. 
4.  The  Commission  shall ascertain,  by  regular  contact with  the  Governments,  what  action 
is being  taken  to  implement  the  proposals  of  the  Conference  on  Safety  in Coalmines, 
ann  such  proposals  as  it may  itself draw  up. 
5.  The  Commission  shall  propose  such  study  and  research  as  it deems most indicated  for 
the  improvement  of  safety,  with notes  as  to  the  way  in which  these  can best  be  ef-
fected. 
6.  The  Commission  shall facilitate  the  exchange  of  information  and  experience  among 
persons  responsible  for  safety matters,  and  propose  appropriate measures  for  this 
purpose  (e.g.  organization of  study  sessions,  establishment  of  documentation  ser-
vices). 
7.  The  Corr~ission shall propose  appropriate measures  for  ensuring  the  necessary  liaison 
among  the  rescue  services  of  the  Community  countries. II~  4 
8.  The  Commission  shall  submit  annually  to  the Council  of Ministers  and  the  High Author-
ity a  Report  on  its activities  and  on  developments  regarding  safety  in coalmines  in 
the  different  member  States.  In  this  connection,  it shall  in particular  examine  the 
statistics compiled  on  accidents  and  incidents  in coalmines. 
- The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  further  lay  down  that  the  rules 
of  procedure  of  the  Commission  shall  be  those  set forth  in  the  Annex  to 
the  present  Decision. 
- The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  trust  that  the  High  Authority will 
arrange  for  the  Commission  to  start work  at  the  earliest possible moment. 
This  Decision was  adopted  by  the  Council  at its forty-fourth  session, 
on  July  9,  1957. 
For  the  Council, 
J.  REY 
President. II,  5 
RULES  OF  PROCEDURE 
of  the  Mines  Safety Commission 
CHAIRMAN 
Article  1 
The  Chairman  of  the  Mines  Safety Commission  shall  be  a  }1ember  of  the  High 
Authority  of  the  European Coal  and  Steel  Community. 
Article  2 
ANNEX 
The  Chairman  shall  conduct  the  work  of  the  Commission  1n  accordance with  these 
Rules  of  Procedure. 
HEMBERS 
The  Commission  shall  consist  of  36  members  appointed  by  the  Governments;  each 
country  shall  have  four  members,  of  whom  two  shall  be  representatives  of  that  country's 
Governments,  one  of  the  employers  and  one  of  the  workers. 
Each  Government  shall  send  in writing  to  the  Chairman  a  nominal  roll of  the 
members  appointed  by  it.  It shall  n;tify  the  Chairman  of  all changes  in this. 
Each  Government  may  appoint  for  any  particular meeting  of  the  Commission  one  or 
two  advisers,  whose  names  it shall  send  to  the  Chairman. 
I.L.O.  PARTICIPATION 
Article  4 
Representatives  of  the  International  Labour  Organization shall  be  invited  to 
attend  the  proceedings  of  the  Commission  in  a  consultative  capacity. 
ORGANIZATION 
(a)  Restricted  Committee 
Article 5 
A Restricted  Committee  shall  be  set  up,  to  consist  of  Governments  representa-
tives  on  the  Commission. II,  6 
Article  6 
The  Chairman  of  the  Commission  shall act  as  Chairman  of  the  Restricted  Committee. 
Article  ? 
The  function  of  the Restricted  Committee  shall  be  to  ensure  permanent  liaison 
among  the  Governments  of  the  member  States  and  between  them  and  the  Commission,  more  espe-
cially for  the  purpose  of  exchanging  relevant  information.  The  Restricted  Committee  shall  see 
to  the  preparation of  the  Commission's  activities. 
Article 8  ( 1) 
The  Restricted  Committee  shall  be  convened  by  the  Chairman. 
The  Chairman  shall  be  required  to  convene  it when  asked  to  do  so  by  the  represent-
atives  of  five  or  more  Governments. 
(b)  Working  Parties 
Article 9 
The  Commission  of  the  Restricted  Committee  may  set  up  Working  Parties  of  experts 
to  consider  specific  technical matters. 
Article 10 
The  Working  Parties  shall decide  their  own  modus  operandi. 
Article  11 
The  Restricted  Committee  shall  be  given reports  by  the  Working  Parties  on  the 
results  of  their proceedings,  which  it shall  submit  to  the Commission with  the  comments 
of  its members. 
In  the  event  of  differences  of  op1n1on within  the  Working  Parties,  the  views 
expressed  shall  be  given,  together with  the  names  of  those  expressing  them. 
SECRETARIAT 
Article  12  ( 1) 
The  High Authority shall  be  responsible  for  the  secretarial arrangements  in 
connection with  the  work  of  the  Commission.  the  Restricted  Committee  and  the  Working 
Parties. 
These  arrangements  shall be  underthe  charge  of  a  High  Authority  staff member 
appointed  to  act  as  Secretary. 
All  documents  shall  be  in  the  six official  languages  of  the  Community. II,  7 
WORKING  PROCEDURE 
Article  13 
The  Chairman  shall  fix  the  agenda  and  the  dates  of  meetings  after  consultation 
with  the  members  of  the Restricted  Committee. 
Article  11  (1) 
The  Chairman  shall  allow  to  speak  any  member  of  the  Commission or  representative 
of  the  International  Labour  Organization  asking  to  do  so. 
The  Chairman  may  allow advisers  to  speak. 
Article  15 
The  members  of  the  High  Authority  shall  have  the  right  to  attend  meetinp,s  of  the 
Commission  and  of  the  Restricted  Committee,  and  to  speak  there. 
The  Chairman  may  bring with  him  advisers,  whom  he  may  allow  to  speak. 
Article  16 
Where  the  Commission  or  the  Restricted  Committee  deems  it desirable  to  obtain 
information  concerning  the  various  aspects  of  safety  in coalmines,  it shall  request  this 
from  the  Governments  of  the  member  States. 
Article  17  (1) 
24  members  shall  constitute  a  quorum.  Conclusions  shall  be  adopted  by  major-
ity of  the  members  present. 
Proposals  by  the  Commission  under  1,3 of  its  terms  of  reference  shall,  however, 
require  a  vote  in favour  by  two-thirds  of  the  members  present,  and  by  not  less  than  nineteen 
members  in all. 
Any  dissenting op1n1ons  shall  be  brought  to  the  attention of  the  Governments 
should  the  members  expressing  them  so  request. 
(1)  Amended  having regard to  decision of the  Council  of the  European  Communities  of 1  Jan-
uary  19?3  (Official  Journal  of the  European  Communities  L2  of 1  January  19?3). II,  8 
THE  COUNCIL 
DECISION  (1) 
of  March  11,  1965 
of  the Representatives  of  the  Governments 
of  the  Member  States  assembled  in  the  Special 
Council  of Ministers  to  modify  the  decision 
of  July  9,  1957 
concerning  the  terms  of  reference  and  rules 
of  procedure  of  the Mines  Safety Commission 
THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES  ASSEMBLED 
IN  THE  SPECIAL  COUNCIL  OF  MINISTERS  -
having  regard  to  the decision of  July  9,  1957  regarding  the  terms  of 
reference  and  rules  of  procedure  of  the Mines  Safety Commission,  and 
having  regard  to  the  High Authority's  proposal  of  January  7,  1964, 
and 
seeing  that  this decision  in no  way  affects Article  118  of  the Treaty 
setting up  the  European  Economic  Commununity, 
DECIDE: 
Article  1 
The  terms  of  reference of  the Mines  Safety Commission  laid  down  by  the  decision 
of  July  9,  1957  are replaced  by  the  provisions  in the  annex. 
Article  2 
The  prov~s~ons of Article  17  of  the  rules  of  procedure  annexed  to  the Decision 
of  July  9,  1957  are  replaced  by  the  following  provisions: 
"Should  the  Hines  Safety Commission  or  the Restricted  Committee  consider  it 
desirable  to  receive  information regarding  the various  fields  for  which  it is 
responsible,  it shall  apply  to  the  Governments  of  the member  States." 
This  decision was  adopted  by  the  Council  at  its one-hundredth  session,  on 
Harch  11,  1965. 
For  the Council 
M.  MAURICE-BOKANOWSKI 
President 
(1)  See  "Journal  officiel de  la  Communaute  europeenne  du  charbon  et de  l 'acier" no.  46 
of 22nd Uarch  1965. II,  9 
ANNEX 
TERMS  OF  REFERENCE  FOR  THE  MINES  SAFETY  COMMISSION 
1.  The  Commission  shall follow  developments  regarding  safety and  measures  to  avoid  at work-
ing-points  conditions which  represent  a  danger  to health  in coalmines,  including  to  this 
end  the  safety regulations instituted by  the  public authorities  and  assemble  the necessary 
information concerning  progress  and  practical results obtained. 
To  secure  the necessary  information,  the  Commission  shall  apply  to  the  Governments  con-
cerned. 
The  Commission  shall evaluate  the  information  in its possession and  submit  to  the  Govern-
ments  proposals  for  the  improvement  of  safety  and  health conditions  in coalmines. 
2.  The  Commission  shall  help  the  High Authority  to  work  out  a  method  of  compiling  inter-
comparable  statistics on  accidents  and  damage  to  health attributable  to  vocational 
activities  in coalmines. 
3.  The  Commission  shall ensure  the  prompt  forwarding  to  the  quarters directly concerned 
(including  in particular mines  inspectorates  and  employers'  and  workers'  associations) 
of relevant  information assembled  by  it. 
4.  The  Commission  shall ascertain,  by  regular  contact with  the  Governments,  what  action 
is being  taken  to  implement  the  proposals  of  the  Conference  on  Safety  in Coalmines, 
and  such  proposals  as  it may  itself draw  up. 
5.  The  Commission  shall propose  such  study  and  research as  it deems  most  indicated  for 
the  improvement  of  safety,  and  of  healthy working  conditions  in coalmines,  with notes 
as  to  the  way  in which  these  can  be  effected. 
6.  The  Commission shall facilitate  the  exchange  of  information  and  experience  among  per-
sons  responsible  for  safety matters  and  the maintenance  of  healthy working  conditions, 
and  propose  appropriate measures  for  this purpose  (e.g.  organization of  study  sessions, 
establishment  of  documentation  services). 
7.  The  Commission  shall propose  appropriate measures  for  ensuring  the  necessary  liaison 
among  the  rescue  services  of  the  Community  countries. 
8.  The  Commission  shall  submit  annually  to  the Council  of Ministers  and  the  High Autority 
a  Report  on  its activities and  on  developments  regarding  safety  and  protection of  health 
in coalmines  in  the  different member  States.  In  this connection,  it shall  in particular 
examine  the  statistics compiled  in  these  fields. TERMS  OF  REFERENCE  OF  THE  VARIOUS  WORKING  PARTIES 
OF  THE  MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION 
(as  at 31.12.1972) 
Annex  III III,  3 
I  - Working  Party  on Electrification - Chairman  Mr  Stassen 
Terms  of  reference 
1.  Comparing  adopted  safety  and  accident  prevention provisions  relating  to: 
(a)  electric  shock, 
(b)  fire hazard, 
(c)  explosion hazard. 
2.  Ascertaining  the  present  pos~t~on in Community  countries  with  regard  to  safety 
regulations  on  underground  electrical  networks  of  low  and  medium  voltage  (up 
to  1  100  V)  and  feeder  cables  for  movable  equipment,  with  due  regard  to  the 
specifications  for  the  said  cables. 
3.  Reporting  on  steps  to  be  taken  when  work  has  to  be  carried  out  on  electrical 
equipment  under  voltage. 
4.  Studying  the  construction of high-tension  cables  (of  up  to  6  000  V)  used  under-
ground,  and  protective  equipment. 
5.  Study  of  the  problem of stray currents. 
6.  Periodic  reports  on  oil-powered  contactors  used  in gassy  environments. 
7.  To  follow  the  development  of  techniques  designed  to  eliminate  entirely  the 
production  of  sparks  on  electrical  contact  lines  (battery motors  excluded)  and 
in particular  to  take  note  of  the  new  technique  of  traction by  linear motors. 
8.  Investigation of  the  use  of  remote-control  circuits  in automated  mining  opera-
tions. 
II  -Working Party  on  Rescue  Arrangements,  Fires  and  Underground  Combustion-
Chairman  Mr  Coenders 
A.  General  terms  of  reference 
(Art.  7  of  the  Terms  of  Reference  of  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission) 
Exchange  of  experience  between  the  Community  countries  and  the  United  Kingdom 
on: 
1.  Rescue  operations  and  action against  spontaneous  combustion, heatings  and  fires 
on  the  occasion of  accidents  or other events  underground  requiring  the  assis-
tance  of  rescue  teams,  from which  useful  lessons  have  been  learned; 
2.  Organization of  rescue  operations  underground  and  the  presentation of  reports 
every  two  years; 
3.  The  prevention of  spontaneous  combustion,  heatings  and  fire  outbreaks  under-
ground,  the  fighting  and  control  of  spontaneous  combustion,  heatings  and 
fires,  and  reopening  sealed-off workings. 
B.  Special  terms  of  reference 
1.  Comparison  of  practical  arrangements  of  rescue  operations  existing  in  the 
Community  countries  and  the  United  Kingdom  and  possibly  the  drafting  of  a 
standard  plan of  procedure  for  the  Community  as  a  whole. III,  4 
2.  Exchange  of  experience  and  practical knowledge  in the  following  fields: 
(a)  methods  and  apparatus  for  the  early detection of  combustion,  heatings  and 
pit fires, 
(b)  CO  self-rescuers, 
(c)  Oxygen  deficiency warning  devices, 
(d)  Fires  in  long  plant~ 
(e)  Sealing off  abandoned  workings, 
(f)  Specifications  and  testing conditions  for  fire-resistant  fluids  for 
mechanical  power  transmission, 
3.  Condensed  comparative  survey  of  new  regulations  and  guidelines  promulgated 
by  the  mining  authorities  of  member  countries  and  the  United  Kingdom  on 
rescue  arrangements,  first  aid  and  fire  fighting  and  prevention. 
C.  Analysis  of  results  (partial  or overall)  of  research projects  at  present  in 
progress  so  as  to: 
1.  Improve  borehole  rescue  techniques~ 
2.  Define  the  standards  to  which  flameproof  clothing  should  conform. 
D.  Studies  to  be  completed  by  the  Groupe  of Experts  on  Budryk's  theory  on  the 
following  subjects: 
1.  Extent  of  instability of  diagonal  ventilation  roadways, 
2.  Effects  of  a  fire  on  workings  with  descensional  ventilation, 
3.  Resources  to  be  applied  to  combat  the  danger  of  explosion during  firefighting. 
III  - Working  Party  on  Winding  Ropes  and  Shaft  Guides:  Chairman Mr  Martens 
Terms  of  reference 
1.  Follow-up  of  progress  made  in the  testing  of winding  ropes  by  means  of  appropri-
ate  instruments  in order  to  obtain  information concerning  its application in 
the  mines  of  the  Community  and  the  United  Kingdom. 
2.  Testing  of  couplings  for  circular and  flattened winding  ropes. 
3.  Arrangements  for  the  installation and  inspection  of  capels. 
4.  Testing  of  guides  for winding  cages  in drafts  and  guide  mechanisms  for  cable 
haulage  in  roadways. 
5.  Maintenance  required  to  ensure  safe operation of winding  ropes  and  balance  ropes. 
6.  Use  of  studies  on  the  dynamic  behaviour  of  shaft  and  roadway  ropes. 
7.  Exchange  of  views  on  the properties  operating  conditions  and  strength of 
winding  ropes  of particular interest. 
8.  Discussion  on  accidents  involving winding  and  hauling  ropes  and  their couplings, 
which  could  provide  new  information. III,  5 
IV  - Working  Party  on  Mining  Accident  Statistics:  Chairman  Mr  Koch 
Terms  of  reference 
In  order  to  enable  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission  to  draw  conclusions  on 
accident  prevention,  the  frequency  cf  underground  accidents  in  the  Community  coal 
mines  should  be  examined,  with  the  following  objectives: 
1.  To  decide  on  suitable mathematical  statistical  systems, 
2.  To  evaluate,  with  their aid,  chronological  differences  in  frequency  together 
with differences  from  country  to  country or coalfield to  coalfield. 
V  - Working Party  on  Combustible  Dusts:  Chairman  Mr  Delacote 
Terms  of  reference 
Taking  into  account  the  mechanism of  dust  combustion  and  of  flame  propagation  and 
the  various  factors  which  may  influence this,  including  the  fact  that  methane  is 
frequently  involved  in this phenomenon,  the working  party is instructed to  carry out 
a  study  of precautions  against  dust  combustion,  in particular: 
(a)  dust  neutralisation  (dust  control  in situ,  stone dusting,  spraying,  dust 
fixation by  means  of  spreading  salts  and  coagulating pastes,  etc.), this  study 
to  include  the  comparative  analysis  of  the  regulations  and  instructions  applied 
in  the  Community  countries  and  the  United  Kingdom,  along with  the  methods  of 
application of  the  different  processes, 
(b)  dust barriers  of  various  types  to halt  dust  explosions,  mixed  dust-methane 
explosions  and  pure  methane  explosions. 
The  working  party may  make  any  suggestions  for  research work  considered necessary 
to  advance  the  knowledge  of  the  phenomena  studied and  to  promote  safety in  these 
fields. 
VI  - Working  Party  on  Health  in Coal  Mines:  Chairman  Mr  Medaets 
Studying,  from  the  standpoint  of  technical  prevention  and  industrial medicine,  the 
prevention of  environmental  risks  to  the  health  of workers  in coal  mines. 
1.  General  directives  concerning dust  control  methods  where  coal  cutting and  getting 
and  roadway  drivage machinery  is  used. 
2.  Dust  measurement  (methods,  frequency,  measuring points,  conclusions  to  be  drawn 
etc.)  and  where  necessary establishing a  scale of  comparison  of  the  various 
methods  employed. 
3.  Establishment  of dustiness  thresholds.  Definition of  categories  of permissible 
dustiness.  Steps  to  be  taken when  faced  with various  categories  of dustiness. 
4.  Medical  problems: 
(a)  Among  the  medical  problems  involved  in the  control  of  ambient  health hazards 
to  coal  mine  workers,  priority must  be  given  to  the  study of  the  following 
factors: 
climate,  noise,  vibration,  lighting,  gas,  etc. 
(b)  The  Secretariat  is  to  be  instructed: 
(i) to  set  up  a  medical  co.nsu1tative  committee, 
(ii)comparison  of  the  provisions  in  force  in  the  various  countries  concerning 
the  organization of  company  medical  services:  selection  and  training of 
doctors,  relations  between medical  services  and  technical  departments  and 
a  list of  the  tasks  and  functions  of  industrial medicine, III,  6 
(iii) a  draft  scheme  to  standardize pre-recruitment medical  examinations, 
periodic  checks  and  checks  in special  instances, 
(IV)  a  draft  scheme  for  a  minimum  degree  of  standardization in  the  detection 
of  disorders  and  in  the  radiological  supervision of workers  as  regards 
pneumoconiosis  prevention, 
(V)  a  draft  scheme  for  standards  and  criteria in workings  in which  miners 
already  suffering  from  a  deterioration in pulmonary  function  do  not  run 
the  risk  of  this  deterioration progressing  further. 
VII  - Working  Party  on  Effects  of Working  Time  on  Safety at Work,  especially in Diffi-
cult  or Dnhealthy Conditions:  Chairman  Mr  Van  der  Hooft 
Terms  of  reference  (suspended): 
Number  of hours  worked  in wet  working  points.  Determining  in what  cases  a  working 
points  is  to  be  considered wet  and  the  precautions  to  be  taken. 
VIII  - Working  Party on  Psychological  and  Sociological  Factors  affecting  Safety: 
Chairman  Mr  Schnase 
Terms  of  reference 
1.  Community  safety  campaigns. 
2.  Recommendation  on  the  employment  of  foreign  and  young  workers. 
3.  Practical measures  for  the  prevention of  accidents,  taking  into  account 
psychological  and  sociological  factors. 
IX  - Working  Party  on  Ventilation and  Mine  Gas  - Chairman  Mr  Knuttel 
The  Working  Party on  Ventilation and  Mine  Gas  will  examine  general  problems  of 
ventilation,  particularly where  prevention of  firedamp  explosions  is  concerned  and 
other means  or measures  showed  be  applied  in order  to  suppress  or  control  firedamp. 
In  addition to  the  study of  firedamp  explosions  occurring in  the  Community  and  the 
United  Kingdom,  attention will  also  be  devoted  to  usable  results  of  research  in 
the  field  of  firedamp  outbursts,  in particular where  maximum  permissible  levels 
in ventilation air of  firedamp  and  other poisonous  gases  are  concerned,  and  the 
advance  estimation of  firedamp  emission before  a  working  is  started. 
Attention will  also  be  devoted  to  appropriate  speeds  for  the  flow  of ventilation 
air,  measures  to  be  taken  in  the  event  of  deceleration of  the  flow  of air,  measures 
for  the  stabilization of ventilation and  the  means  and  procedures  for  monitoring 
ventilation. 
Priority will  be  given  to  examination of  the  procedures  for  a  possible  raising, 
either  local  or  general,  of  the  maximum  permissible  firedamp  level  in ventilation 
air  streams  from  1  to  1,50  or  2%,  and  rneasures  to  be  applied  in this  event  to 
ensure  at  least equivalent  safety. 
X  - Working  Party on  "Mechanization"  - Chairman  Mr  Koch 
Taking  into  consideration current  techniques  in winning  and  roadway  driving, 
linings  and  roadway  conveyors,  the  working  party is  instructed  to  study particular 
ways  of  preventing accidents  connected  with  mechanization. 
In particular, it is  to: 
(a)  compile  a  schedule  for  machinery  manufacturers  of  the  m1n1mum  work  safety 
requirements  for  mechanical  protection of machines  and  equipment; III,  7 
(b)  study  safety provisions  such  as:  visual  and  acoustic  signalling,  operating 
controls  and  in particular  the  ability to  stop machines  from  any  point  on  the 
face  or  roadway,  taking  account  of  modern  means  of  telecommunication  and  remote 
control,  electrical protection of motors  in the  event  of overloading or  jamming 
of  equipment,  lighting,  etc. 
XI  - Working  Party  on  "Roof  controls"  - Chairman  Mr  Hubner 
The  Working  Party  is  instructed  to  examine,  by  exchanging  experience  and  evaluating 
the  results  of  research,  whether it is possible  to  draw  up  measures  or practical 
directives  for  the  prevention of  falls  of  ground,  taking  into  account  the  indi-
vidual  features  of  coal measures  and  workings. 
1.  In particular:  In  the  interest of better roof  control,  particularly within  the 
context  of  working  schedules,  it will  study 
(a)  general  measures  to  be  taken  into  consideration  in  avoiding  falls  of  ground, 
in  the  light  of  the  type  of measure  and  conditions  of working,  e.g.  sequence 
of  working  the  seams,  features  of  the  working  areas  (length,  speed  of 
advance,  etc.),  type  and  characteristics of  the  lining; 
(b)  specific measures  to  deal with  individual difficulties which  may  or  may  not 
foreseeably arise  in  the  long  term,  such  as  disturbance zones,  protective 
banks,  working  of  a  face  at  right-angles  to  the  end  of  an  old  seam,  etc. 
(c)  specific measures  to  be  taken when  starting off  a  face  in order  to  prevent 
abrupt  subsidence of  the  roof. 
2.  It will  also  compare  mining  regulations  on  linings  and  draw  up  minimum  roof 
control  requirements,  taking  into  account  the  characteristics  of  the  various 
faces  (overall  seam  thickness,  dip,  dead  rock  ... ) . COMPOSITION  OF  THE  MINES  SAFETY 
AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION  AND  ITS  WORKING  PARTIES 
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I.  and  2.  Fresh data obtained  on  shaft  and  roadway  haulage  ropes  using  the  dynamic  and 
geometrical  procedures  (three- and  four-roller  apparatus)  and  other test in-
stallations 
I.  Role  of  rope  atlas, description of  test procedures,  summary  of results  obtained 
I. I.  Role 
The  multitude  of  factors  influencing  the  rope  service  life means  that deter-
mination  of  the  rope  renewal  schedule  is  impossible  in  the  absence  of  knowledge 
concerning  the  rope  behaviour  under  dynamic  and  geometric  loading.  The  winding 
line  layout  and  length,  the  number  of  curves,  the  gradients,  etc.,  and  the  in-
dividual  components  used,  all  influence  the  service  life of  the  haulage  ropes, 
as  also  do  the  selection of  make  of  rope,  the  wire  strength  and  the  rope  lubri-
cation.  A prerequisite  in  the  rope  renewal  schedule  is detailed  knowledge  of  the 
behaviour  of  the various  makes  of  rope  under  the  various  special modes  of  load-
ing of  the  winding  installation,  and  a  knowledge  of  the  degree  of  stressing of 
the  rope  due  to  installation and  operational  factors. 
Thus  the  rope  atlas  presented  here  for  rope-operated  roadway  winding vehicles 
cannot  be  regarded  as  giving exhaustive data  on  all matters  relating to  the  re-
newal  times  of  ropes.  It is  simply  intended  as  an  aid  to  those  responsible  for 
the  construction  and  operation of  such  winding  installations.  It  should  be  use-
ful  in  increasing both  the  service  life of  haulage  ropes  and  operational  safety. 
We  would  mention here  expressly  that  in its present  form  this atlas  is not 
designed  as  a  manual  for  rope  testers,  rather it summarises: 
(a)  the  theoretical principles; 
(b)  the  results  of  tests  carried  out  on  new  installations and  means  of  testing; 
(c)  the  explanations  accompanying  the  test data; 
(d)  experience  acquired  so  far  as  regards  roadway  rope  haulage  installations 
by  the  Rope  Testing Office  during its investigation  and  testing work. 
It is  intended  to  draw  up  for  rope  testers  and  also  for  tradesmen  and  super-
vision personnel,  an  extract  from  the  results  of  the  investigations,  specially 
designed  for  supervision  and  testing. 
Evaluation of  a  wire  rope  on  the  basis  of  external  examination  is based  es-
sentially  on  the  experience  of  the  tester.  Only  rarely is it possible  to  state 
in each case  the  breaking strength.  The  desire  to  obtain more  accurate data  leads 
to  the  formulation  of documents  giving data which  can  be  used  either in revised 
and  simplified  form  by  the  rope  tester or  in  their  actual  form  by  the  specialist 
engineer.  Thus,  by  means  of  the  sets  of  diagrams  indicating  the  loss  of breaking 
strength under  substantial  stressing,  and  the  photographs  attached  to  these dia-
grams  to  illustrate  the  state  of  the  rope  and  the  examinations  of  the  splice 
joints  and  the  tensioning points,  the  rope atlas  constitutes  an  effective  aid 
in  improving  safety  of  roadway  rope  haulage  installation.  Furthermore,  since 
these  conveying  systems  are  being  improved  continuously,  it is necessary  in 
order  to  establish  the  renewal  date  of  the  ropes,  to keep  a  constant  check  on  the 
investigation data  and  to  replace  or  supplement  them  by  fresh data based  on  the 
various  modifications  introduced. 
For  the various  types  of  rope  concerned here,  characteristics  have  been  for-
mulated  concerning  the  loss  of  breaking strength,  with  indications  of  the  onset 
and  evolution of  the  loss  of  strength under  diffenent  types  of  stresses. 
Although  for  rope  testing  the  rope  atlas  at present  available,  and  the 
rope  tester's  guide  which will  be  issued  later,  considerably facilitate de-
termination of  the  renewal  date,  the work  of  the  rope  tester is still diffi-
cult,  since  considerable  soiling on  the  rope  surface,  the  very great  length 1.2 
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(in certain cases  up  to  more  than  10  km),  the  differences  in  the  operating  times 
of  certain parts  subjected  to  different stressing,  and  the  different  types  of 
rope  joints,  complicate  the  tests  involved.  Moreover,  where  possible  rope  testing 
should  also  allow for  rapid modificaions  to  the  guides· and  rails  (friction 
points,  etc.).  The  rope  testing procedures  based  on  magnetic  induction,  fortu-
nately,  can  supplement  the  examinations. 
It is  assumed  that  the  user  of  the  rope  atlas  is  familiar with  the  procedures 
for  evaluating  the  state of  a  rope,  as  imparted  by  the  courses  run by  the  Rope 
Testing Office. 
The  test data used  in preparing  this atlas were  obtained  by  means  of  several 
different  test procedures,  and  thus  the  influences  inherent  in  the various  pro-
cedures  used  were  able  to  be  established  and  eliminated.  The  various  test pro-
cedures  are described  below  under  point  1.2. 
The  rope  atlas  is designed  so  that it can be  supplemented  on  the basis  of 
new  ideas  and  viewpoints. 
In  order  to  evaluate  the  state of  a  rope  it is also necessary  to  know  the 
degree  of difficulty presented  by  the  roadway  profile.  When  the  roadway  is ho-
rizontal  or  on  a  slight  gradient,  it will be  possible  to  apply  other rope  test-
ing criteria  than  in  the  case  of  high-gradient  roadways.  The  criteria are  also 
different depending  on  whether  the  installations  are  stationary  or  mobile. 
Evaluation  or  rope  loacling  involves also  the  degree  of  difficulty  of  the 
roadway  profile,  through  allowance  for  dynamic  and  geometric  factors  influencjng 
the  rope's  servi~e life.  The  Rope  Testing Office  is  engaged  in  the  development 
in this  field,  for  use  in practice,  of  a  stress measuring  and  grading device 
already  employed  in test trials. 
Description of  test procedures 
Fig.  1  shows  a  three-roller  apparatus  actuated  by  a  translatory motion which 
in one  stroke rolls  once,  twice,  or  three  times  the  various  segments  of  a  rope 
tensioned  on  a  testing machine  with  a  pulsator.  In  the  segments  of  single roll-
ing,  the  rope  is bent  in  a  single direction,  while  in  segments  2  and  3  there  is 
alternate bending. 
In  order  to  be  able  to  determine  the  effects  of  simple  bending  and  of  al-
ternate bending  on  the  service  life of  the  rope,  a  4-roller apparatus  has  been 
developed,  where  in contrast with  the  3-roller apparatus,  each  of  the  four  rol-
lers  can  produce  the  same  bending  angles  so  that  the  difference  between  the 
simple  bending  and  the  alternate bending  can be  determined  quantitatively during 
such  tests  (Fig.  2). 
Fig.  3  shows  a  rotary  test rig for  ropes  and  rollers which  permits  not  only 
testing of  ropes  and  rollers  but  also determination of  the  magnitude  of  the  un-
dulating  stresses  set up  by  rolling  and  unrolling of  the  rope  on  the  rollers. 
Also  this  test  apparatus  permits  determination  of  the  most  favourable  rope  cur-
vature  for  the  service life.  (Number  of  rollers  and  corresponding roller dia-
meter  for  each  unit  of  curvature,  Fig.  4). 
The  new  data  obtained  were  confirmed  by  the  tests  carried  out  on  the  rope 
testing  tracks  installed  in  the  basement  of  the  Rope  Testing Office  (Fig.  5). 1.3 
I.  3. I 
I.  3. 2 
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Summary  of  test results 
Haulage  ropes 
The  service life of  haulage  ropes  is established  in the  following  order,  de-
pending  on  the  type  of  rope: 
1.  Wire-filled  type 
2.  Warrington  type 
3.  Seale  type 
4.  Normal  type 
The  service  life of  haulage  cables  is  influenced by  the  following  factors: 
I.  Tensile  forces  in  the  rope 
2.  Prestress  in  the  rope 
3.  Number  of  guide  rollers  and  deflection rollers 
4.  Surface  pressure  or  ration between  rope  and  roller diameters 
5.  Magnitude  of  deflection angles 
6.  Type  of  roller 
7.  Degree  of  lubrication of  rope 
The  differences  in rope  service  lives depending  on  type  decreases  as  the  ef-
fect  of  the  above-mentioned  factors  increases. 
The  greater  the  dynamic  load  withstood  by  the  rope,  the  shorter  is  the  rope 
service  life.  This  is  also  reduced  by  each  unnecessary deflection  (Fig.  13). 
The  rollers must  be  as  large  as  possible  in order  to  minimise  the  surface  pres-
sure  between  the  rope  and  the  roller.  The  roller  grooves  must  be  suited  to  the 
rope  diameter  (Fig.  8).  Cylindrical rollers must  be  avoided  in  the  case  of  de-
flections.  The  service life of  the  ropes  is  appreciably  increased  by  adequate 
lubrication during manufacture  (lubricants  according  to  standard  DIN  21258 
(Figs.  15  and  16). 
The  service  life can  be  increased  by  selecting a  wire  of  increased mechanical 
strength.  It should  be  noted  here  that  the  examination  gave  better results when 
the  higher  mechanical  strength  of  the wires  was  accompanied  by  a  higher  carbon 
content  (Figs.  9  to  13). 
Rope  rollers 
The  service  life of  ropes  is  increased when  the  following  points  are  taken 
into  account: 
1.  Roller  diameter  as  large  as  possible 
2.  Small  angle  of deflection of  the  rope  on  the roller,  and  elimination  of  trav-
el  over  the  roller 
3.  Optimum  groove  bottom for  rope  diameter;  avoid  cylindrical rollers  for  de-
flections 
4.  Renewal  of  roller  once  the  groove  bottom is worn  by  the  rope  friction and 
exhibits  sharp  edges;  this  wear  can  generally be  avoided  by  using  a  larger 
number  of rollers 
5.  Although  hardened rollers do  not  generally wear  at  the bottom of  the  groove, 
their  use  does  reduce  the  service life of  the  rope  (Fig.  6). 
The  roller  shape  substantially affects  the  rope  service  life.  During  the 
tests,  rope  guide  rollers were  used  in  the  state in which  they  were  delivered 
by  the  manufacturer,  whereas  others were  provided  at  the bottom of  the  groove 
with  a  'fit groove'.  The  rope  service life increased  as  a  result of  this fit 
groove,  since  the  pressure between  the  cable  and  the roller  groove  is  thereby 
appreciably reduced.  This  rope  protection can be  effected  in practice at  the 
points  of  curvature  and  at  the  tensioning  points  where  the  rope  path  is un-
changed  (Figs.  7  ~nd 8). 1. 3. 3 
1. 3. 4 
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Since it is near  the winch  that  the  main  forces  are  exerted  in  the  haulage 
rope,  it is here  that most  care  is  required  to  ensure  satisfactory  travel  of 
the  rope  over  the rollers. 
The  use of hardened  rollers reduces  the  service  life of all  types  of  rope 
(Figs.  9  and  12).  Nevertheless  on  using unhardened  rollers  the  ropes  will  dig 
into  the bottom of  the  groove.  It is  then  frequently  found  that  the  surface 
structure of  the  rope  becomes  imprinted  in  the bottom of  the  groove. 
Since it cannot  be  expected  that  the  type  of  twist will remain  constant  over 
a  sufficient  length  of  the  haulage  rope,  it is often found  that  the  rope profile 
structure does  not  correspond  to  its impression  in  the  roller.  This  observation 
is particularly applicable  to  splices.  Here  the  various  rope  strands  are  made 
to  pass  over  the  sharp  edges  of  the worn  bottom of  the  groove,  which  appreciab-
ly reduces  the  rope  service  life. 
Rope  joints 
In  the  haulage  ropes  used  on  winding  tracks,  only  straight  (1  000  x  d) 
splices  and  thimble-ring splices  can be  considered  appropriate. 
Whereas  generally  the  thimble-ring splice  is  only  prepared  at  the  works,  in 
underground  operation  the  haulage  ropes  are connected  by  means  of  straight 
splices. 
Nevertheless  the  service  life of  the  straight splice will  only  be  fairly 
long  if  the  following rules  are  observed,  which were  drawn  up  on  the  basis  of 
the  tests  and  which  wre  being  incorporated  in  the  conditions  laid  down  in  Ger-
man  Standard  DIN  83318: 
1.  Careful  production of  the  splice,  since  every minute  saved  by  negligence  re-
duces  the  rope  life by  hours 
2.  The  strand  ends  to  be  installed must  be  carefully straightened 
3.  The  strand  ends  must  be wound  over  their entire  length with  a  good  thickness 
hemp  (in  the  lay direction of  the wires) 
4.  The  strand  ends  arranged  in  the  opposite direction inside  the  cable must  be 
cut exactly  to  size at  the  joints  so  as  to  give  a  continuous  'core'  in  the 
rope 
5.  Excessive prestress  in  the  rope  must  be  avoided  during use,  since  experience 
shows  that  this  prestress  causes  premature  destruction of  the  splice. 
Tensioning points 
It has  still not  been  possible  to  carry  out  systematic  examinations  of  the 
rope  tensioning points.  These  examinations will be  carried  out  once  the  large 
test rig has  been mounted  in position at  the Rope  Testing Office. 
Theoretical research  can  however  already provide  the  operator with  important 
data  as  regards  the  tensioning points.  These  data  are  given  in point  6. 1  of  the 
rope  atlas.  Attention is drawn  to  the need  for  and  the  advantage  of  the  ten-
sioning points,  especially along  long  and  difficult  tracks. 
Practical measures  have  shown  that  tensioning points  can be  dispensed  with 
when  the  track is not  long,  has  a  low  gradient  and  no  bends  in it. Also,  the 
track profile  should  be  regular  and  free  from  hollows.  The  rope  prestress  should 
in this  case  not  exceed  8%  of  the  breaking  strength per  strand  at  the  deflection 
drum. 
To  enable  the operator  to  calculate  the  rope  elongation  in advance  over  a 
given  roadway  length,  and  from  this  the  roadway  length  of  the  tensioning point, 
the  modulus  of  elasticity of  the  haulage  ropes  of  suspended monorails  was 
measured  during examination  of  these  ropes. 2. 
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Diagram  system for  evaluation and  selection of  ropes 
The  study  of  a  large  number  of  factors  affecting rope  strength necessitates 
systematic classification of  the  test data.  In view  of  the  extent of  the  problem, 
a  classification system is  indispensable,  if only  to  ensure  a  regular  test  se-
ries procedure  and  accurate  recording of  the  results,  all  the  more  so  since  for 
subsequent  representation of  the  data with  a  view  to  evaluation and  selection 
of  ropes  it is necessary  to  have  a  set of  diagrams  permitting comparison  of  the 
behaviour  and  service life of  ropes  as  a  function  of  the  various  influences. 
In order  to  analyse  the  effects  of  the  main  factors  affecting rope  service 
life,  sets  of  diagrams  with different parameters  were  drawn  up  to  represent  the 
rope  breaking strength curve  or  the  rope  strength  as  a  function  of  the  number 
of  rolling operations.  The  set of diagrams  thus  obtained  is  shown  in Figs.  17 
and  18. 
In  the  groups  of  diagrams  0  the  loss  of  breaking strength is represented  as 
a  function  of  alternate bending  for  a  certain combination of  geometric  or  dynamic 
forces  (forms). 
In  group  I,  the  rope  stresses  are  the parameters,  and  the  various  deflection 
angle  combinations  are  plotted  along  the  ordinates,  e.g.  Figs.  7,  10  and  14. 
In  group  II  the deflection angle  combinations  are  the  parameters  and  the 
various  static and  kinetic rope  stresses  are plotted  along  the  ordinates;  Figs. 
8,  9,  11-13  and  15. 
The  abscissae  of  groups  0,  I  and  II  indicate  the  number  of rolling operations 
(alternate bending). 
The  representation of  group  0  permits  comparison  of  the  loss  of breaking 
strength  for  different  types  of  loading  (geometric  and  synamic).  The  breaking 
strength  loss  curves  are  supplemented  by  reproduction  of  rope  sections  approach-
ing  renewal  time,  with  indication of  the  residual  breaking  strength. 
In  case ·of  normal  static or kinetic  loading  (e.g.  a  certain deflection angle, 
the  state of  the  groove  or  the  roller diameter,  a  certain undulating stress), 
the  graphs  contain e.g.  the  following: 
I.  The  breaking  strength  loss  curYes  of  the different  types  of  rope 
2.  The  strength  of  a  given  type  of  rope with various  degrees  of  lubrication 
3.  The  strength of  a  given  type  of  rope  coming  from different manufacturers 
4.  The  strength of  a  given  type  of  rope  with different  types  of  twist 
5.  The  strength of  a  given  type  of  rope  having different wire  strengths 
6.  The  variation in  the  dynamic  factors  with  the  geometric  factors  kept  con-
stant  (Fig.  6),  and  vice versa. 
Other  variants  are  also possible. 
The  groups  of  diagrams  I  and  II  give  the  efficiency characteristics for  over-
all  loading ranges  (general  diagrams). 
The  groups  of  diagrams  are  subdivided  in  two  ways: 
In  the  mode  of  representation I/I or  II/I,  the  strength  of  a  single  type  of 
rope  under different  geometric  and  dynamic  loading  is  compared. 
In  the  mode  of  representation  I/2  of  II/2  the  strength of  different  types  of 
ropes  subjected  to  the  same  loadings  is  compared. 3. 
V,  10 
In  this  set of  diagrams  for  evaluation  and  selection of  ropes  we  study  to 
begin with,  in groups  I/1  and  II/1,  the different  types  of  rope  as  regards 
their  strength under  various  geometric  layouts  of  the  installation and  different 
types  of  dynamic  loading.  To  evaluate  the  ropes  the differences  due  to  the 
different lubrication and  impregnation conditions,  the  groove  deformation,  the 
roller diameter,  the  rope  temperature  and  the  load  frequencies  are  taken  into 
account.  The  result of  these  examinations  gives  a  selection of  types  of  ropes 
which  are  then  compared  again  in  the  groups  of  diagrams  I/2  and  II/2  as  regards 
the various  loading ranges,  in order  finally  to  obtain a  type  of  rope  suitable 
for  the  special operating  conditions. 
The  set of  diagrams  is  subdivided  according  to  the  supplementary  loading 
factors  such  as  those  indicated  in  the  table  in Fig.  18. 
A  summary  of  both  group  0  and  of  groups  I  and  II is given in Figs.  19  to  21. 
The  test data  given are  those  obtained with  the  four-roller  apparatus,  so  that 
in place  of  combinations  of deflection angles  (three-roller  apparatus)  only  the 
deflection angles  appear  along  the  ordinates  or  as  parameters. 
Examination  of  load-bearing winding  installations,  in particular  intermediate 
connection elements,  based  on  the  procedure  using  powder  magnetised  by  a  coil, 
or  auxiliary magnetoscopy 
The  load-bearing parts  of  a  winding  installation,  e.g.  the  rope,  the brake 
gear  and  the  main  shaft  of  the  winding  engine,  the  intermediate  connection  ele-
ments,  the  suspension brackets  of  the machines,  undergo  quasi-static  and  kinetic 
loading  during rope winding  and  haulage.  Although  very  high  safety  factors  are 
taken in calculating  these  parts  from  the  statical viewpoint,  material  fatigue, 
corrosion,  unfavourable  configuration,  etc., all  cause  permanent  cracking which 
can  lead  to  failure  of  the  parts.  The  fact  that  the  haulage  of  personnel  is  con-
centrated  in  the  shaft  and  roadway  winding  installations,  increases  the  dynamic 
stressing of  these  load-bearing elements  per  unit  of  time.  This  necessitates ri-
gorous  test conditions.  A  typical  instance relating  to  intermediate  connecting 
elements  is detailed below. 
The  position,  size  and  shape  of  cracks  in  iron and  steel  can  be  made  visible 
by  means  of  magnetic  powder  testing.  In  this  test method  the  test piece  is mag-
netised.  The  magnetic  field  thereby  set  up  in  the  test piece  is deflected by 
any  cracks  not  running parallel with  the  magnetic  lines  of  force.  If  the  test 
piece  is  then  sprinkled with  a  powdery  ferromagnetic  indicator  or  washed  with  a 
slurry  of  such  an  indicator,  then  the powder  particles will collect along  the 
crack  and  reveal  a  visible  crack mark. 
Tests  were  undertaken at  the  Rope  Testing Office  to  determine  the  extent  to 
which  magnetic  powder  testing  can  be  applied  in  the  determination  of  cracks  in 
intermediate  connection  elements.  The  tests  were  conducted  using  a  magnetiser 
permitting  induction  of  a  permanent  a.c.  of  2  000  A maximum  or  d.c.  pulses  of 
4  000  A maximum.  Such  a  high-capacity magnetiser  can also attain  the  magnetic 
field  intensities required  for  reliable  crack detection  in  the  intermediate 
connection  elements  of  heavy  winding  gear,  if coil magnetisation or  auxiliary 
magnetoscopy  is  employed.  These  two  procedures  are  suitable  in  intermediate  con-
nection element  examination  since  they  do  not  pass  current directly  through  the 
test piece.  Such  direct passage  of  current heats  up  the  test piece  surface  at 
the  contact points,  which  can  result  in  local  changes  in structure. 
The  two  processes  applicable  to  examination  of  intermediate  connections  -
coil magnetisation  and  auxiliary magnetoscopy  - are  illustrated in  the  Figures 
in this work. 
In  order  to  examine  the  ends  of  the  splice strip  and  of  the  fork  of  a  cross 
or  of  the  shaft  and  the  shaft/head  connection  of  a  main bolt,  coil magnetisa-
tion is used  (Figs.  22a,  22b,  23a).  In  this  case  a  coil is  placed  around  the v,  11 
intermediate  connection  element·  to  be  examined,  so  as  to  set up  a  magnetic 
field  in this  component  orientated  along its length,  to  reveal  the  transverse 
cracks.  To  detect  the  radial  cracks  at  the  hole  edges,  an  auxiliary magneto-
scopic  examination  is undertaken by  means  of  a  high-voltage  cable  passed  through 
the  hole  (Figs.  23a,  23bJ  24b).  This  cable  sets  up  a  concentric  magnetic  field 
around  the  hole. 
To  detect  the  cracks,  on  both coil magnetisation  and  auxiliary magnetoscopy 
a  suspension  in kerosene  or  a  special oil,  of  indicator  fluorescent  in ultra-
violet  light is used.  The  component  to  be  examined  is washed  with  this  suspen-
sion during or  immediately  after magnetisation. 
After magnetisation  and  washing,  the  intermediate  connection element  is ex-
amined  under  ultra-violet rays  (Figs.  25a,  25b,  26). 
The  ultra-violet  ray  lamp  shown  in  these  Figures  and  fitted with  an  examina-
tion microscope,  permits  detection even  of  capillary cracks.  As  Fig.  27  shows, 
ultra-violet  light examination  clearly reveals  bright  edges  of  cracks  by  means 
of  the  fluorescent  indicator. Figure 1 
Three-roller apparatus subjected to translatory movement for 
dynamic tests of roadway-haulage ropes Figure 2  Four-roller apparatus Fig. 3  Rotating rope and roller test-brake for roadway/haulage ropes Figure 4  Rotating dynamic test apparatus for ropes and rollers Figure 5 
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Strength of a Seale rope under various geometric and dynamic stresses 
Roller shape 
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Strenghth of a Seale rope under various dynamic stresses 
and two supplementary effects 
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Strength of a Warrington rope under various geometric and dynamic stresses; 
parameter: combination of deflection angles 
Comparison of wires of 
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Strength of two ropes of same type but of different manufacturers under 
various combinations of deflection angles and an oscillation amplitude of 
+  5 kgf/mm2 
Comparison with rope of same type, of 13 mm "  u  B = 160 kgf/mm2 
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---- poorly lubricated 
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38 mm "· z/Z, galvanised 
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I  164 g/m of rope 
--- amply lubricated 
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Number of double strokes of large 3-roller apparatus 
-·····--- not lubricated Curve of loss of strength at rupture, for various dynamic loads of 
Figure 16  ropes and same geometric deformation 
roller diameter: 475 mm 
groove radius: 25 mm 
groove: unhardened d/d = 
12.5 
combination of deflection 
angles: 17.5/35° 
effective breaking load: 
90 Mgf 
quantity of lubricant 
105 g/m of rope 
---- poorly lubricated 
Type: Seale-Warrington 
38 mm 0, z/Z, galvanised 
1F+ 6  ( 1  + 7  +  7  + 7  + 14 ) 
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Number of double strokes of large 3-roller apparatus 
-········ not lubricated Figure 17 
A  Basic stresses 
1-)  geometric 
2)  dynamic 
B  c 
Organisation chart for quantitative comparison of factors 
affecting rope service life 
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3)  starting data 
4)  groove  shape 
5)  material  St 52.3 
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II/1  II/2 Table and abbreviations of rope evalution and selection diagrams 
Figure 18 
1  ~~"'  ,, ( <Ollo< di•. ""' d•£1•"  i~ angle)  and  dynamic  (fluctuating stresses)  loading  Basic  loading 
2  rength characteristics  for  a  single  Strength characteristics  for  complete stressing sectors  (sunL'llary  diagrams) 
mbination  of  stres2es  (forms) 
3  Main  group  0  I  II 
Subgroup  Rupture  Bending  0/2  I  Torsion 0/3  I/1  I/2  II/1  II/2 
4  Representation  in diagram  Loss  curve  Loss  curve  Loss  curve  Same  type  of  rope,  Comparison  of different  Same  type  of  rope,  Comparison  of different 
different  loading  types  of  ropes  different  loading  ~es of  r~es 
5  Abscissae  Alternative bend- Alternative  Alternative  Alternative bending  Alternative bending  Alternative bendir,g  Alternative bending 
ing  bending  bending 
6  Ordinates  Breaking  load  No.  of bends  as  No.  of  torsions  Combination  of  Combination  of  Fluctu.:ting stress  Fluctuating stress 
% of  starting  as  % of start  in!  deflection angles  deflect  ion angles 
values  values 
7  Parameter  .... 
I 
Parameter  :  Parameter  :  Parameter  :  Parameter  :  type  of 
0  fluctuating  stress  type  of  rope;  subpara- combination  of  de- rope;  sub parameter  : 
! 
meter;  fluctuating  flection angles  combination  of deflection 
stress  angles 
8 
~ .;  Rope  type  details  su<:.h  Ko  Of 1  type  0/2 type  0/.1  typf!  I/1  type  I  I/2  type  II/1  type  :I/2 type 
9 
.....  l-1  as  :  Length  of  twist 
"'  0  0  l-1  +.1  Strand  separation  I 
0  0 
1  ~~  Type  of  twist 
2  "'"" 
Wire strength 
.....  0  - --1------------------------t----
l-1 
3 
Qj  ~ 
Simple bending  0/1  8 .b.  0/2  s .b.  O/ 3  s.  b.  I/  1  s.  b .  I/2  s . b •  III l  s.b.  II/2 s.b.  .c:  0  Be 
I  .. ". 
0  .....  (Roller  sheave) 
b()  l-1 
r::""  01 
0/1  0/2  0/3  I/  1 
1 
I/2  a .b.  II/  l  II/2  4  ......  0  Cl.  Alternate bending  Bw  a.b.  a.b.  a.b.  a.b.  a.b.  a.b.  --g  Q  ~  (3  or  4  roller 
~  .~  0 
apparatus)  +.1  ~  -1- -
5  t='!!.2!  Groove  structure  R  0/1  groove  0/2  groove  0/3  groove  I/1  groove  I I/2  groove  II/1 groove  II/2 groove  C\t  ·r-1....-« 
6  ell  .... 
Groove  bottom material  1 o11  bottom  0/2 bot  ton•  0/3 bottom  I/  1  bottom  II/2 bottom  III1 bottom  II/2 bottom  Qj  Qj  <1l  Bg  e  +>  o 
7  <ll  "'  .....  (state of material)  ....  .,  >  p,.  l-1  ----r--!-----
-~nergy 
p,.  Qj  <1l  energy  energy 
;::J  >  "'  I  Kr  8  U)~ <ll  Energy  cransmission  O/ 1  energy  transm 0/2  transm  0/3  transm  I/  1  energy  transm  transm  II/1 energy  transm  II/2 energy  transm 
.g 
p,. 
I  I/2  9 
0  Nature  and  quantity  0/1  s .1.  0/2  s .1.  0/3  s .1.  II 1  s .1.  s.l.  II/  1  s.l.  III2  B ,1.  l-1 
Q  Qj  of  strand  lubrication  L  I 
OI.C: 
,  "J 
0' 
1012  0  "  ~  Impregnation  agent  0/1  imp  imp  013  imp  I/  1  imp  I/2  imp  II/1  imp  III2  imp 
"'  -~  tor  rope  core  s  I 
~  Q  I  012  1  ';::  ~  Service  lubrication  N  0/1  lubs.  lubs.  0/3  lubs.  I/  1  lubs.  I/2  lubs.  II/1  lubs.  II/2 lubs. 
2  --·  "~  ~·- -Operating  temperature  T  0/1  temp  _1912  temp  ]  0/3  temp  I/  1  temp  I/  2  temp  II/1  temp  II/2  temp 
The  supplementary  loading  is  indicated  in  the  group  name  in cases  of  com  par is  on  of  this  type  of  loading. 
Other  explanatory data  ~n the  diagrams  are  given after  the  column  ''supplementary  loading". 
----- --Figure 19a  Curves of loss of strength at rupture. Set of diagrams 0/1 
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Alternate bending (4-roller apparatus)  • Figure 19 b  Curves of loss of strength at rupture. Set of diagrams 0/1 
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150x103 Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 22 a  Magnetisation and washing of splice strip and of fork of a cross  Figure 22 b Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 23 a  Magnetisation and washing of hole edges of a cross  Figure 23 b 
' 
.  ,. Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 24 a  Magnetisation and washing of a main bolt:  Figure 24 b 
a)  hole edges;  b) shaft and shaft/head connection. Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 25 a  Examination of washed cross to detect cracks under ultra-violet rays  Figure 25 b Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 26  Examination of washed main rod to detect cracks under ultra-violet rays Intermediate connection element testing by magnetised powder 
Figure 27  Examination of a crack in the main rod under ultra-violet rays AMENDMENTS  TO 
THE  MINES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION
1S 
RECOMMENDATION  OF  20  APRIL  1960 
ON  THE  PREVENTION  OF  MINE-SHAFT  FIRES 
BY  WATER-SPRAYING  (1) 
(1)  Second report of the  Mines  Safety  Commission  {June  1961~ page  26). 
ANNEX  VI VI,  3 
In  conformity with a  decision by  the  Mines  Safety  and  Health Commission  on  26 
April  1968,  a  sub-committee  of  the Working  Party drew  up  a  draft amendment  to  the  Commis-
sion's  recommendation  of  8  April  1960  concerning  the  prevention of mine-shaft  fires  by 
water-spraying.  The  object of  these  amendments  was  to  draw  attention  to  the  relative value 
of  the  curves  in  the  diagrams  given  in  the  recommendation,  and  also  to  make  two  additions 
to  the  fire-fighting  equipment. 
Further  trials  in Germany  and  Belgium and  also  in Czechoslovakia have  not  in 
fact  completely  confirmed  the  accuracy  of  the air current  force  in  the  charts attached  to 
the  recommendation.  After  new  cold  spraying trials in Belgium and  investigations by  special-
ly  appointed  experts,  it appeared  necessary  to  insert in  the  recommendation  the  following 
amendments  and  definitions,  which  were  proposed  by  the  Working  Party on  "Rescue  Arrange-
ments,  Mine  Fires,  and  Underground  Combustion"  to  the  Commission  on  10  March  1972,  and 
adopted  by  the  Commission  on  11  July  1972.  The  Commission  wanted  a  note  made  to  the effect 
that  these  amendments  did  not  affect  the  prefatory remarks  to  the  recommendations  and  par-
ticularly  the  following  remark  (1): 
"These principles are  to  be  observed  only  in cases  in which  the  spraying down  of water 
from  a  surface installation has  been  included  in  the  fire-fighting plans". 
1.  Amendments  to  the  Commission's  recommendation  No  199  of  8  April  1960  (pages  26  to  49  of 
Second  Commission  Report  June  1961) 
The  chart  annexed  to  the  recommendation  gives  the  increase  in air pressure,  per 
100  metres  of  shaft  height resulting  from  the  sending  down  of water  into  an  air-intake 
shaft,  as  a  function  of  the  air-current  speed  and  for different volumes  of  sprayed water; 
the quantities  of  water  are  expressed  in litres per  minute  per  square  metre  of  shaft  cross-
section. 
There  have  been  few  incidents  from which  to  check  the  accuracy of  the  chart  pro-
posed  by  the  Commission  to  calculate  the  effect which water  falling down  a  shaft has  on 
air-current  speed. 
On  the basis of  the  limited amount  of  information  gained  from  these  incidents 
the  experts  reckon  that  the  monogram  gives  an  indication of  the effects  of  spraying which 
is  accurate  enough  for  practical purposes. 
During  spraying,  the  air-current  forces  caused  by  the  spraying must  be  expected 
to  be  between  10  and  30%  lower  than  the  figures  given in  the  monogram,  according  to  the 
equipment  in  the  shaft  concerned;  a  shaft with hardly  any  equipment  would  give  a  reduction 
of  10%  and  a  shaft with  a  good  deal  of  equipment  a  reduction  of  30%. 
During  the  start up  period which varies  from  5  to  10  minutes  depending  on  the 
mine,  the  effect  of  the water  on  the air  flow  is considerably  less  than when  the  spraying 
is  in full  flow. 
It should  be  noted,  however,  that  this  initial  period  is noticeably  longer  than 
the  time  it takes  the water  to  reach  the  bottom. 
The  experts  consider  that more  exact  values  for  the  coefficients mentioned  above 
cannot  be  obtained  unless  some  further  theoretical  and  practical work  is done. 
2.  Additions  to  the  recommendation 
(a)  The  spraying of  a  return air shaft  (or  an  air  intake  shaft when  fire  has  caused  re-
verse ventilation)  may  be  less  effective if ledges  hold  the  water  as  it runs  down 
(1)  Second report of the  Mines  Safety  Commission  (June  1961~  page  26). VI,  4 
and  may  even  become  completely  ineffective if the air  speed  is greater  than  10  m/sec. 
Therefore  at  each filling station of  every main  shaft  a  fire  point  should  be 
provided  such  as  spraying  ramps,  hoses,  or  equivalent  apparatus. 
This  apparatus  should  be  operated  either  from  the filling station or  the  shaft 
outlet. 
(b)  When  a  fire  breaks  out  in an air intake  shaft below  a  part where  work  is  in progress 
the heat  may  be  so  intense as  to  reverse  the air  flow  and  drive  some  of  the  smoke 
to  the  work  area.  For  this  reason  a  device  should  be  installed at  each  level  to  re-
strict the air flow  in the  galleries  coming  from  the  air  intake  shaft,  if it should 
be  necessary,  when  the  air flow  is reversed  accidentally  or  on  purpose. 
This  apparatus  should  not  necessary  be  installed  close  to  the  shaft;  the  most 
important  point  is  that it should  be  up-wind  of  the  first bifurcation from  the fil-
ling station.  Nevertheless,  since  each  mine  is different,  the  effects  of  using  this 
device  should  be  evaluated beforehand  by  the  use  of  a  simulator  or  some  equivalent 
method. MEMORANDUM  ON  INFORMATION  NECESSARY 
FOR  THE  EXAMINATION  OF  COAL-DUST  EXPLOSIONS 
OR  IGNITIONS  OF  FIREDAMP  IN  MINES 
(Adopted  by  the  Mines  Safety 
and  Health  Commission,  6.2.73) 
ANNEX  VII VII,  3 
1.  Locality  of  the  explosion  zone 
I. I.  Description of  the working(s)  involved  in  the  incident 
Designation of  the  seams,  workings,  preparatory workings  in coal,  cross-cuts 
1.2.  Volatile matter  content  of  the  coal 
Firedamp  content  per  ton  of  the  coal  in situ and  method  used  to  determine  it 
Ash  content,  sulphur  content 
Seam  thickness,  stratigraphic structure of  the  seam 
Illustration of  a  seam profile,  including  the  surrounding  rock  and  parallel  seams 
Illustration of  a  seam  section in the vicinity  of  the  underground  workings  in-
volved  in  the  incident 
2.  Operating  conditions  in  the  working 
2. 1.  General  information regarding  the  characteristics  of  the  underground  workings 
involved  in  the  incident  (preparatory workings  in  the districts,  in  the  faces, 
winning  work,  heading operations,  etc,) 
Information regarding deployment  of  men  at  the  time  of  the  explosion 
2.2.  For  winning workings:  working  to  the  strike or  to  the  dip,  advancing  or  retreat-
ing  faces,  stowing methods,  length  of  face,  dips,  face  heights 
Types  of  cutter-loader 
Amount  of  coal  won  daily  in  em 
Use  of  explosives,  type  of  explosive,  illustration of  a  plan  of  the  workings  in 
each  seam  indicating  the  limits  of  the  solid  coal  and  of  the  stowed  area,  to-
gether with  any  residual pillars which  may  be  left in  the  seams  being  worked 
either  above  or  below  (in  the  roof  up  to  200  m away,  in the  floor  down  to  100  m 
away) 
2.3.  For  the  preparatory workings  in  a  district of  a  face 
Daily  advance  in em,  seam  section at  the  front  surface,  dip  of  the  seams,  use  of 
heading machines,  work  with  explosives,  type  of  explosive 
2.4.  For  other  types  of  underground  working  : 
·Purpose  of  the  underground  working,  use  of  special  machines,  work  with  explosives, 
type  of  explosive 
2.5.  For  robbing operations 
Use  of  prop-withdrawal  devices,  use  of  explosives,  type  of  explosive 
2.6.  Information  regarding  transport,  for  example  :  coal  haulage  roads,  roads  for  in-
ward  transport of  stowing material,  of  supplies,  use  of  rail  tracks,  conveyors, 
monorails 
2.7.  Types  of  support  used 
Cross-section  in m2  in the  zone  involved  in  the  incident 
- in  the  face 
- in  the  gate-road 
- in the  cross-cuts,  etc. VII,  4 
3.  Ventilation conditions  in  the  explosion  zone  {1) 
3. 1.  Main  air  current,  ventilation district current,  current of  air not  passing 
through  the workings  (air branches) 
Diagonal  air currents  (non-un~form air  currents,  unstable air  currents) 
3.2.  Intake  airways,  return airways  auxiliary ventilation- aspirating or  blowing 
Ventilation controlling equipment  (air doors,  control doors,  etc.) 
3. 3. 
3. 3. 1. 
Methane  drainage  installations,  results 
Results  obtained by  investigations  of  ventilation  (even if  of  earlier date) 
Ventilation measurements  carried out before  the  explosion  (in  the  case  of meas-
urements  made  before  the  explosion,  indicate  the date) 
- in the ventilation district  (near  intake  and  return) 
- at  the air entry point  into  the  face 
- at  the air exit point  from  the  face 
- at  the  (assumed)  focus  of  the  explosion 
3.3. 1.  I.  Quantities  of  air  expressed  in m3/min  or m3/sec 
3.3. 1.2.  Air velocities m/sec 
3.3. 1.3.  Firedamp  content  in  the  air  current  indicating  the  type  of  methanometer  used 
(firedamp-testing  lamps  to  the  extent  they  may  permitted) 
3.3. 1.4.  Accumulations  of  firedamp  which may  possibly be  present  : 
information regarding  the  site and  size  of  the accumulation,  possible  layers  of 
firedamp  at roof  level  : 
information regarding  location and  size of  the  layers,  in particular in the 
boundary  zones  around  the  face  or  the  goaf  of  other  workings  (see  point  22), 
any  instantaneous  outbursts  of  gas  which  may  have  occurred 
3.3. 1.5.  Dry-bulb  temperature,  wet-bulb  temperature,  moisture  content  of  the  air  in% 
3.3. 1.6.  Local  static pressure  in mm  WG  or  in  kg/m2 
3.3. 1. 7.  Barometric  pressure  recorded  on  the  day  before  the  explosion 
3.3. 1.8.  Make  of  firedamp  calculated in m3/min,  for  winning workings  in addition  the  coal 
production in m3/tonne 
3.3. 1.9.  Calculated  pressure differentials  (differentials  in static pressure between  two 
measurement  points)  in mm  WG  or  in  kg/m2;  figure  indicatirtg resistance of  the 
underground  working  to  the  passage  of  the ventilation current 
3.3.2.  Reconstitution of  the ventilation situation on  the basis  of  the  data  in point 
3.3. 1.  and  following  points,  accompanied  by  transcription on  a  ventilation plan 
of  the  ventilation arrangements  before  the  explosion,  making  due  allowance  for 
leakages 
3.3.3.  Any  disturbance  in  the ventilation which  may  have  occurred  shortly before  the 
explosion had  their effects  on  the  firedamp  make,  these  disturbances  not  having 
been  allowed  for  in the  measurements  covered  by  points  3.3. I.  and  following 
3.3.3. 1.  Disturbances  of  the ventilation which  may  have  occurred  and  modifications  re-
sulting  therefrom  in the direction of  the ventilation currents 
(1)  This  information can  usefully be  supplemented by  a  schematic diagram  indicating the 
direction of ventilation and  the  air quantities;  the  plan may  also indicate  the si-
tuation of explosion barriers  and of zones  treated with stonedust or salt pastes, 
together with  those places where  the main  mechanical  or thermal effects of the  explo-
sion were  observed and  the places where  the victims of the  explosion where  found. VII,  5 
3.3.3.2.  Possible or  probable modifications  in  the  air  qu~ntities and  air velocities 
3.3.3.3.  Causes  of  the disturbances  or modifications  in  the ventilation conditions 
3.3.3.4.  Repercussions  of  the  modified ventilation conditions  on  the  firedamp  make 
3.3.4.  If possible or  necessary 
ventilation measurements  carried out  after  the  explosion  as  shown  under  point 
3. 3. 1. 
3.3.4.1.  As  for  point  3.3.1.1. 
3.3.4.2.  As  for  point  3.3. 1.2., with  the addition of  possible modifications  in  the direc-




3. 3. 4. 6. 
3. 3. 4. 7. 
3. 3. 4. 8. 
3. 3. 4. 9. 
3. 3. 5. 
3. 3. 6. 
As  for  point  3.3.1.3. 
As  for  point 3.3.1.4. 
As  for  point  3.3.1.5. 
As  for  point  3.3.1.6. 
As  for  point  3.3.1.7. 
As  for  point  3. 3. 1.8. 
As  for  point 3.3.1.9. 
If possible or  necessary 
Results  of measurements  and  calculations of ventilation based  on  the  data  covered 
by  point  3.3.4.  and  following,  after  indication  on  a  ventilation plan  of  the  de-
vices  intended  to  control  the ventilation,  which  had  been destroyed  by  the  explo-
sion 
If possible  or  necessary  : 
Results  of  a  ventilation calculation carried out  on  a  computer  (analogue  or  di-
gital)  on  the basis  of definite or  probable  input data covered  by  point  3.3. 1. 
and  following  and  3.3.4.  and  following 
Record  of  the weak  points  in  the  ventilation system,  influence  of  the  weak  points 
on  the  formation  of  accumulations  or  layers  of  firedamp 
Influence  of  the  disturbances  covered  by  point  3.3.3.  on  the  formation  of  accu-
mulations  or  layers  of  firedamp 
4.  Coal-dust  in the  working  zone  and  the  dust-suppression measures  provided 
4. 1.  Sources  of dust  make  : 
Winning  machines,  firing of  rounds 
4.2.  Quantity  of  dust  deposited  (heavy, 
4. 2. I. 
4.2.2. 










face  entry  on 
face  entry  on 
return airways 
haulage  roads 
the air return 
the air  intake 
(air  intake) 
4.2.4. 1.  Due  to  the  coal haulage  systems 
of  shots,  falls  of  coal,  etc. 
medium,  weak) 
side 
side 
4.2.4.2.  Due  to  the  accumulations  occurring at  the  conveyor-discharge  points 
4.2.5.  In  the  other  roadways  involved  in  the  incident 
4.2.6.  Moisture  content  of  the  floor  and  surrounding walls  of  the  roadways 
dry,  moist,  very moist 
4. 3. 
4. 3. I. 
Dust-suppression measures 
Dust-suppression methods  actually used VII,  6 
4.3. 1. 1.  In winning 
Water  infusion in  the  solid  coal,  spraying,  fine  spraying of water onto  the 
winning machines,  etc. 
4.3.1.2.  In  the  roadways  involved  in  the  incident:  spraying,  wetting,  crusts  of  salt 
paste,  removement  by  shovel  or  by  aspiration devices,  stonedusting,  salt pastes, 
etc. 
4.3.2.  Checks  carried  out before  the  accident  to  monitor  the  application of  the  dust-
suppression measures  covered  by  point 4.3. 1. 
- sampling  and  measurement  methods 
- frequency  of  checks,  time  elapsed  since  the  last  check 
- location of  sampling  points 
- result of  the  checks  :  quantities  of  dust,  rate  of  stonedusting,  moisture 
content,  etc. 
4.3.3.  Actual  preventive measures,  as  noted  subsequently 
4.3.3. 1.  In  the  working districts  involved  in  the  incident 
4.3.3.2.  In  the  roadways  involved  in  the  incident 
5.  State of  the  explosion barriers before  the  explosion 
5.1.  Methods  of  constructing the  explosion barriers  : 
5. 1.  1.  Explosion barriers with  inert dust 
5. 1. 1. 1.  Main  or  secondary  explosion barriers  (distributed  explosion barriers,  to  the  ex-
tent  that  such  distinctions  are  made) 
5.1. 1.2.  Types  of  explosion barrier:  indication of  the method  of  construction 
5. 1. 1.3.  Materials  used  in making  the barriers,  dimensions  and  arrangement  of  the plat-
forms  in  the  barriers  (length,  width,  situation in  the  roadway  cross-section) 
5. 1. 1.4.  Description and  dimensions  of  the  supports  and  the  components  of  the  platforms 
ensuring  the  appropriate  degree  of  instability 
5. 1. 1.5.  Number  of  platforms,  distance between platforms 
5. 1. 1.6.  Nature  of  the  inert dust,  theoretical  amount  in kg  or  in  litres 
- per  meter  of  platform  length 
- per  platform 
- per  square metre  of  roadway  cross-section  (indicate  the  total area  of  cross-
section) 
5. 1. 1.7.  Time  elapsed  since  the  last replacement  of  the  dust 
5. I. 1.8.  Special  features  in  the  actual design  of  the  explosion barrier 
5. 1. 1.9.  Actual  quantity  and  characteristics  of  the  dust  (effect of humidity) 
5. 1.2.  Water  barriers 
5. 1.2. I.  Description of  the barriers 
5. 1.2.2.  Theoretical  and  actual  quantity  of water 
5.2.  Zones  of  intense  neutralization associated with  the  explosion barriers 
5.3.  Position of  the  explosion barriers  affected 
5.3. 1.  Position of  the  explosion barriers nearest  to  the  focus  of  the  explosion,  dis-
tances  from  this  focus,  from  the workings,  from  the  ventilation branches  or  from 
angle  turns  in  the  roadways 
5.3.2.  Situation of  the  other  explosion barriers,  distances between  them,  distances 
from  branches  in  the  roadways 6. 
6. 1. 
6. 1. 1. 
6. 1. 2. 
6.2. 
6. 2. 1. 
6. 2. 2. 
6.2.2.1. 
6. 2. 2. 2. 
6. 2. 2. 3. 
6. 3. 
6. 3. 1. 
6.3.1.1. 
6.3.1.2. 
VII,  7 
Course  of  events during  and  effects  of  the  explosion or ignition 
Presumed  cause  of  the  explosion 
Presumed  causes  of  ignition  (most  probable  causes) 
If  the  explosion was  initiated by  an  ignition of  firedamp,  presumed  extent  of 
the  accumulation  or  layer  of  firedamp 
Any  involvement  of  coal-dust 
Sources  of  considerable dust  make  and  major  deposits  of  dust  between  the  source 
of  origin of  the  explosion  and  the  first  explosion barriers 
Presence  and  site of  carbonized  coal-dust 
Quantity  of  carbonized  coal-dust deposited 
Nature  of  the  carbonized deposits  :  crusts,  beads,  dust 
Presence  of  coke  beyond  the first explosion barrier 
Mechanical  effects 
Pressure  and blast wave  (static  and  dynamic  pressure) 
In  the  zone  of  explosion development,  possible  slow  ignition  (without  pressure) 
In  the  main  zone  of  action of  the  explosio.n,  pressure  in kg/cm2  to  the  extent 
that it was  possible  to  calculate or  estimate it 
Direction of  the blast  force  of  the  explosion 
6.3. 1.3.  Damage  caused  to  the  supports;  to  the  ventilation doors,  to  general  equipment, 
to  the  transport  systems  - as  a  result of  the pressure  or  the blast  force 
6.3. 1.4.  Effects  of  the pressure  on  the  persons  present 
Pulmonary  lesions,  major  injuries,  number  of fatalities  due  to mechanical  effects 
6.3.2.  Velocity  of  propagation  of  the  explosion  (order  of magnitude,  either  calculated 
or  estimated) 
6.3.2. 1.  In  the  explosion development  zone 
6.3.2.2.  In  the vicinity of  the  explosion barrier 
6.4.  Thermal  effects 
6.4. 1.  Roadways  affected by  the  flames 
6.4. 1. 1.  Characteristics  of  the  flame  effects  after  the  explosion:  e.g.  -coke,  colour 
changes,  scorched  areas,  heated  areas,  fires without  production of  flame,  open 
fires,  effects  on  electrical  cables  and  items  made  of  synthetic materials  (in 
particular,  of  conveyor belts,  ducting,  tubes,  hoses) 
6.4. 1.2.  Sites  showing  indications  of  persistent  combustion of  a  rich mixture,  e.g.  wood 
carbonized  to  a  considerable depth 
6.4. 1.3.  Sites  showing  medium-degree  combustion 
6.4. 1.4.  Sites where  combustion was  demonstrated  by microscope  examination  in  the  labora-
tory 
6.4. 1.5.  Total  length of  roadway  affected by  the  flames 
6.4. 1.6.  Number  of  persons  burned,  number  of  fatalities resulting  from  burns,  either  im-
mediately  or  subsequently 
6.4.2.  Point of extinction of  the  flames.  Cause  of  the  extinction  : 
(a)  shortage  of  combustible material 
(b)  action of  natural  humidity 
(c)  by  reason of  the  action of  the preventive means  covered  by  point  4.3. 1. 
(d)  by  reason of  the  action of  explosion barriers VII,  8 
6.4.2. 1.  Estimate  of  the  volume  of  gas,  assumed  to  be  pure methane,  which  burned 
6.5.  Action  of  the  fumes 
6.5. 1.  Intoxication in the  return  airway  leading  from  the  explosion 
Number  of  fatalities  and  number  of  persons  poisoned 
Carboxyhaemoglobin  count  in  the blood 
6.5.2.  Intoxication in  the air  intake  or  in other regions  of  the ventilation districts 
6.5.2. 1.  As  a  consequence  of  the  passage  of  the  explosion  in  the  other ventilation dis-
tricts 
Number  of fatalities  and  number  of  persons  poisoned 
Carboxyhaemoglobin rate 
6.5.2.2.  As  a  result of  reversal  of ventilation 
Number  of  fatalities  and  number  of  persons  poisoned 
Carboxyhaemoglobin rate 
7.  Efficacy  of  the  explosion barriers  :  - Indicate  the  effective action of  each 
explosion barrier 
7. 1.  Correct  (platforms  upset,  flame  extinguished  in  the vicinity of  the barrier or 
shortly  thereafter) 
7.2.  Limited  (platforms  upset,  flame  not  extinguished  and  flame  passed  the barrier, 
or  certain platforms  were  not  upset) 
7.3.  Zero  (platforms  not  upset  although  the  flame  passed  the  barrier) 
8.  General  conclusions 
8. 1.  Indicate  :  the  roadways  in which  stonedusting was  used  to  neutralize  the dust, 
or  this  was  done  by wetting,  salt pastes  and  the  means  used  were  effective  or 
were  not  effective 
8.2.  Indicate  :  the  causes  attributed  to  the  failures  of  certain explosion barriers-
either dust  or  water barriers 





8. 2. 6. 
8. 2. 7. 
8.2.8. 
Unsuitable  design.  For  example  :  inadequate  degree  of  instability of  the plat-
forms,  bad  arrangement  of  the platforms  across  the  cross-section of  the  roadway, 
Bad  locating of  explosion barriers  in  the workings 
Insufficient quantity  of dust  or water 
Bad  quality  of  inert dust 
Accumulations  or  layers  of  firedamp  around  the  explosion barrier 
Explosion  too  weak 
Excessively  high rate of  propagation of  the  explosion 
Other  causes  of  failure 
Reasons  for  changes 
1.  Modification of  the  title of  the memorandum 
This  modification is  called for  because  the memorandum  must  have  an  obligatory 
character  for  the  investigation of  all  the  ignitions  of methane,  since it is not  only 
investigations  of  short  flamings  and  puffs  of methane  which  can  give  results  and  which 
can  lead  to decisions  which  are  of  considerable  importance  in connection with mining 
safety. VII,  9 
2.  Regarding  point  1.1.  of  the memorandum 
The  expression "faces  involved  in  the  incident" must  be  replaced  by  the  expres-
sion  "underground workings  involved  in  the  incident";  an  ignition of  a  mixture  of  air 
and  coal-dust or  firedamp  does  not  necessarily originate  in a  face;  it can also  occur 
in an  unoccupied  mine  working which  is consequently not  to  be  considerd  as  a  face. 
3.  Regarding  point  1.2. 
The  modification makes  it possible  to  characterize  the  properties  of  the  coal 
better. 
4.  Regarding  point  2. 1. 
Improvements  intended  to  provide  a  more  precise description of  the  underground 
workings  involved  in the  incident. 
5.  Regarding  points  2.2.  - 2.5. 
Under  point  2.2.,  it is  now  required  to  provide  a  plan of  the workings  seam  by 
seam  to  obtain more  precise  information regarding possible  emissions  of  firedamp, 
starting with  the  situation around  the  boundaries  of  the  solid  coal  and  the  stowed 
area,  together with possible  residual  pillars left in the  seams  worked  either  above  or 
below. 
The  three  new  subdivisions  of  point 2.2.  serve  to  explain questions  similar  to 
those  listed  under  the  old  point  2.2., but  now  deal  respectively with preparatory work-
ings,  other  underground  workings  and  robbing operations. 
6.  Regarding  the  note  to  point  3 
The  expression "explosion barriers with  stonedust"  is  to  be  replaced  by  the  more 
general  expression "explosion barriers". 
7.  Regarding  point  3. 1.  - 3.3.6. 
The  new  form of  words  serves  to  give  a  better indication of  the  ideas  covered 
here.  The  new  form  of words  of  points  3.3.  and  3.3. 1.  - 3.3.6.  is  intended  to  ensure 
that  the  reports  of  investigations  on  an  explosion provide  the  available data  (air 
quantities,  air velocity,  methane  content,  ventilation control  devices,  static pres-
sures  and  levels  of  resistance  to  the  passage  of  the air current  by  the  underground 
workings),  so  that  this  information can be  used  as  a  starting-point  to  reconstitute  the 
ventilation situation as  it existed before  the  explosion.  In addition,  it is also pos-
sible- as  envisaged under  points  3.3.3.  - 3.3.5.  - to  determine  if required  the ven-
tilation as  it was  after  the  explosion,  and  finally,  by  means  of  this  reconstitution 
and  a  plan indicating  the ventilation devices destroyed  by  the  explosion - taken  to-
gether with calculations made  by  an  analogue  or  digital  computer  - to  pinpoint  the weak 
points  in  the ventilation  system  and  their effect  on  the  accumulation of  ignitable mix-
tures  of  gas  and  air. 
8.  Regarding  point  4.2.4. 
These  distinctions were  drawn with respect  to  the make  of  dust  in  the  haulage 
roads,  since  coal-dust  is not  produced  only at conveyor-discharge  points;  it also oc-
curs  on  other  haulage  devices  (chain  conveyors)  which  produce  coal-dust,  and  the  effect 
of  these  devices  must  be  taken  into  account. 
9.  Modifications  applied  to  points  S-7  are  intended  to  improve  the  comprehensibility  of  the 
text  and  its style,  and  these  improvements  are  consequential  upon  the  changes  made  in 
the  preceding points. ANNEX  VIII 
REPORT  ON  TRENDS  IN  THE  USE  OF  EXPLOSIONPROOF  ELECTRICAL  APPARATUS 
FOR  NOMINAL  VOLTAGES  ABOVE  1 100  VOLTS 
- SITUATION  AT  THE  BEGINNING  OF  1972  -
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I.  Introduction 
In  the  Resolution  regarding  the  elimination  of oil  from resistances,  condensers, 
transformers,  circuit-breakers  and  contactors  used  underground  in mines  (1)  adopted by 
the  Hines  Safety  and Health  Corrnnission  on  9.12.1958,  the  Mines  Safety  Corrnnission  noted 
that it was  not  possible  to eliminate  completely  the  use  of oil for  circuit-breakers 
and  contactors  underground,  for  voltages  over  1  100  volts. 
In  consequence  of this,  the  Mines  Safety  and Ilealth  Corrnnission  considered  that -
with  a  view  to eliminating the  fire  risks  resulting  from presence  of oil - research 
should  be  continued into  the  development  of electrical apparatus  requiring only  a  small 
portion of oil or without  any  oil at all for  these  voltages. 
The  Working  Party  on  electricity was  instructed  to  carry  out  a  detailed  investi-
gation in  this  field. 
The  resultant report,  entitled "Report  on firedamp-safe electrical apparatus  for 
nominal  voltages  over  1  100  volts" was  approved  by  the  Mines  Safety  and Health  Corrnnis-
sion  of  16.10.1964  (2)  and  the  Working Party was  instructed  to produce  periodical  re-
ports  on  trends  in  this  field. 
The  report  referred  to  contained  an  investigation - particularly with  a  view  to 
eliminating oil - on  firedamp-safe  electrical apparatus  for nominal  voltages  over 
1  100  volts either already  in existence  or being developed,  together with  a  report on 
its utilization as  currently practised in  the  Member  States. 
II.  Trends  during  the  period  1964/71  and  present situation  (3)  in  the  Corrnnunity  countries 
(4)  and  the  United Kingdom 
Comparison  of  the  situation at  the  end  of  1971  r-1ith  the  situation which  existed 
when  the  1964  report  (2)  was  drawn  up  (observing  the  same  report  layout)  gives  the 
following picture  : 
Belgium  :  In  accordance with  the  new  regulations  which  came  into  force  at  the  beginning 
of  1970,  the  category  of protection known  as  "Increased safety  (e)"  is  acceptable.  In 
addition,  all  the  cut-off devices  - old  and new- which  contained more  than  75  litres 
of  oil must  be  declared  to  the Mines  Inspectorate,  who  can  refuse  to  allow  the  use  of 
this  apparatus  or  can  impose  conditions  suitable  to each  particular case. 
New  purchases  of  circuit-breakers  for nominal  voltages  above  1  100  volts  should 
preferably be  drawn  from  types  of  apparatus  which  contain  a  small quantity  of oil or 
are  airfilled.  However,  the  large  number  of oil-filled (30-40  litres  of oil)  cut-of£ 
devices  makes  new  purchases  relatively rare. 
Federal  Republic  of Germany  :  The  number  of  cut-off devices with  a  large quantity  of 
oil  (5)  currently  in  use  is  falling off, while  the  number  of  circuit-breakers  containing 
a  small quantity  of oil is  undergoing  a  relative increase,  as  is  also  the  number  of 
water-filled circuit-breakers. 
The  Mines  Inspectorate  are  no  longer  issuing permission  for  the  purchase  or 
construction of  circuit-breakers  containing  a  large quantity  of oil. 
The  gas  tube  device  (gas  switch)  (6)  did not become  widely  introduced. 
(1)  See  Fipst  RepoPt  of the  Mines  Safety  and Health  CommissionJ  pages  ?  and  8. 
(2)  See  thiPd Report of the  Mines  Safety  and  Health  CommissionJ  Annex  VIIIJ  pages  391-404. 
(3)  Situation at beginning of 19?2. 
(4)  See  the  statement of the  eaPlieP situationJ  descPibed in the  1964  PepoPtJ  ChapteP  VII. 
(5)  "Oelkesselleistungsschalter"  (oil-containeP power switch)  (100-120  litres of oil). 
(6)  This  is  a  ciPcuit-bPeakeP under a  gas  pPoduced by  the  decomposition of an  active sub-
stance  undeP  the effect of an  electPic aPe  (see  1964  PepoPtJ  ChapteP  IVJ  para.  2a). VIII,  6 
The  use  of  cut-off devices  filled with  sulphur hexafluoride  is envisaged. 
Air-filled contactors  have  been  taken into service  in recent years. 
The  development  of  a  vacuum  contactor has  recently been successfully  concluded; 
practical application is  envisaged. 
France  :  The  number  of oil-immersed  circuit-breakers is  undergoing  a  constant  decrease. 
The  number  of air-break  circuit-breakers has  remained virtually constant  during  the 
reporting period.  As  far  as  new  purchases  are  concerned.  preference  is  given  to  devices 
operating in sulphur hexafluoride.  This  latter type  proved its worth  during the  period 
1964-1971. 
Oil-immersed  contactors  are  not  used. 
Italy  :  All  the  circuit-breakers  used  at voltages  above  1  100  volts  are water-filled. 
Such  circuit-breakers were  also in  use  in Italy in  1964,  contrary  to  the  statement 
made  in  the  1964  report  (1). 
Netherlands  :  The  category  of protection "increased safety"  has  been  accepted  by  the 
Inspectorate.  The  use  of  circuit-breakers  containing  30-40  litres of oil continues, 
and  the  number  in existence  is  undoubtedly  large,  but  the  number  in service  has  fallen 
off considerably  by  reason  of  the  recent pit closures. 
United Kingdom;  For  the  past five  years  no  contactors  have  been  purchased  to work 
underground  that  contain oil,  but  some  are still in service having  a  low  oil  content. 
At  voltages  superior to  1  100  volts  the  normal  voltage  in  use  is  3  300  volts. 
There  are  approximately  2  000  air-break contactors  in  use  for motor  drives  at  this 
voltage. 
Approximately  forty  contactors  employing  the  vacuum  interrupter are  in  use,  these 
in  the  main  being operated  on  reversing duty. 
III. Conclusions 
In  respect  of  the  circuit-breakers, it will be  observed  that  the  conclusions 
contained in  the  Report  of  1964  (2)  are  now  out-of-date,  since  considerable  efforts 
have  been  made  in all  the  Member  States  to eliminate  or  reduce  the  quantities  of oil 
used. 
The  number  of  cut-off devices  using  large quantities  of oil now  in service has 
been  considerably  reduced,  to  some  extent  as  a  result of pit closures.  Although  this 
trend has  been counteracted by  reason  of  the  large  stock  of  devices  thus  becoming 
available,  the  number  of  circuit-breakers  using  only  a  small quantity of oil or no oil 
at all has  however  risen in both  absolute  and  relative  terms. 
Different  types  of  oil-less  apparatus  can  be  found  (using sulphur hexafluoride, 
air or water)  and  all have  given satisfaction and  their utilization has  made  consider-
able  advances. 
During the  reporting period,  the  design  of  circuit-breakers  of  the  "increased 
safety"  category with  additional protection of  the  contacts  has  been  accepted  in dif-
ferent Member  States,  and  the new  purchases  of  circuit-breakers  containing a  large 
quantity  of oil have  been either restricted or  forbidden. 
In  the contactorswithout oil,  considerable  progress  has  been  achieved,  particu-
larly  as  a  result of  the  introduction  of  vacuum-break  contactors. 
(1)  Second Report of the Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission~ Annex  VIII~  pages  391-404. 
(2)  See  Third Report of the Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission~  Annex  VIII~  pages  391-404. VIII,  7 
IV.  Recommendation 
In  these  circumstaLces,  the  Mines  Safety  and Health  Commission  considers it nec-
essary  to  recommend  to  tl11..>.  Member  States  to  continue  their policy of  reducing the  use 
of oil in  cut-off  devic~s by  reason  of  the potential dangers  of explosion  and  fire 
resulting  from  the  pres8nce  of  an  appreciable quantity of oil in such  devices. 
Consequently,  the  Mines  Safety  and Health  Commission  recommends  that new  pur-
chases  be  restricted to  apparatus  using no oil or, if this is not possible,  only  small 
quantities  of oil. VIII,  8 
DOCUMENTATION 
The  following  documentation  can  be  obtained without  charge  from  the  secretariat 
of  the  Mines  Safety  and Health  Commission,  29,  rue  Aldringer,  Luxembourg  : 
1)  "Report  on  firedamp-safe  electrical apparatus  for nominal  voltages  above  1  100  volts," 
dates  1964  (available  in all  the  Community  languages); 
2)  Documentation  of  firedamp-safe  air-break  circuit-breakers  for  3  300  volts,  used  in 
the  coal-mines  of  the  United Kingdom  (available  in English,  German  and  French); 
3)  Documentation  on  firedamp-safe  high-tension  circuit-breakers without  safety oil,  used 
in  the  French  coal-mines  (available  in English,  German  and  French). ANNEX  IX 
BIBLIOGRAPHY  OF  THE  WORK  OF  THE  r1INES  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  COMMISSION IX,  3 
I  - TECHNICAL  PROBLEMS 
A - Mine  rescue 
1.  Organisation  of  mine  rescue  arrangements 
- Report  on  tour  of  central  rescue  stations  in  the  Community  countries  and  Great 
Britain  (First  Report  on  the organization  of mine  rescue  services  1958/59) 
(2nd  Report  of  the Mines  Safety  and  Health  Commission,  Annex  B,  June  1961); 
- Second  Report  on  the  organization of mine  rescue  services  1960  (3rd  Report  of 
the  MSHC,  Annex  V a,  November  1966); 
Third Report  on  the  organization of mine  rescue  services  1961  (3rd  Report  of  the 
MSHC,  Annex  VI  a,  November  1966); 
Fourth  Report  on  the  organization of  mine  rescue  services  1962  (3rd Report  of .the 
MSHC,  Annex  VII  a,  November  1966); 
Fifth Report  on  the  organization of  mine  rescue  services  1963  and  1964 
(3rd Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  VIII  a,  November  1966); 
- Sixth Report  on  the  organization of mine  rescue  services,  1965/66  (5th Report 
of  the  MSHC,  Annex  V,  October  1968); 
- Seventh  Report  on  the  organization of mine  rescue  services,  1967/68, 
(7th Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  IV,  September  1970). 
- Recommendations  regarding the provision  of  advice  from  foreign  experts  in  the 
case  of major  accidents  (3rd  Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  III,  November  1966); 
- Communication  links  between  the  rescue  base  and  the  rescue  team  (3rd  Report  of 
the  MSHC,  Annex  IV,  November  1966); 
List  of  regulations  and  directives  concerning  the organization of  mine  rescue 
services  in  the  countries  of  the  Community  and  the United Kingdom  (Doc.  3845/1/70; 
to be  published in the  9th  Report  of  the  MSHC). 
2.  Rescue  equipment 
- Interim report  on  the  continued  development  of  the  CO-filter self-rescuer  (Doc. 
1872/68/1,  lOth  October  1968); 
- Results  of  the  research  carried  out with  financial  assistance  from  the  Commission 
of  the European  Communities  into  the  improvement  of  the physiological  conditions 
for  the wearing  of breathing apparatus  (8th  Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  IV, 
June  1971); 
3.  Research work  at high  temperatures 
- Final  report  on  research  into the  establishment  of  simple criteria for  the 
selection of  resr.ue  team personnel  for heavy  work  in high  temperatures  (3rd  Report 
of  the  MSHC,  Annex  IXa,  November  1966). IX,  4 
4.  Rescue with borehole 
List  of  specialists  for borehole  rescue work  and  equipment  available in 
Community  countries  (8th Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  III, June  1971) 
B - Fires  and  underground  combustion 
1.  Shaft  fires  at  great  depth 
- Recommendations  on  the  equipment  having  regard  to  the  prevention  of  open  fires 
(1st Report  of  the  MSHC,  April  1959); 
Fighting of  fires  in shafts by  bringing in water  (2nd  Report  of  the  MSHC, 
page  24,  June  1961); 
- Final  report  on  experiments with shaft  fires  carried out  by  the  Experimental 
Roadway  Association  in Dortmund,  with  the  financial  aid  of  the High  Authority, 
at  Dorstfeld Colliery,  Dortmund  (3rd  Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  III a,  November 
1966); 
- Explanatory notes  and  views  of  the Working  Parties  on  Underground  Combustion  and 
Fires  and  Mine  Rescue Organization,  and  their expert  sub-committees,  concerning 
the  final  report  of  the Experimental  Roadway  Association,  Dortmund,  on  the shaft 
fire  experiment  at Dorstfeld Colliery  (3rd  Report  of  the MSHC,  Annex  III b, 
November  1966). 
2.  Ventilation 
- Study  of  the  Group  of Experts  on  Ventilation:  Stabilization of Ventilation in 
Pit Fires  - investigation in  the  light  of Prof.  Budryk's  theory  (this  study 
consists  of  two  separate parts:  the Report  itself and  Annex  III to the  6th  Report 
of  the  MSHC,  September  1966); 
- Practical  conclusions  of  the  application  of  the  theory  of  stabilisation of venti-
lation  (6th Report  of  the  MSHC,  Annex  III,  September  1969); 
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